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AUTHOR'S FOREWORD

This volume picks up where Volume I left off. Those men
who used the preceding book will recognize the tabular
form of alignment instructions, the chassis layouts, and
notes as following very closely the other's style. It has been
retained because of the enthusiastic response with which it
was received by thousands of servicemen all over the world.
The general alignment instructions have been brought*
up to date and will be found in the Appendix, which, it is
suggested, the user of this book read before doing any actual
alignment work. It will also be noted that the chassis lay
outs showing the locations of the trimmers, have been re
drawn in most instances to make for greater clarity and the
adjustment frequencies for the trimmers added to make for
greater ease in using the instructions as a whole.
We wish to thank Robert Herr, J. R. Jackson and others
of the Philco Service and Engineering Divisions who co
operated with the author in the preparation of the material
in this book.

John F. Rider.
June 19, 1941.
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INTRODUCTION

Since this book is a continuation of the previous volume
"Aligning Philco Receivers," we shall not repeat all the gen
eral alignment instructions and introductory notes given in
that first volume; they have been condensed and brought
up to date. It is recommended that these notes, appearing
in the Appendix, be read and studied. Since the tabular ar
rangement in this new volume has been improved and fur
ther simplified, we shall devote a few words to it.

General Notes

Before any alignment adjustments are made, the receiver
should be turned on and allowed to heat for about 15 min
utes in order to avoid the possibility of misalignment due to
oscillator drift, this being of particular importance in multi-
band receivers.
In all cases the Volume-Control should be turned on full,
unless a note in the alignment procedure specifically indi
cates some other position. Appropriate notes also specify
the various positions of other receiver controls, whenever
they are involved in alignment procedure or other adjust
ments.

Signal-Generator Connection (Column 1)

The high side of the signal generator should be connected
to the specific point of the receiver circuit that is indicated.
When no mention is made regarding the connection of the
low side of the signal generator to the reoeiver, it is under
stood that it is connected to the receiver chassis. In a num
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ber of a-c/d-c sets, in order to secure electrical isolation of
the signal generator from the receiver, it is recommended
that the high side of the signal generator should be con
nected to terminal No. 1 on a special Philco Set Trans
former, part No. 32-2763, and the output-cable ground

(connected to low side of signal-generator output) to ter
minal No. 2. Terminals Nos. 3 and 4 are connected to the
receiver—as indicated in the notes.

Dummy Antenna (Column 2)

This column specifies the proper value of condenser or
resistor that is to be connected in series between the high
side of the signal-generator and the receiver. When an un
usual value of capacitance is specified for the dummy an
tenna, such as 830 mmf, for instance, the nearest available
value, as 800 mmf or 1000 mmf, may be employed instead.
A combined form of tabulation, in these two columns, is
employed for loop receivers, to show that a special loop
made up of several turns of wire is connected to the
output terminals of the signal-generator; this loop being
placed near the receiver loop. No dummy antenna is
needed.

Signal-Generator Frequency (Column 3)

The third column specifies the frequency at which the
signal generator should be set for making the necessary
alignment adjustments.

Receiver Wave-Band Switch (Column 4)
In receivers incorporating two or more bands, it is impor
tant that the wave-band switch be turned to the correct
position. In aligning i-f transformers, it is customary to
throw the range switch to the "Broadcast" position. How
ever, as will be seen in some of the tabulations, this is not
an invariable rule; for, due to a change in "biasing," or to
obtain lessened avc action, the instructions occasionally call
for the band switch to be thrown to the "Short-Wave"
position.
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Receiver-Dial Setting (Column 5)

This column indicates the setting of the receiver dial or
tuning condenser. This setting is made after the dial cali
bration has been checked, or adjusted when necessary, ac
cording to the appropriate footnotes.

Trimmer Number (Column 6)
The final column lists the number or name of the trim
mer or padder to be adjusted. Such adjustment is always
made to secure a maximum output indication, unless in
structions to the contrary are given in an accompanying
footnote.

Special Symbols

Several special symbols have been employed to indicate
certain operations: —
The asterisk (*) indicates a rocking adjustment, as is
explained in the Appendix.
The double dagger (J) signifies that the "Police" band is
automatically aligned at the same time that the "Broad
cast" band adjustments are made; that no aligning adjust
ments are provided on this band.
In making certain adjustments on loop receivers, it may
happen that the receiver loop picks up a broadcast signal in
addition to that of the signal-generator. When this occurs,
the receiver (either cabinet and loop, or chassis) should be
turned until the interfering broadcast signal dissappears or
reaches a minimum. If the broadcast signal is still present,
the receiver tuning-condenser setting should be slightly
changed from the position specified in Column 5; so that
the broadcast signal is no longer heard. A star (*) is used
on many tabulations to indicate this interference possibility.

[xv]





MODEL AR-1
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

30Ant. Recept. 0.1 mf 455 kc Note 2
tt tt tt tt

23
tt tt tt tt

20
tt tt tt tt

30
tt tt tt tt

23
tt tt tt tt

20
Ant.8 30 mmf 1580 kc tt

18
« tt 1400 kc 1400 kc 8*
Note 5 1200-1400 kc 5«

Note 1.—Adjust antenna condenser (5) two turns from tight position.
Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they

will go.
Note 3.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 41-3191, to the antenna receptacle in

the radio. Connect 30 mmf condenser in series between signal-generator
and antenna lead.

Note 4.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed in
the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal -generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna, but not connected to it.

Note 5.—When installing the radio in the car, follow the instructions carefully.
Tune in a weak broadcast signal between 1200 and 1400 kc on the control
scale. Remove the plug button on the side of the radio, and adjust
aerial compensator (5) for maximum signal.

AERIAL COMP.
1200- 140* KC

top aht. moo ire

BOTTOM HF-OSC ISSOKC

Signal
Generator
Connection

Ant.

MODEL TH-1
Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

100 mmf 1500 kc

Receiver
Dial
Setting

Note 1
1500 kc

Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

3A*
3B

Note 1.—To adjust the dial pointer, turn the tuning condenser to maximum
capacity position. With the condenser in this position, the dial pointer
should be Vz inch below the 550 kc mark of the dial and horizontal
with the chassis.

Note 2.—(3A) Ant. and (3B) R.F. are on top of tuning-condenser.
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MODELS PT-2, PT-6
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. sect. 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. 540 kc1 12A2
tuning-cond.

tt u u u tt 12B
tt tt tt tt tt 10A
tt tt tt u tt 10B
Note 3 1600 kc tt

1600 kc* 4B
tt

1500 kc tt
1500 kc 5 4A

Note 1.—Tuning condenser fully closed.
DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning condenser in this position, set-
tuning pointer on first small line stamped in scale plate on left side.

Note 2.—Before adjusting trimmers, turn down (10B) to the tight position.

Note 3.—When aligning r-f trimmers, a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being placed
close to loop of the radio.

Note 4.—1600 kc on dial is at first small line stamped in scale plate from right
side of chassis.

Note 5.—1500 kc on dial is at second small line stamped in scale plate from right
side of chassis.

r TF-ADJ.455KC -

€>*- I2A

-12B

tCA-1 *-fOB

ANZ

MODELS
PT-2, PT-6
TOP VIEW

15O0KC4A--*<&

osc.A-
1eooKcr*

TJ
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MODEL PHXD
Signal
Generator
Connection

Control grid
of s%4 IF
u

Control grid
of 6A7
tt

Control grid
of 3%4 RF

Ant.«* ■

Dummy
Antenna

0.1 mf

Signal
Generator
Frequency

260 kc

1500 kc
M

580 kc
1500 kc

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

Note 1

Receiver
Dial
Setting

Note 5, 6 1400 kc

Note 4
u

580 kc
1500 kc
1400 kc

Trimmer
Number

27*

25»

19*
16 »

10
9
14*
10
9

Note 1.—Remove the cover from the Receiver. The antenna lead must be dis
connected. The sensitivity switch must be in the "distance" position.
The tone control should be turned to the brilliant position.

Note 2.—This is the nut adjustment.
Note 3.—This is the screw adjustment. Note the maximum reading obtained and

then turn the screw in again and readjust, just bringing the adjustment
up to the maximum reading. Do not pass it and then back off. This
adjustment is critical.

Note 4.—Using a piece of paper approximately .006" thick as a gauge between the
heel of the rotor plates and the stator plates, turn the rotor plates until
they strike against the paper. This is the true setting for 1500 ke; 190
on the dial scale.

)NT.- I400 KCr@d
J^)RF-1400KC-1S00KC
A$)HF-OSC. 15QOKC

?*) 580 KC
LOW FREQUENCY PMTOER

HOLES FOR
ALIGNING ,
CONDENSER

ItT.i.F.TRANSFORMEft.

fM.F.TRWISFORrlER

SCREW

SCREW® (gflF ADJ'
NUT® ©y2j?c°,T

—Model PHXD— Top VitmNVf*
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Note 5.—ANTENNA —Connect the generator lead to the antenna lead using a
200 mraf condenser in series between the two leads and the .1 mf
condenser.

Note 6.—When the antenna stage adjustment is made with the Receiver installed
in the car, the Receiver antenna lead must be connected to the car an
tenna in the usual manner. The signal generator output lead should be
connected to a wire placed near the car antenna but not connected to it.

* While rocking.

MODELS AR3, 933
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant* 30 mmf 470 kc Note 1 Note 2 37
tt tt tt tt

29
tt tt tt tt

28
tt tt tt tt

21
tt tt

1580 kc 1580 kc 17
tt tt

1500 kc 1500 kc 7*
Note 4 1400 kc 1400 kc 3*

Note 1.—Press the Automatic Station -Selector button until "DIAL" appears in
the window and stations can be tuned in by manual tuning.

Note 2.—Turn tuning condenser plates out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 3.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 41-3191, to the antenna receptacle in the

radio. Connect 30 mmf condenser in series between the signal generator
and the antenna lead.

Note 4.—When the antenna stage adjustment is made with the radio installed in
the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal generator output lead to a wire
placed near the car antenna but not connected to it. Also adjust the
antenna compensator (3) for maximum on a weak signal at approxi
mately 1400 kc.

AEMAL
COMP.
140QKC

fseoxc

®aF. ose.** tsao/tc
[4]



MODEL TH-3
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
DialDummy

Antenna
Wave-band Trimmer

NumberSwitch Setting

Ant. Section 0.004 mf 470 kc

tt

Note 1 t Note 2 1

Tuning Cond.
tt tt tt tt 2»
tt M tt tt tt

3
tt tt tt tt tt 4

Ant. 100 mmf 1700 kc tt
1700 kc 5

1500 kc 1500 kc 6

Note 1.—Push in "MANUAL" button on push-button models.
Note 2.—Leave tuning -condenser fully closed.

DIAL CALIBRATION : Dial pointers are adjusted by closing the tun
ing condenser (plates fully meshed) and setting the pointers on the
dot below 55 on the dial.

Note 3.—No second -IF primary trimmer on TH-3.
X No adjustments needed on "police" band of models with two wave-band ranges.

gH-o o--®
IF APJ- 470KC

C-H3
MO0£L TH-3 TOP VI£W

[5]



MODEL AR-5
Signal Signal
Generator Dummy Generator
Connection Antenna Frequency

Ant. Recept. 0.1 mf 455 kc

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

Receiver
Dial
Setting

Trimmer
Number

Note 1 32
Note 3 47

45
30
23
47
45
30
23

tt tt tt tt i o 4

Ant.« 10 mmf 1580 kc "
19

1400 kc ... 1400 kc 9
" "

580 kc ... 580 kc 37 *
" "

1580 kc ... Note 3 19
" "

1400 kc ... 1400 kc 9 «
" "

580 kc ... 580 kc 37 *

Note 7 ... 1200-1400 kc 3 5

Note 1.—Push in right knob on control until "D" appears in the station-
indicator window and the stations can be tuned in by manual tuning.

Note 2.—Adjust aerial compensator (3) two turns from tight position.
Note 3.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they

will go.
Note 4.—Adjust for MINIMUM output reading.
Note 5.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 41-3191, to the antenna receptacle in

the radio. Connect 10 mmf condenser in series between signal-generator
and antenna lead.

Note C—When the antenna stage adjustment is made with the radio installed
in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal-generator output lead to a wire
placed near the car antenna, but not connected to it.

Note 7.—After installing the radio in the car, tune in a weak broadcast signal
between 1200 and 1400 kc on the control scale. Remove the plug button
on the end of the radio and adjust aerial compensator (3) for maximum
signal.

♦While rocking. WAV£ TRAP (^compensator,

455 /TC
—"® | 1200 -1400 KC

MODEL- AR-5
TOP VIEW

POWER
TRANSK

IF-45SKC

\ant.
[ TRIMMERS

<$ANT. I400KC

_ ruto. PAoota., SAO KC

®-Hr-o$c isso mc
'2NO.IT. TRANS? MSI IT TRANS*
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MODEL AR-6
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 01 mf 455 kc Note 2
21
27

of 6A7
tt tt tt

. . .
u

56
tt u tt tt 22
tt tt u tt

20
tt u u tt

27
tt tt tt tt 56
tt tt tt tt

22
tt tt tt

. .
tt

20
Ant.» 10 mmf 1580 kc tt

17
u tt

1400 kc 1400 kc 5
u u 580 kc 580 kc 13*
tt u

1580 kc Note 2 17
tt tt

1400 kc 1400 kc 5*
tt tt

580 kc 580 kc 13*
Note 5 1200-1400 kc 2«

Note 1.—Adjust aerial compensator (2) two turns from tight position.
Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they

will go.
Note 3.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 41-3191, to the antenna receptacle in the

radio. Connect 10 mmf condenser in series between signal -generator
and antenna lead.

Note 4.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed in
the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal -generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna, but not connected to it.

Note 5.—After installing the radio in the car, tune in a weak broadcast signal
between 1200 and 1400 kc on the control scale. Adjust aerial com
pensator (2) for maximum signal.* While rocking.

ANT. I400KC

HF-OSC 1580 KC

S30KC

AERIAL COMP.
H0O-I40OKC

©
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MODELS AR-7, AR-8
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting

Note 1

Number

1'
Control grid 0.1 mf 455 kc Note 3 2
of 6A7

. . •

tt it u u 3
it tt tt « 4
tt tt u tt 5
tt tt u tt 2
tt tt tt tt 3
tt tt tt tt 4
tt tt tt tt 5

Ant* 50 mmf 1580 kc tt 6
tt u 1400 kc 1400 kc 7»
tt tt

580 kc 580 kc 8*
tt tt

1580 kc Note 3 6
tt tt

1400 kc 1400 kc 7«
tt tt

580 kc 580 kc 8*
Note 6. 1200-1400 kc 1 «

Note 1.— Press "RETURN' TO DIAL" button until stations can be tuned in
by manual tuning.

Note 2.—Adjust aerial compensator (1) two turns from tight position.
Note 3.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 4.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 41-3191, to the antenna receptacle in.

the radio. Connect 50 mmf condenser in series between signal -generator
and antenna lead.

Note 5.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed in
the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal -generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna, but not connected to it.

Note 6.—After installing the radio in the car, tune in a weak broadcast signal
between 1200 and 1400 kc on the control scale. Remove the plug button
on the end of the radio and adjust the aerial compensator (1) for
maximum signal.

* While rocking.

P
—
o o
3

X
L<r°4

■r-ADj.
455 KC

ANT.
1400KC

HF-OSC.
1560KC

MODELS AR-7}AR-6
TOP VIEW

COMP.
140 OKC.

S50-W00KC
S50-I000KC
750 -13 SOKC

8S0-1580KC
850-1560 KC

LF-PADDER
*580KC
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MODEL AR-9
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. Recept. 0.1 mf 455 kc Note 1 Note 2 41
tt tt tt tt tt

39
« tt tt tt tt

25
tt tt tt tt tt

23
tt tt tt tt tt

41
tt tt tt tt tt

39
tt tt tt tt tt

25
tt tt tt tt tt

23
Ant* 10 mmf 1580 kc tt tt

69
tt tt 1400 kc tt 1400 kc 65
U tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 21*

tt tt
1580 kc tt Note 2 69

tt tt
1400 kc tt

1400 kc 65*
tt tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 21*

tt tt
10 mc Note 5 Note 2 1

tt tt 95 mc tt 95 mc 5
tt tt

6.0 mc tt
6.0 mc 3

tt tt
12.1 mc Note 6 Note 2 2

tt tt
11.9 mc tt

11.9 mc 6
tt tt

11.7 mc tt
11.7 mc 4*

Note 1.—Push in right hand knob on the control until BLACK dot appears in
band -indicator window and stations can be tuned in by manual tuning.

Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 3.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 41-3191, to the antenna receptacle in

the radio. Connect 10 mmf condenser in series between signal-generator
and antenna lead.

Note 4.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed in
the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna in
the usual manner. Connect the signal -generator output lead to a wire
placed near the car antenna, but not connected to it.

Note 5.—Push in right hand knob on the control until RED dot appears in band-
indicator window.

Note 6.—Push in right hand knob on the control until WHITS dot appears in
band-indicator window.

Note 7.—Repeat adjustment of (6) and (4) successively until maximum signal
is obtained.

* While rocking.

lYVnt. 119mc
S)aNT. 9 5 MC t

TjAtiT. 117 MCj

3^ANT. OMC ./

pOSC 12 IMC,

TJOSC 10MCy

CssVnt 14.QOXZ
fesjosc 1S8QKC

S^LOW
FREQ PAOPER S&O A*/*



MODELS TH-9, TH-18, TH-18E, TH-22, PT-37,
PT-38, PT-53

Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. sect. 0.004 mf Note 1 B.C. Note 2 18A
tuning-cond.

u u u tt tt 18B
u tt tt tt tt 17A
u tt u tt tt 17B
Ant. 400 ohms 18 mc s.w. 18 mc 3B
tt u M tt u 3A
u 100 mmf 1500 kc B.C. 1500 kc 13A
tt tt

580 kc tt 580 kc 13B*
tt tt

1500 kc tt
1500 kc 13A

Note 1.— IP is 455 kc for models TH-9, -18, -22.
IF is 455, 460, or 470 kc (depending on run) for models PT-37, -38, -53.

Note 2.—Leave tuning -condenser in fully-closed position during IF adjustments
DIAL CALIBRATION : Dial pointers are adjusted by closing tuning-
condenser (plates fully meshed), and setting the pointers slightly below
top edge of brown center line at extreme left end of pointer.

•While rocking.

1sf/F

I7A O O

BC HF-OSC
,34^'SoOKC

173

MODBL S- TH9-18-22

M0DELS:PT-37-38-S3

o
S?p

tea

BC IF-OSC
580MC 3*

s.w.-osc
JOMC

I 04—MB
S.W.rtNT.
ISMC
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MODEL AR-10
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Note 1
Ant. recept. 0.1 mf 455 kc Note 2 30" tt u tt

23
u u u u

20
u tt tt tt

30
tt tt tt tt

23
u u u tt

20
Note 3 30 mmf 1580 kc u

18
u tt

1400 kc 1400 kc
1200-1400 kc

8*
5«

Note 1.—Adjust antenna compensator (5) two turns from tight position.
Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they wiH go.
Note 3.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 95-0185, to antenna receptacle in the

radio. Connect a 30 mmf condenser in series between signal generator
and antenna lead.

Note 4.—When antenna stage adjustment is made with radio installed in car, the
radio antenna lead must be connected to car antenna in usual manner.
Connect signal generator output lead to a wire placed near car antenna
but not connected to it.

Note 5.—After installing radio in car, tune in a weak broadcast signal between
1200 and 1400 kc. Remove plug button on side of radio and adjust
antenna compensator (5) for maximum signal.

ON-orr switch *1ST tF
vTRANS/

MOOELAR-tO
TOP Vf£l¥

iF455XC

tKCCtPTACLt/

^BOTTOM MF. 09C-'
1SBOKC
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MODELS TP-10, TP-11
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
Dummy
Antenna

Wave-band Dial
Setting

Trimmer
NumberSwitch

Ant. Sect,
"uning Cond.

0.004 mf 470 kc

tt

Note It Note 2 1

2
tt tt

tt tt tt tt tt
3

tt tt tt tt tt 4
Ant. 100 mmf 1720 kc

1500 kc

tt

tt
Note 3
Note 4

5

6
tt tt

Note 1.—Push in "MANUAL" button on push-button models.
Note 2.—Leave tuning-condenser fully closed.
Note 3.—Insert a .004" gauge between the stationary and rotor plates of the

oscillator condenser. If the gauge is not handy, a piece of bond writing
paper can be used. After inserting gauge, turn rotor toward the low
frequency end so that the gauge will be held in position.

Note 4.—Remove gauge and tune tuning -condenser for maximum reading on this
signal; then adjust the antenna trimmer (6) for maximum output.

DIAL CALIBRATION :After alignment is completed, place set in cabinet
bo that the tuning arm on the tuning condenser engages the dial on the
cabinet. After placing receiver in the cabinet and it is found that the
dial does not track properly with station signals, the dial can be cali
brated as follows : Set the signal generator to a low frequency signal
(600 kc) and tune receiver until signal shows maximum reading on the
output meter. The dial is then set to this signal by inserting a 6-32
Phillips screw driver to the adjustment screw on the tuning condenser
pulley. Loosen screw and slightly turn dial so that it reads 600 kc then
retighten screw. When doing this, however, precaution should be taken
so that the tuning condenser is not disturbed while dial is being adjusted
and screw is being tightened or loosened.

X No adjustments needed on "police" wave band.

models-
TP-IO
TP-II
top view

1SOOMC
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MODEL PT-12
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. sect. 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. 540 kc1 12A2
tuning-cond.

ft tt tt tt u 12B
u u tt tt tt 10A
u tt u tt u 10B
Note 3 1600 kc tt

1600 kc * 4B
it 1500 kc tt

1500 kc 5 4A

Note 1.—Tuning condenser fully closed.
DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning condenser in this position, set
tuning pointer on first small line stamped in scale plate on left side.

Note 2.—Before adjusting trimmers, turn down (10B) to the tight position.

Note 3.—When aligning r-f trimmers, a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being placed
close to loop of the radio.

Note 4.— 1600 kc on dial is at first small line stamped in scale plate from right
side of chassis.

Note 5.— 1500 kc on dial is at second small line stamped in scale plate from right
side of chassis.

r IF-ADJ.4S5KC - % %

<-- -12A

-12B

10A -± ^-105

MOD£L
PT-12
TOP \/I£lV

1SOOKC™

CSC. A a
1600KC
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MODELS 12TP, 39-12, 39-12TP (Early)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid
of 6A7

0.1 mf 470 ko 580 kc* 12A

tt U « u 8B
tt tt U u 8A

(white wire)
Ant. 100 mmf 1500 kc ... 1500 kc 3B

3A

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: 1 Turn the tuning condenser to maximum
capacity position (plates fully meshed). 2 Holding the tuning condenser
in this position, turn the pointer until it is 1/16 of an inch below the
three lines of the scale at the 550 kc end. This is the correct position of
pointer at maximum capacity of tuning condenser.

_ =o—p
L-/2-4JIF
470 KC

(eakly)
MODEL 1ZTP,ETC.
TOP VIEW

ANT.
ISOOKC

ose.
ISOOKC

UJ=^

®3A
I

@3B
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MODELS TH-14, TH-15, TH-16, TH-17, PT-26, PT-28,
PT-33, PT-41 (121, 122), PT-46, PT-48, PT-50, PT-57,
PT-61 (121, 122), PT-65, PT-66, PT-69 (121, 122)
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
Dummy
Antenna

Wave-band Dial
Setting

Trimmer
NumberSwitch

Ant. eect.
tuning-cond.

0.004 mf 455 kc

u

Note 1 540 kc* 1

it tt
2

u u u tt u
3

Ant*
Ant*

100 mmf 1500 kc tt

tt
1500 kc 4

5*u

Note 1.—Push in "DIAL" button on push-button models.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: Dial pointers are adjusted by closing tuning-

condenser (plates fully meshed), and setting the pointers slightly below
top edge of brown center line at extreme left end of pointer.

Note 3.—Antenna terminal on loop.
Note 4.—On models PT-20, -28, -46, -48, antenna trimmer must be adjusted with

loop connected and set assembled in cabinet. Antenna connection on
these models is the wire attached to chassis at rear of tuning condenser.
Remove wire lug from chassis to connect 100 mmf condenser.

IQ
tt
§.,ANT -1500KC

\-spmT7

4* OSC HF-I500KC /** /F

IF 455 ICC
MODELS TH-14 Etc

O O
2 3
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MODELS TP-20, TP-21, PT-36, PT-43 (121, 122),
PT-55, PT-67

Signal
Generator
Connection

Ant. sect,
tuning-cond.

Ant.s

Dummy
Antenna

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

0.004 mf 455 kc Note 1

100 mmf 1600 kc
1500 kc

Receiver
Dial
Setting

540 kca

Note 4
Note 5

Trimmer
Number

2
3
4

5fl.

Note 1.—PresB in "DIAL" button on push-button models.
Note 2.—Tuning -condenser fully closed.
Note 3.—Antenna terminal on back of loop.
Note 4.—Turn the tuning condenser to the extreme high frequency position (all

plates out of mesh). Insert a 0.004 gauge between the stationary and
rotor plates of the oscillator condenser (end where both sections enter).If the gauge is not handy, a piece of bond writing paper can be used.
After inserting gauge, turn the rotor toward the low frequency end so
that both rotor and stator touch gauge. Then remove gauge, being
careful not to disturb condenser setting.

Note 5.—After setting signal generator to 1500 kc, tune receiver tuning condenser
for maximum reading on this signal, and then adjust the antenna
trimmer for maximum output.

Note 6.—Model 36 antenna trimmer must be adjusted with the loop connected
and assembled in the cabinet.

Note 7.—DIAL CALIBRATION: After alignment is completed, place set in
cabinet so that the tuning arm on the tuning condenser engages the
dial pointer on the cabinet. After placing receiver in the cabinet and
it is found that the dial pointer does not track properly with station
signals, the dial can be calibrated as follows : Set the signal generator
to 600 kc and tune receiver until signal shows maximum reading on the
output meter. The dial pointer is then set to this signal by inserting a
screw driver to the adjustment screw on the tuning condenser pulley.
Loosen screw and slightly turn dial so that it reads 600 kc, and then
retighten screw. When doing this, however, precaution should be taken
so that the tuning condenser is not disturbed while dial is being ad
justed and screw is being tightened or loosened.
In Models PT-36 and PT-43, Code 122, the dial pointer is simply
pushed onto the tuning -condenser shaft; and does NOT require the
adjustment as given in the paragraph above.

1stJF- o o
a 3

IF-4SSKC

/ SPXB.\

MODELS: TP-20, TP-2/etc.
top view

OSC-l60OKC-+4\

ANT-ISOOKC-+8
IF
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MODELS PT-25 (121,122), PT-27 (121,122), PT-29,
PT-31, PT-39, PT-45, PT-47, PT-49, PT-51

Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting; Number

Ant. sect. 0.004 mf 470 kc Note 1 540 2 2A
tuning-cond.

tt U tt tt tt 2B
11 tt tt tt tt 1A
tt tt tt tt tt IB
Ant. 100 mmf 1700 kc tt

1700 kc 3Bt
tt tt

1500 kc tt
1500 kc 3A

Note 1.—Push in "DIAL" button on push-button models.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : Dial pointers are adjusted by closing tuning-

condenser (plates fully meshed), and setting the pointers slightly below
top edge of brown center line at extreme left end of pointer,

t The Police Band on models PT-29, -31, -49, -51 is automatically aligned
when osc. trimmer (3B) is adjusted.

lst/F

Ifi O o IB

/F~ 470KC ANT -

150OKC

MODEL: PT-25,Etc.top view

3B
o-

HF-OSC
1700KCJ
-3A
O

¥

0 2/7
Znef/F

O- 2B
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MODELS PT-30, PT-49 (Late)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. sect. 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. 540 kc* 11A*
tuning cond.

tt tt tt tt tt 13A
tt tt tt tt tt 13B
tt tt tt tt tt 11B
Note 3 . 1600 kc tt

1600 kc 4B
tt

1500 kc tt 1500 kc 4A

Note 1.—Tuning condenser fully closed.
DIAL CALIBRATION: With condenser in this position, set tuning
pointer on small dot below 550 kc.

Note 2.—Before adjusting i-f trimmers, turn trimmer (11B) clockwise to tight
position.

Note 3.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being
placed close to receiver loop.

JF-ADJ.
455/CC 0*-

11B

11A

13/1-

135-

ANT.
1500
KC

MODELS
PTSOj PT-49
TOP l/IEIV

CSC.
16O0KC

i®t

40t

0

4A

.48
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MODELS PT-35, PT-59
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
DialDummy Wave-band Trimmer

NumberAntenna Switch Setting

Ant. sect.
tuning-cond.

0.004 mf 470 kc Note 1

tt

Note 2 1

M tt tt 2
tt tt tt tt tt

3
tt tt tt tt tt

4

Ant. 100 mmf 1720 kc
1500 kc

tt

tt
Note 3
Note 4

5
6tt

Note 1.—Press in "DIAL" button on push-button models.
Note 2.—Tuning -condenser fully closed.
Note 3.—Turn the tuning condenser to the extreme high frequency position (all

plates out of mesh). Insert a .004 (four thousandths) gauge between
the stationary and rotor plates of the oscillator condenser (end where
both sections enter). If the gauge is not handy, a piece of bond writing
paper can be used. After inserting gauge, turn the rotor toward the
low frequency end so that both rotor and stator touch gauge. Then
remove gauge, being careful not to disturb condenser setting.

Note 4.—After setting signal generator to 1500 kc, tune receiver tuning -condenser
for maximum reading on this signal; then adjust the antenna trimmer
for maximum output.

DIAL CALIBRATION: After alignment is completed, place set in cabinet
so that the tuning arm on the tuning condenser engages the dial pointer
on the cabinet. After placing receiver in the cabinet and it is found
that the dial pointer does not track properly with station signals, the
dial can be calibrated as follows : Set the signal generator to 600 kc and
tune receiver until signal shows maximum reading on the output meter.
The dial pointer is then set to this signal by inserting a screw driver
to the adjustment screw on the tuning condenser pulley. Loosen screw
and slightly turn dial so that it reads 600 kc, then retighten screw. When
doing this, however, precaution should be taken so that the tuning
condenser is not disturbed while dial is being adjusted and screw is
being tightened or loosened.

/j/^— o o
3 4

MODELS' PT-35
PT-59

top view

IF-470KC^
OSC-I720KC -8
ANT-I500KC--6 Z

TJ

o/
0 2
1
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MODELS 37-62, 38-62
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc B.C. 580 kc* 17S
of 6A8G
tt tt tt tt tt 17P
u tt tt tt tt

12S
tt u tt tt tt 12P
Ant. 200 mmf 1600 kc tt

1600 kc 3B
u u u tt tt 3A
tt u 580 kc tt

580 kc 10*
tt u

1600 kc tt
1600 kc 3B

tt tt u tt u 3A

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: Set tuning condenser at maximum capacity
position. Loosen set screw of dial hub and set dial, with the glowing
indicator centered between first and second index lines, at low frequency
end of the broadcast scale. Tighten set screw in this position.

NOTE—No adjustments are required for the short wave band, as this is auto
matically compensated for in aligning the broadcast band.

* While rocking.

ass.

IF-*,
470 KC

OSC. LF ^
680 K<r*(eio

TOP VIEW

MODELS
37-62
33-62

03C.HF 3B£ (f
1600KC 3BCl

4NT.aJS
1600KC

D B rj
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MODELS 37-620 (125), 37-630 (125, 126)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc Range 1 580 kc 36S
of 6A8G
tt tt tt tt tt 36P
tt tt tt tt tt 28S
tt tt tt tt tt 28P
Note 2 tt

1600 kc tt
1600 kc 18

tt tt tt tt tt 27B
tt tt tt tt tt 27A
tt tt 580 kc tt

580 kc 20*
tt tt

1600 kc tt
1600 kc 18

tt tt
1500 kc tt

1500 kc 27B
tt tt tt tt tt 27A
tt tt

6.0 mc Range 2 6.0 mc 18A
tt tt

18.0 mc Range 3 18.0 mc 18B»
tt U tt tt

17.060 mc Image
check

tt tt tt tt
18.0 mc 9*

tt tt tt tt tt 4*
tt tt tt tt tt 18B»
tt tt tt tt

17.060 mc Image
check

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning- condenser in maximum capacity
position, loosen dial-hub set-screw and turn dial until glowing-beam
indicator is centered on first index line of dial scale.

Note 2.—Connect signal -generator output, through the 100 ohm resistor, to the
"Red" terminal (No. 1) on the aerial input panel; and the signal-
generator ground lead to the "Black'* (No. 2). Leave terminals (3) and
(4) linked together.

Note 3.—Turn (18B) clockwise to tight (maximum -capacity) position, and then
adjust to maximum on second peak from this tight position.

Note 4.—Connect a variable -condenser (about 350 mmf) across oscillator- trimmer
(18B), from switch -contact to chassis, and tune until second harmonic
of receiver -oscillator beats against signal from signal-generator —resulting
in maximum indication on output meter. Adjust (9) and (4) to maxi
mum, and then remove the external variable -condenser.

•While rocking.

CMC-

37-620
OZSJ
top v/syy

BOTTOM
VIEW

/eoojtc
.580KC

/SB /8A /3 20

~T-'4- osc.

I I \c\27S
j ! i'T

—'soo**
R.F.-4-4--i-i-1

_ii_J t~-/sookc"! ANT.
PADDEBS No. Z7A& 27B SHOtfN
DOTTED ABEOH TUMNG COND.
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MODEL 38-1
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc Range 1 * 580 kc2 37C»
of 6A8G u tt tt tt 37B
tt u tt tt tt 37A
tt u tt tt tt 37C
tt u tt u tt 38C*
tt tt tt tt tt 38B
u tt tt tt tt 38A
Note 5 u 1550 kc tt

1550 kc 18
tt u tt tt tt 8B
tt u tt tt u 8A
tt tt 580 kc tt

580 kc 22*
tt » 1550 kc tt

1550 kc 18
tt t4 tt tt tt 8B
M tt tt tt tt 8A
M tt

6.0 mc Range 2 6.0 mc 32
M tt 18 mc Range 3 18 mc 32A«
M tt » u

17.060 mc Image
check

tt tt tt tt
18 mc 15*

M tt tt tt u 4*
tt tt u u u 32A
tt tt

1000 kc* Range 1 8 1000 kc» 38C1o
See Notes 11, 12

Note 1.—Turn Magnetic Tuning Switch to "OFF" position, and aet Tone Control
to the "First Position."

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: Loosen set screws on the shaft coupling of
tuning condenser. Then turn tuning condenser until the plates are in
the maximum capacity position. Now turn the dial until the glowing
beam indicator is on the INDEX LINE at the low frequency end of
Range -2. With the dial and tuning condenser in this position tighten
the set screws. Next, turn the tuning condenser control until the indi
cator is on the 2.2 mc mark. With the dial in this position, loosen the
shaft coupling set screws. Then turn the dial until the indicator is again
on the INDEX LINE. Tighten the set screws in this position. NOTE:
—Be careful when turning the dial that the position of the tuning con
denser is not disturbed.

Note 3.—Turn trimmer (37C) "in" until the output meter reading decreases
almost to zero.

Note 4.—Turn trimmer (38C) "in" about three turns. Leave this setting until
final adjustment at end of alignment operations.

MlDDLE-37t B07TOM-37A

INDEX LINE



Note 5.—Connect the high side of the signal-generator through the 0.1 mf con-
, denser to the "Red" terminal of the receiver antenna panel (rear of

chassis). The low side of the signal generator is connected to the
"Black" terminal.

Note 6.—Turn the oscillator trimmer (32A) clockwise to the maximum capacity
position. From this position slowly turn counter-clockwise until a second
peak is obtained on the output meter. Adjust for maximum output
using this second peak.

Note 7.—Turn the signal -generator indicator to 1000 kc and turn down the
attenuator so as to produce a weak signal. Adjust the receiver volume
control to produce a readable indication on the output meter.

Note 8.—Magnetic Tuning switch in "OUT" position.
Note 9.—Tune the receiver dial for maximum output at 1000 kc. The dial must

be tuned very accurately to the 1000 kc signal in order to make the
following adjustment correctly.

Note 10.—Turn the Magnetic Tuning Switch to the "IN" position and adjust
(38C) for maximum output.

Note 11.— FREQUENCY TESTS : With the 1000 kc signal tuned for maximum
output, turn the Magnetic Tuning control back and forth; that is, from
the "out" to "in" position. The reading of the output meter should
not change in either position. If the output meter reading changes,
this adjustment procedure should be repeated. A further check on the
magnetic tuning adjustment is to very carefully tune in a broadcasting
station and turn the switch from the "out" to the "in" position. With
the switch in either position, the tone of the station being received
should not change. If a change of tone or hiss develops, repeat this
adjustment procedure.

Note 12.—SENSITIVITY TEST: Turn the magnetic tuning switch to the "off"
position, and tune in the 1000 kc signal. Then adjust the attenuator
control of the signal -generator for a strong audible signal, approxi
mately 20 volts on the output meter. Now detune the signal ; first
above, and then below, the 1000 kc mark—to a point at which the
signal is weakly heard. At each point turn the magnetic tuning control
"on." When the control is turned on, the signal should return to normal
output strength. If the magnetic tuning circuit does not pull the signal
into resonance, (38C) should be carefully readjusted.

•While rocking.

MAG- TUN. ADJ.
1000 KG —?

2XC

2XATO?

PAOTIAL TOP VIEW
MODEL. 3«-2, CODCI&f
RUN* 2

INDEX LINE
DIAL CALIBRATION
MODEL 33-2
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MODELS 38-2 (RUN 1), 38-2 (RUN 2)
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
Dummy
Antenna

Wave-band Dial
Setting

Trimmer
Number

RUN 1
Switch

Control grid
of 6A8G

0.1 mf 470 kc Range 1 * Note 2 38A

tt a tt

tt

« u 39
u tt

«

tt

u
tt

tt
37B

u tt 37A

RUN g
Control grid
of 6A8G

01 mf 470 kc Range 1 1 Note 2 1XB

tt tt tt tt u 1XA
tt tt tt tt u IXC
tt tt tt u tt 1XB
tt tt u tt tt 2XC«
tt tt tt tt tt 2XA
tt tt tt tt tt 2XB

RUNS 1 audi
Note 3 0.1 mf 1550 kc Range 1 1550 kc 18
tt u tt tt u 8B
U u u u tt 8A
tt tt

580 kc u 580 kc 22*
tt u

1550 kc tt
1550 kc 18

tt tt tt tt u 8B
tt u tt tt tt 8A
tt tt

6.0 mc Range 2 6.0 mc 32
tt tt

18.0 mc Range 3 18 mc 32A*
tt tt tt tt

17.060 mc Image
check

tt tt u u
18 mc 15*

tt tt tt tt tt 4*
tt tt tt u tt 32A
u u

1000 kc« Range 1 6 1000 kc* Note 8
See Notes 9 and 10

MODEL
38-2
CODE 121
RlIN*1 6MC

tSMCH

TOP VIEW
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Note t—Turn Magnetic -Tuning switch to "out" position. Turn Volume Control
on full. Turn Tone Control and AC switch to first position.

Note X1. —Turn (1XB) "in" until the output meter reading decreases almost to
zero.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : Loosen set screws on the shaft coupling of
tuning condenser. Then turn tuning condenser until the plates are in the
maximum capacity position. Now turn dial until the glowing beam in
dicator is on the INDEX LINE at the low frequency end of "Range 2
scale." With dial and tuning condenser in this position, tighten set screws.
Turn tuning -condenser control until the indicator is on the 2.2 mark. With
dial in this position, loosen the shaft coupling set screws. Then turn
dial until the indicator is again on the INDEX LINE. Tighten the set
screws in this position. Be careful when turning the dial that the posi
tion of the tuning condenser is not disturbed.

Note X2. —Turn "in" about three turns. Leave this setting until final adjustment
at end of alignment operations.

Note 3.—Connect high side of signal -generator through the 0.1 mf condenser to
"Red" terminal of receiver antenna panel (rear of chassis). Connect low
side of signal-generator to "Black" terminal.

Note 4.—Turn (32A) to the maximum capacity position (clockwise). Adjust to
maximum output reading on the second peak from this tight position.

Note 5.—Turn signal generator -indicator to 1000 kc, and adjust the attenuator so
as to produce a weak output signal. Adjust receiver volume control so
as to obtain a readable indication on the output meter.

Note 6.—Magnetic -Tuning switch in "out" position.
Note 7.—Tune receiver dial accurately for maximum output at 1000 kc.
Note 8.—Turn Magnetic -Tuning switch "in" and adjust (38B) on Run 1 or (2XC)

on Run 2 for maximum output.
Note fl.—FREQUENCY TEST: With the 1000 kc signal tuned for maximum

output, turn the Magnetic Tuning control back and forth; that is,
from the "out" to the "in" position. The reading of the output meter
should not change in either position. If the output meter reading changes,
the preceding Magnetic -Tuning circuit adjustments should be repeated. A
further check on the Magnetic -Tuning adjustment is to very carefully
tune in a broadcasting station, and turn the switch from the "out" to
the "in" position. With the switch in either position, the tone of the
station being received should not change. If a change of tone or hiss
develops, repeat the preceding Magnetic -Tuning adjustments.

Note 10.—SENSITIVITY TEST: Turn the Magnetic-Tuning switch to the "out"
position, and tune in the 1000 kc signal. Then adjust the signal-generator
attenuator control to produce a good audible signal of about 20 volts
on the output meter. Now detune the signal; first above, and then
below, the 1000 kc mark—to a point at which the signal is weakly
heard. At each point turn the magnetic tuning control "on." When the
control is turned on, the signal should return to normal output strength.
If the magnetic tuning circuit does not pull the signal into resonance,
(38B) or (2XC) should be carefully readjusted.

•While rocking.
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MODEL 38-3
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc Range 1 * 580 kc2 53
of 6A8G
tt tt u tt tt 51A
u tt tt u tt 45A
tt tt tt u tt 45B

Red Term, on tt
1600 kc u

1600 kc 27
Ant. Panel

u tt « u tt 7B
u tt tt tt u 7A
u tt

580 kc u 580 kc 28*
u tt

1600 kc tt
1600 kc 27

tt tt
1500 kc tt

1500 kc 7B
tt tt tt tt M 7A
tt tt

6 mc Range 2 6 mc 27A
tt tt

18 mc Range 3 18 mc 27B»
tt tt u tt

17.060 mc Image
check

tt tt tt tt
18 mc 11*

tt tt tt u u 4
tt tt u tt u 27B
u tt Note 6 Range 1 5 Note 6 51B*

See Note 8

MAGNETIC
TUNING-
ADJ.

53

leooitc
6MC
I8 MC

1SOOKC
KC

W£#3 SHOW,
IAMC

TWM*f£*S SHOWM DOTTED A**
tuouftrso o*f ro/*-ar rww>« cono.

0 MODEL 35-3- CODE 121
IF TRIMMERS TRIMMER VIEW
TOP OF CHASSIS UNDERSIDE OF CHASSIS
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Note 1.—Magnetic -Tuning control in "off" position. Tone-control "normal."
Volume control at maximum position.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: Loosen the shaft-coupling set screws. Then
turn the tuning -condenser fully closed, and the dial to the first index
line. Now tighten the shaft-coupling set screws, and rotate the dial
until the 520 kc mark is midway between the index line and the glowing-
beam indicator. With condenser in this position, loosen the set screws
of the shaft -coupling on the tuning-condenser. Then turn the tuning-
dial until the glowing-beam indicator is centered on the index line. Be
careful when turning the dial that the position of the tuning condenser
is not disturbed.

Note 3.—First turn (27B) to the maximum capacity position (clockwise); then
carefully adjust to maximum output on second peak from this tight
position.

Note 4.—Either rock gang condenser while adjusting (11), or else the following
procedure may be employed. Connect a variable condenser of approxi
mately 350 mmf , across (27B) ; and tune this added condenser until
the second harmonic of the receiver oscillator beats against the signal
from the signal-generator, resulting in a maximum indication on the
output meter. Then adjust trimmers for maximum output.

Note 5.—Magnetic -Tuning switch in "out" position.
Noted.—Turn the signal -generator and receiver dials to any frequency in the

Broadcast band. The receiver dial must be adjusted very accurately
for maximum output.

Note 7.—Set the Magnetic -Tuning control to the "on" position (clockwise), and
adjust (51B) for maximum output.

Note 8.—After adjusting (51B) for maximum output, the following test is made.
Turn the Magnetic -Tuning control "off" and "on." In either position,
there should be no change in the tone of the signal. If a change of
tone or hiss develops, it indicates a shift in frequency; and the adjust
ment of (51B) must be repeated.

•While rocking.
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MODELS 38-4, 38-5
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc Range 1 580 kc1 28B
of6A8G
u u tt it u 28A
tt u tt tt tt 23B
u tt tt tt u 23A

Red Term, on u
18 mc Range 2 18 mc 5C*

Ant. Panel
u u tt tt

17.060 mc Image
check

tt tt
1500 kc Range 1 1500 kc 16

tt tt u tt u 5B
tt tt tt tt u 5A
tt tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 17*

tt tt
1500 kc tt

1500 kc 16
tt tt tt tt u 5B
tt tt tt tt u 5A

MODELS
38-4, 38-S
TOP VIEW

IF470KC

1F470KC
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Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION (.Model S8-4) : Loosen tuning-condenser shaft-
coupling set screws, and turn tuning condenser to the maximum capacity
position (plates fully meshed). Turn selector knob until the dial-pointer
is on the small black dot at the low frequency end of the "Range 1"
scale. With condenser and pointer set in this position, tighten set screws.
Now turn selector knob clockwise until the dial pointer moves 1/16 of
an inch to the left of the small dot and the first straight line on the
scale. Hold pointer and condenser in this position, and carefully loosen
shaft- coupling set screws. Then turn selector knob until dial pointer is
again on the small black dot at the low frequency end of "Range 1"
scale. Tighten shaft -coupling set screws with condenser and dial-pointer
in this position. Be careful when turning the selector knob that the
position of the tuning condenser is not disturbed.
DIAL CALIBRATION (Model 88-6): Turn tuning -condenser to max
imum-capacity position (plates fully meshed). Holding the tuning-
condenser in this position, loosen the dial clamp. Then turn the dial
until the indicator is centered on the middle index line. Tighten clamp
in this position.

Note 2.—First turn (5C) to the maximum capacity position (clockwise). Adjust
(5C) for maximum output on the second peak from this tight position.

•While rocking.

MOVE POINTER V^ GLOWING BEAM
TO LEFT OF DOT. INDICATOR
(A0DEL3a-A, DIAL CALIBRATION MOOEL38-S, DIAL CALIBRATION
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MODELS 38-7, 38-8, 38-9, 38-10
Signal
Generator
Connection

Control grid
of 6A8G

Signal
Dummy Generator
Antenna Frequency

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

Receiver
Dial Trimmer
Setting Number

0.1 mf 470 kc Range 1 580 kc* 1

tt 3
tt 4
18 mc 58
17.060 mc Image

check
500 kc Note 4
tt 7
580 kc Note 5*
500 kc Note 4
tt 7

Note 2 "
18 mc Range 2

1500 kc Range 1
tt tt

580 kc "
1500 kc «

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION (Model 38-7) : Loosen shaft -coupling set screw*
and turn tuning condenser to maximum capacity position (plates fully
meshed). Now turn selector knob until dial pointer is on the small black
circle at low frequency end of the "Range One" scale. With condenser
and pointer set in this position, tighten the set screws. Now turn
selector knob (clockwise) until dial pointer moves 1/16 of an inch from
the small circle (clockwise). Leave pointer in this position and loosen
the coupling set screws. After loosening the set screws, turn selector
knob until pointer is again on the small black dot at the low frequency
end of "Range One" scale. Be careful when turning the selector knob
that the position of the tuning condenser is not disturbed. Tighten the
coupling set screws with the condenser and dial pointer in this position.
DIAL CALIBRATION (Models 88-8, 88-9, 38-10): Turn tuning con
denser to maximum capacity position (plates fully meshed). Loosen the
clamp of dial; then turn dial, being careful that the position of the
tuning condenser is not disturbed, until the glowing indicator is centered
on the middle index line at the low frequency end of Range One scale.
Tighten dial clamp in this position.

Note 2.—Connect high side of the signal generator through the 0.1 mf condenser
to the "Red" terminal of the antenna panel of the receiver, and the
output-lead ground to the "Black" terminal.

Note 3.—Turn (5) to maximum capacity position (clockwise). Now, slowly turn
counter-clockwise until a second peak is obtained on the output meter.
The second peak is the fundamental signal, and must be used in adjusting
for maximum output.

Note 4.— Trimmer (8) on Model 38-10 only; (6J on all other models.
Note 5.—Trimmer (6) on Model 38-10 only ; (8) on all other models.
* While rocking.

IF
470 KC 2©@©/ see

v j NOTES
8*6

TOP VIEW
MODELS

39-7, 38-6,38-9, 38-1O

ANT.- 1500 KC

S.W.OSC. 5
18 MC
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MOVE POINTER V*
TO LEFT OF DOT10
DIAL CALIBRATION.
MODCL38-7

GLOWING BEAM
INDICATOR

DIAL CALIBRATION
MODELS 38-8, 38,-3

98-10

MODEL 38-12
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc 680 kc1 12A
of 6A7
tt tt tt tt 8B
tt tt tt tt 8A
Ant. 100 mmf 1500 kc 1500 kc 3B

(white wire)" " " ... " 3A

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: Turn tuning condenser to maximum capacity
position (plates fully meshed). Holding the tuning condenser in this
position, turn pointer until it is 1/16 of an inch below the ends of the
three lines of the scale at the 550 kc end. This is the correct position of
the pointer at the maximum capacity of the tuning condenser.

MODEL 88-IZ

TOP VIEW <*70/rc-»teB-8»

IF- ADJ.

9®PX$70KC

ANT,
1500KC

tHOOCL 38-12
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MODEL 38-14 (121, 124)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Note 1 0.1 mf 470 kc B.C. 580 kc2 17A
tt u u U u 14B
tt tt u tt tt 14A
Note 3 400 ohms 6 mc s.w. 6 mc 4B
Note 4 100 mmf 1500 kc B.C. 1500 kc 12A
u tt u tt tt 4A
tt tt

580 ko tt
580 kc 12*

tt tt
1500 ko tt

1500 kc 12A
tt u u tt u 4A

Note 1.—Use Philco Set transformer, Fart No. 32-2763: Connect high side of the
signal -generator to terminal No. 1. Connect low side of the signal-
generator to terminal No. 2. Connect terminal No. 3 to chassis. Con
nect terminal No. 4 through the 0.1 mf condenser to the grid cap of
the 8A7.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : Turn tuning condenser to maximum capacity
position (plates fully meshed). Holding tuning condenser in this posi
tion, turn pointer until it is parallel with the index lines. This is the
correct position of the pointer at maximum capacity of tuning condenser.

Note 3.—On the Set Transformer, leave the connections to terminals 1, 2, and 3
as specified in Note 1. Remove the 0.1 mf condenser connecting to
terminal No. 4 and disconnect from grid cap of the 6A7. Connect ter
minal No. 4 to the antenna wire of the receiver through the 400 ohm
resistor.

Note 4.—Use the connections indicated in Note 3, except that the 400 ohm resistor
is removed, and replaced by the 100 mmf condenser.

While rocking.

MODEL 3d- 14
COPES 121, 1SA
TOP VIEW



MODEL 38-15 (121, 124)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc B.C. 580 kc1 15A
of 6A7
tt tt tt tt tt 14B
tt tt tt tt u 14A
Ant. 400 ohms 18 mc s.w. 18 mc 4B

(white wire)
tt 100 mmf 1550 kc B.C. 1550 kc 9
tf u tt u tt 4A
u tt 580 kc u

580 kc 9A*
tt tt

1550 kc u
1550 kc 9

tt tt tt u tt 4A

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: Turn tuning condenser to maximum capacity
position (plates fully meshed). Holding tuning condenser in this position,
turn pointer until it is in the position shown in the figure. This is the
correct position of the pointer at the maximum capacity of the tuningcorrect position
condenser.

•While rocking.
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MODELS 38-22 (121, 124), 38-23 (121)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Note 1 470 kc Range 1 580 kc * 18B
tt « tt u 18A
tt u tt tt 13B
u tt tt tt 13A
Note 3 18 mc Range 2 18 mc 4B*
u u tt

17.060 mc Image
check

u 1550 kc Range 1 1550 kc 10B
tt u tt tt 4A
u

580 kc tt 580 kc 10*
u 1550 kc tt

1550 kc 10B

Note 1.—When adjusting the trimmers, a Philco Set Transformer Part No. 32-2763
must be connected in the signal -generator output circuit as follows:
Connect high side of the signal -generator to terminal No. 1 on the Set
Transformer. Connect low side of the signal -generator to terminal No.
2. Connect terminal No. 3 to the chassis ground terminal. Connect
terminal No. 4 through the 0.1 mf condenser to the grid cap of the 6A8G.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION (Model S8-SS) : Loosen the shaft coupling set
screws and then turn tuning condenser to maximum capacity position
(plates fully meshed). Now turn selector knob until dial pointer is on
the small black dot at the low frequency end of the "Range One" scale.
With condenser and pointer set in this position, tighten the set screws.
Now turn selector knob (clockwise) until dial pointer moves 1/16 of an
inch from the small black dot (clockwise). Leave the pointer in this
position and loosen the coupling set screws. Now turn selector knob
until pointer is again on the small black dot at the low frequency end
of "Range One" scale. Be careful when turning the selector knob that
the position of the tuning- condenser is not disturbed. Tighten the
coupling set screws with the condenser and dial pointer in this position.
DIAL CALIBRATION (Model 88-tS): Turn tuning condenser to the
maximum capacity position (plates fully meshed). Loosen the clamp of
the dial; then turn dial, being careful that the position of the tuning
condenser is not disturbed, until the glowing indicator is centered on the
middle index line at the low frequency end of "Range One" scale.
Tighten the dial clamp in this position.

Note 3.—Remove terminal No. 4 lead of the Set Transformer from the 6A8G
grid, and connect to the red terminal of the antenna panel of the
receiver through the 0.1 mf condenser.

Note 4.—Turn oscillator trimmer (4B) to the maximum capacity position (clock
wise). Now, slowly turn this trimmer counter-clockwise to obtain max
imum output on the second peak from the tight position.

* While rocking.
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MOVE POINTER £
TO LEFT OF DOT16
MODEL 38-22

GLOWING BEAM
INDICATOR

MODEL 38-23

Signal
Generator
Connection

Control grid
of 1D7G

MODELS 38-33, 38-34
Signal Receiver Receiver

Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

0.1 mf 470 ke 580 kc 1

Ant.
u

200 mmf 1500 kc
u

580 kc
1500 kc

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: Turn tuning condenser to maximum capacity
position (plates fully meshed). Holding tuning condenser in this position,
turn dial pointer until it is parallel with the INDEX LINE. This is the
correct position of the pointer at the maximum capacity position.

•While rocking.

u 4
1500 kc 5
u 6
580 kc 7*
1500 kc 5
tt

6

LF-OSC.
rSBOKC

Vr®

Mr-o'sc.
iSOOKC.

/INT.
tsooiec

ft)

s

MODELS
38-33,30-3*
TOP VICW

MODELS 30-33,30-34
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MODEL 38-35
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc B.C. 580 kc1 11B
of 6A8G
tt tt tt tt tt 11A

1

tt tt tt tt tt 10B
tt tt tt tt tt 10A
Ant. 200 mmf 1550 kc tt

1550 kc 9B
« tt tt tt tt 9A
tt tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 9X*

tt tt 1550 kc tt
1550 kc 9B

tt tt tt tt tt 9A

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: Turn the tuning condenser to the maximum
capacity position (plates fully meshed). Set pointer so as to be parallel
with index line on dial.

•While rocking.

Lt-OSC.

8X®J |IA*0«IIB

MOOEL 38-35

TOP W£W

I0BO,
©10 A 470KC

9BHF-OSC".
/ssoKc
1500 KC J
ANT\ 9A

1SOOKC . °^r

rw- J Dtal Catibrate*.
Set potnt «r M ihown

MODEL 3B-36
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MODELS 38-38, 38-39
Signal
Generator
Connection

Control grid
of 1C7
«

Ant.

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
DialDummy

Antenna
Wave-band
Switch

Trimmer
NumberSetting

0.1 mf 470 kc Range 1 580 kc1 1

u tt tt u 2
tt tt tt tt

3
tt tt u tt 4

00 ohms
u

18 mc
tt

Range 2

Range 1

18 mc
17.060 mc

5*
Image
check

00 mmf 1500 kc 1500 kc 6
tt u tt

7
tt

tt
580 kc
1500 kc

tt

tt

tt

580 kc 8*
6

tt
1500 kc
tt

7

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION : Turn tuning condenser to maximum capacity
position (plates fully meshed). Holding tuning condenser in this position,
loosen the dial clamp and then dial until the indicator is centered on the
middle index line. Tighten the clamp in this position.

Note 2.—First turn oscillator trimmer (413) to the maximum capacity position
(clockwise). Adjust this trimmer for a maximum output on the second
peak from the tight position.

•While rocking.

&

MODELS
36-33,36-39

TOP VIEW GLOWING BEAM
INDICATOR
MODELS
3d-JS, 36-39
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MODEL 38-40
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc Range 1 580 kc1 12B
of 6A8G
u tt it u tt 12A
*.< it u u tt 11B
tt tt tt tt tt 11A
Ant. 400 ohms 18 mc Range 2 18 mc 4B
tt u 18 mc u

17.060 mc Image
check

tt
200 mmf 1550 kc Range 1 1550 kc 7

tt tt u tt tt 4A
u tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 7A*

tt tt
1550 kc tt

1550 kc 7
tt tt tt tt u 4A

Note I.—DIAL CALIBRATION: Turn tuning condenser to maximum capacity
position (plates fully meshed). Holding tuning condenser in this position,
loosen the dial clamp; then turn dial until the indicator is centered on
the middle index line. Tighten the clamp in this position.

•While rocking.

MOOEL
36-40
TOP view

TF
470KC

HF-OSC.

7A 7 issokc

GLOWING SCAM
tNDICATOR

MOPEL 36-40
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MODEL 38-60 (125)
Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

Range 1

Signal
Generator
Connection

Dummy
Antenna

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Control grid
of 6A8G

0.1 mf 470 kc

tt u tt

tt tt tt

M tt tt

Ant. 200 mmf 1500 ko
tt tt

tt

tt

tt

u 580 kc
tt

tt
1500 kc
u

tt

u
400 ohms

tt
7.0 mc
6.0 mc

Range 2

Receiver
Dial Trimmer
Setting Number

580 kc1 18B

tt 18A
tt 14B
tt 14A

1500 ko 9
tt 3
580 kc 9A*
1500 kc 9
tt

3
7.0 mc 11

6.0 mc 3A

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION : Turn tuning condenser to maximum capacity
position. With condenser in this position, loosen the dial-hub set screws,
and rotate dial until the glowing beam indicator is centered between the
first and second index lines at the low frequency end of the broadcast
scale. With the dial in this position, tighten the dial-hub set screws.

* While rocking.

^B /* IDE'
( I 6

«R«M500KCHr-&SC.
HUT 580 KC LF-QSC.

1560 KC.

BC-ANT.
SMC
SW.-/4NT.

MODEL 38-60
CODE IS6

UNDERSIDE OF CHASSISQ"(D

MODEL 38-60
CODE 1ZS
TOP l/IEIV
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MODEL 38-89 (125)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 ko Range 1 1 580 kc* 24B
of 6A8G
tt u tt tt u 24A
tt tt u tt tt 16B
tt tt tt tt u 16A

Ant. term. u
1500 ko tt

1500 kc 5C
u tt tt tt tt 5B
u tt tt tt u 5A
tt u

580 kc tt
580 kc 10*

u u
1500 kc tt

1500 kc 5C
tt u tt tt u 5B
tt tt tt tt tt 5A

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION : Turn tuning condenser to the maximum, capacity
position (plates fully meshed). Then loosen dial-hub set screws, and
rotate the dial (holding condenser at maximum capacity) until the
glowing-beam indicator is centered on second index line at the low fre
quency end of the broadcast scale. With dial in this position, tighten
dial -hub set screws.

•While rocking.
X Police band is automatically aligned when broadcast band is adjusted.

MODEL 38-89
CODE 125

LF^
10 osc.

5C
KC

% HF
1SOOKC

IF
470KC

24B-2^J

IF
470KC

ooo
|16B 16>

LOCATION OF TRIMMERS. TOP OF CHASSIS
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MODEL 38-116 (121)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Range l1 Note 2 82B»
Note 4 O.i mf 470 'kc tt 580 kc 82A
«, u u u tt 82B
Note 5 M tt tt tt 81D
tt tt tt tt tt 81C
tt u u tt tt 81A
tt tt tt tt tt 81B
u tt tt tt tt 82A8
Note 7 None 1500 kc tt 1500 kc 43 1
tt tt tt u U 8
u tt tt u u 23
tt tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 43A*

u tt
1500 kc u

1500 kc 43
tt tt

1400 kc tt
1400 kc 8

tt tt " tt tt 23
tt tt

7 mc Range 3 7 mc 44
tt tt

5 mc " 5 mc 44A
tt tt

7 mc tt 7 mc 44
tt tt u u u

9
tt u tt te u 24
u tt

5 mc tt
5 mc 44A

tt tt tt tt tt 9A
tt tt tt tt u 24A
tt u

7 mc tt
7 mc 44

tt tt u u u
9

tt tt u tt tt
24

MODEL 39-116
CODE-JS1

B3A—%

lOOOKC
MA6NCTK
TUNINS
ADJ

824feoe4BOB-AS2B
ir-ADJ
470 Kt

a/c«©o e* bid

B1A

m »© o ©

ISHC-IIM-7MC-4.5MC-IS00KC

osc.

iZMC-zsucsinc-ninc-saokc

MODEL 38-116
CODE 1il

1500KC
I8MC- 11MC-7UC-4.5HC-I400KC

UMC-7.SMC-SMC tSOOKC
1ettC-tWC-7MC- A5HC-J4QOKC

GLOWING BEAM
INDtCATOR
MIOOCL AS-H6
CODC1S1
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MODEL 38-116 (121) Cont.
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Note 7 None 11 mc Range 4 11 mc 44B
u u 7.5 mc tt 75 mc 44C
u tt

11 mc u
11 mc 44B

tt tt u u u 9B*
M tt tt tt tt 24B*
tt tt 7.5 mc tt 75 mc 44C
tt tt u tt tt 9C
u u u u tt 24C
tt tt

11 mc u
11 mc 44B

u tt tt u tt 9B*
tt u u u tt 24B*
tt tt

4.5 mc Range 2 45 mc 43B
tt tt u " tt 8A
tt tt tt tt tt 23A
tt tt 1.7 mc u

1.7 mc 43C
tt tt 4.5 mc

tt
4.5 mc 43B

tt u " u tt 8A
u tt u u tt 23A
u u 18 mc Range 5 18 mc 44D
tt u

12 mc u
12 mc 44E

tt tt IS mc tt
18 mc 44DS

tt tt tt tt
17.060 mc Image

check
tt tt tt tt

18 mc 9D*
tt u tt tt tt 24D*
tt tt

12 mc tt
12 mc 44E

tt tt tt u u 9E*
tt tt tt tt tt 24E*
tt tt 18 mc tt

18 mc 44D8
tt tt tt tt

17.060 mc Image
check

tt tt tt tt
18 mc 9D*

tt tt u tt tt 24D*
tt tt

1000 kc° Range 1 " 1000 kc11 83B"
tt tt tt u u 83A"
tt tt tt tt tt 83B"

See Notes 14 and 15

Note 1.—Turn Selectivity-Fidelity control clockwise. Turn Volume -control to
maximum (clockwise). Turn Magnetic-Tuning switch to the "OFF"
position. Turn Bass-Compensation switch to the first position from "off."

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : Loosen the set screws on the shaft coupling of
the tuning -condenser. Then turn the tuning -condenser until the plates
are in the maximum capacity position. Now turn the dial until the
glowing-beam indicator is on the Index Line at the low frequency end
of the broadcast band. With the dial and tuning-condenser in this
position, tighten the set screws. Turn tuning -condenser control until
the indicator is on the 520 kc mark. With the dial in this position,
loosen the shaft -coupling set screws. Then turn the dial until the in
dicator is again on the Index Line. Tighten the set screws in this posi
tion. Be careful . . . when turning the dial . . . that the position of
the tuning -condenser is not changed.

Note 3.—Close (82B) by turning it to the extreme clockwise position.
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Note 4.—Connect high side of signal -generator through the 0.1 mf condenser to
grid cap of the second 6K7G i-f tube.

Note 5.—Connect high side of signal -generator through the 0.1 mf condenser to
grid cap of the 6L7G tube.

Note 8.—With the "fidelity" control in the "expanded" (counter-clockwise) posi
tion, slowly shift the signal -generator indicator between 460 and 480 kc
As the indicator is turned, two peaks will be noted on the output meter;
one about 465 kc, and the other about 475 kc. These peaks should give
the same deflection or reading on the output meter. If the peaks are
unequal, (82A) must be slightly readjusted to the right or left (not
more than % of a turn) until the peaks are equalized. This adjustment
is used to compensate for slight differences between peaks. If (82A)
must be turned more than % of a turn in either direction to equalize
the peaks, all trimmers should be carefully readjusted as given under
the intermediate -frequency adjustment procedure. Each time it is set
in another position, rotate the signal generator through the 460 to 480 kc
range and note the reading of each peak. After completing adjustments,
turn Treble -Selectivity control back to clockwise position.

,Note 7.—Connect high side of signal-generator to the "Red" terminal on the
antenna panel at the rear of the chassis. The low side of the signal-
generator is connected to the "Blk" terminal. Set all controls as indi
cated in Note 1.

Note 8.—Turn (44D) clockwise to maximum- capacity position. Then turn counter
clockwise, and adjust to maximum on second peak.

Note 9.—Adjust the attenuator control of the signal-generator to produce a weak
output signal, and turn the signal -generator indicator to 1000 kc.

Note 10.—Magnetic -Tuning switch in the "out" position (counter-clockwise),
Volume-Control at maximum (extreme clockwise), Treble-Selectivity
control at "expanded" position (extreme clockwise).

Note 11.—Adjust the receiver dial to obtain a MAXIMUM output of the 1000 kc
signal.

Note 12.—Turn the Magnetic -Tuning switch "on." Turn (83B) slightly to the
right or left (about % turn).

Note 13.—Leave Magnetic -Tuning switch _ in "on" position. _ Adjust (83A) for
minimum output, and then readjust (83B) for maximum output.

Note 14.—FREQUENCY TEST : With the 1000 kc signal tuned for maximum out
put, turn Magnetic -Tuning control back and forth ; that is, from the
"out" to "in" position. The reading of the output-meter should not
change in either position. If the output-meter reading changes, the
preceding magnetic-tuning circuit adjustments should be repeated.

Note 15.—SENSITIVITY TEST: To check the magnetic -tuning circut for sensi
tivity, turn magnetic -tuning switch to the "off" position and tune in
the 1000 ko signal. Then adjust the attenuator -control of the signal-
generator for a good audible signal (approximately 20 volts on output
meter). Now detune the signal (first above and then below the 1000 kc
mark) to a point at which the signal is weakly heard. At each point
turn the magnetic-tuning control "on." When the control is turned on',
the signal should return to normal output strength. If the magnetic-
tuning circuit does not pull the signal into resonance, the primary trim
mer (83A) should be carefully readjusted.

•While rocking.
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MODEL 38-116 (125)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Range 1 x Note 2 52B»
Note 4 O.i mf 470 kc tt 580 kc 52A
tt tt tt tt tt 52B
Note 5 tt tt tt u 51D
tt tt tt tt u 51C
tt tt tt tt tt 51B
tt tt tt tt tt 51A
tt tt tt tt tt

52A «
Note 7 None 1550 kc tt

1550 kc 36
u tt tt tt tt 18B
tt tt tt tt tt 18A
te u 580 kc tt

580 kc 34*
tt tt 1550 kc tt

1550 kc 36
tt u tt tt tt 18B
tt u tt tt tt 18A
tt u 18 mc Range 5 18 mc 36C8
tt tt u tt

17.060 mc Image
check

tt tt u tt
18 mc 25*

tt tt u tt u 6*
tt tt 11 mc Range 4 11 mc 36B
tt tt 7 mc Range 3 7 mc 34A
tt tt 4.5 mc Range 2 4.5 mc 36A
tt tt 18 mc Range 5 18 mc 36C8
tt tt tt tt

17.060 mc Image
check

tt tt tt u
18 mc 25*

tt tt u tt tt 6*
tt tt 1000 kc » Range 1 10 1000 kc " 53B*2
tt tt tt tt tt 53A1s
tt tt tt tt tt 53B13

See Notes 14 and 15

Note 1.—Turn Selectivity-Fidelity control clockwise. Turn Volume -Control to
maximum (clockwise). Turn Magnetic- Tuning Switch "off." Set Baas-
Compensation switch to first position from "off."

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : Loosen the set screws on the shaft coupling of
the tuning- condenser. Then turn the tuning condenser until the plates
are in the maximum capacity position. Now turn the dial until the
glowing-beam indicator is on the Index Line at the low frequency end
of Range 3. With the dial and tuning -condenser in this position, tighten
set screws. Now turn the tuning-condenser control until the indicator is
on the 4.71 mc mark of Range 3. With the dial in this position, loosen
the shaft -coupling set screws. Then turn the dial until the indicator is
again on the Index Line. Tighten the set screws in this position. Be
careful when turning the dial that the position of the tuning- condenser
is not disturbed.

Note 3.—Close (52B) by turning to the extreme clockwise position.
Note 4.—Connect high side of signal -generator through the 0.1 mf condenser to the

control grid of the second 6K7G i-f tube.
Note 5.—Connect the high side of the signal-generator through the 0.1 mf con

denser to the control grid of the 6A8G mixer tube.
Note fi

.—With the Treble -Selectivity control in "expanded" position (counter
clockwise), slowly shift signal generator bewteen 460 and 480 kc. As the
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indicator is turned, two peaks will be noted on the output meters —one
about 465 kc and the other about 475 kc. These peaks should give the
same deflection or reading on the output meter. If the peaks are un
equal, (52A) must be slightly readjusted to the right or left (not more
than % of a turn) until the peaks are equalized. Each time (52A) is set
in another position, rotate the signal generator through the 460 to 480 ko
range and note the reading of each peak. This adjustment is used to
compensate for slight differences between peaks. If (52A) must be
turned more than % of a turn in either direction to equalize the peaks*
all trimmers should be carefully readjusted as given under the inter
mediate-frequency circuit -adjustment procedure. After completing ad
justments, turn Treble -Selectivity control back to clockwise position.

Note 7.—Connect high side of signal -generator to the "Red" terminal on the
antenna panel at the rear of chassis. The low side of the signal gen
erator should be connected to the "Blk" terminal. Set all controls as
indicated in Note 1.

Note 8.—Adjust (36C) to obtain maximum output on the second peak from the
tight position.

Note 9.—Adjust the attenuator of the signal -generator so as to produce a weak
output signal.

Note 10.—Magnetic -Tuning switch in the "out" position (counter-clockwise),
Volume -Control at maximum (extreme clockwise), Treble -Selectivity con
trol in "Selective" position (extreme clockwise).

Note 11.—Very carefully adjust the receiver dial to obtain maximum output of the
1000 ko signal.

Note 12.—Turn the Magnetic Tuning switch "on." Turn (53B) slightly to the
right or left (about *4 turn).

OSC.
1550KC

OSC.
4.5MC
OSC.
11MC
OSC.
18MC

ATI M.C
MARK

GLOWING BEAM"
INDICATOR

K-J550KC

Zant.
16 MC

fSSOKC

25^*° 18MC

®3ern c ^^
S36Aly

U

@36B£
#36C

M0D£L38-t16
CODE 125

TOP VIEW OF RFUNIT

MODEL 33-1/6
CODE 125

53B®"

53A©
i

MA6
TUNING
IOOO
KC

IF EXPANDER UNIT

TOP VIEW OF IF UNIT
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Note 13.—Leave Magnetic -Tuning switch in "on" position. Adjust (53A) for
minimum output, and then readjust (53B) for maximum output.

Note 14.—FREQUENCY TEST: With the 1000 kc signal tuned for maximum out
put, turn the Magnetic -Tuning control back and forth; that is, from
the "out" to "in" position. The reading of the output meter should not
change in either position. If the output meter reading changes, the
preceding Magnetic-Tuning adjustments should be repeated. A further
check on the Magnetic-Tuning adjustment is to very carefully tune in
a broadcasting station and then turn the Magnetic-Tuning switch from
the "out" to the "in" position. With the switch in either position, the
tone of the station should not change. If a change of tone or hiss de
velops, repeat the preceding Magnetic-Tuning adjustments.

Note 15.—SENSITIVITY TEST: Turn the Magnetic-Tuning switch to the "off"
position, and tune in the 1000 kc signal. Then adjust the attenuator
control of the signal-generator for a good audible signal (approximately
20 volts on the output meter. Now detune the signal (first above and
then below the 1000 kc mark) to a point at which the signal is weakly
heard. At each point turn the Magnetic-Tuning control "on." When
the control is turned "on" the signal should return to normal output
strength. If the Magnetic -Tuning circuit does not pull the signal into
resonance, (53A) should be carefully readjusted.

* While rocking.

Signal
Generator
Connection

Control grid
of 6A8G

MODEL 38-620 (121, 125)

Dummy
Antenna

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

Receiver
Dial
Sotting

0.1 mf 470 kc Range 1 580 kc1

Note 2 100 ohms 1600 kc
tt u tt

tt tt u

580 kc
« "

1600 kc
« "

1500 kc

1600 kc

580 kc
1600 kc
1500 kc

6.0 mc Range 2 6.0 mc

Trimmer
Number

33B

33A
32B
32A
26B
7B
7A
27*
26B
7B
7A
26A
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MODEL 38-620, (121, 125) Cont.
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Note 2 100 ohms 18.0 mc Range 3 18.0 mc 26 s
u u u tt

17.060 mc Image
check

u u tt tt
18.0 mc 12*

u u tt tt tt 4*
u u tt tt tt

26 s
« tt tt tt

17.060 mc Image
check

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning-condenser in maximum-capacity po
sition, loosen dial-hub set-screw and turn dial until glowing-beam indi
cator is centered on first index line of dial scale.

Note 2.—Connect signal -generator output, through the 100 ohm resistor, to the
"Red" terminal (No. 1) on the aerial input panel and the signal-gener
ator ground lead to the "Black" (No. 2). Leave terminals (3) and (4)
on Code 121 . . . (2) and (3) on Code 125 .. . linked together.

Note 3.—Turn (26) clockwise to tight (maximum-capacity) position, and then ad
just to maximum on second peak from this tight position.

Note 4.—Connect a variable-condenser (about 350 mmf) across oscillator trimmer
(26) . . . from switch-contact to chassis . . . and tune until second har
monic of receiver-oscillator beats against signal from signal-generator —
resulting in maximum indication on output meter. Adjust (12) and (4)
to maximum, and then remove the external variable- condenser.

* While rocking.

/8MC-
6MC -.BOTTOM lvmr

/eooxr
SSOkC

MODELS'
38-620
02'. I2X)
TOP WEIV

IFPeAK
470KC

26 26* 263

-pa—-
©H--
! !

OSC.
I8MC

7B
1SOO/tC

/3.F.

M2
L ft"

'SMC
7-4

/SDOKC

ANT.
PADDEDS No. 7*& 7B SHOWN
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MODEL 38-690 (125)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Note 1 0.1 mf 470 kc Range l2 600 kc 70B
tt tt tt tt tt 70A
tt tt tt tt tt 49B
u tt tt u tt 49A
u u tt tt tt 48B
u tt tt u tt 48A
Note 3 tt tt tt tt 47B
tt tt u tt tt 47A
u tt tt tt tt 70A*
Note 5 ....... 1550 kc tt

1550 kc 40
M tt tt tt 22B
u tt tt tt 22A
u 580 kc u 580 kc 39*
tt 1550 kc tt

1550 kc 40
tt tt tt tt 22B
u tt u tt 22A
u 18 mc Range 5 18 mc 40C
tt tt tt

17.060 mc Image
check

tt tt tt
18 mc 20*

tt tt u u 6*
u

11 mc Range 4 11 mc 40B
tt

7 mc Range 3 7 mc 39A
tt

4.5 mc Range 2 4.5 mc 40A
tt

18 mc Range 5 18 mc 40C
tt tt tt

17.060 mc Image
check

tt tt tt
18 mc 20*

tt tt u u 6*
tt

1000 kc« Range 1 7 1000 kc s Note 9
See Notes 10 and 11

Note 1.—Connect high side of signal-generator through the 0.1 mf condenser to
grid cap of the first i-f 6K7G tube.

Note 2.—Turn receiver Volume -Control to maximum. Turn Bass-Control counter
clockwise. Turn Magnetic -Tuning switch to "off" position. Turn Selec
tivity-Fidelity control clockwise.

Note 3.—Connect high side of signal-generator through the 0.1 mf condenser to
grid cap of the 6A8G mixer tube.

Note 4.—Turn the Selectivity -Fidelity control counter-clockwise. Slowly shift the
signal -generator indicator between 460 and 480 kc. As the indicator ia
turned, two peaks will be noted on the output meter, one at about 465
kc and the other at about 475 kc. These peaks should give the same
deflection or reading on the output meter. If the peaks are unequal*
(70A) must be slightly readjusted to the right or left (not more than
% of a turn) until the peaks are equalized. Each time that (70A) is set
in another position, rotate the signal-generator through the 460 to 480 ko
range and note the reading of each peak. This adjustment is used to
compensate for slight differences between peaks. If (70A) must be turned
more than % of a turn in either direction to equalize the peaks, all the
trimmers should be carefully readjusted as given under the intermediate
frequency adjustment procedure. After completing adjustments, turn Se
lectivity-Fidelity control back to clockwise position.

Note 5.—Remove the 0.1 mf condenser which is used as a dummy antenna and
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connect the high side of the signal -generator directly to the "Red'* an
tenna terminal; other to "Black."

Note 6.—Turn the signal -generator indicator to the 1000 kc mark and adjust the
signal -generator attenuator to produce a weak output signal.

Note 7.—Magnetic -Tuning switch in the "out" position (counter-clockwise).
Volume -Control at maximum (extreme clockwise). Treble-Selectivity con
trol at the "Selective" position (extreme clockwise).

Note 8.—Adjust the receiver dial very accurately for maximum output of the 1000
kc signal.

Note 9.—Turn the Magnetic-Tuning switch to the "on" position. Advance the
attenuator of the signal -generator so as to produce a strong output signal.
Turn (S5B) slightly to the right or left about % turn). Adjust (77A)
and (85A) for minimum output. Now set the attenuator of the signal -

fenerator
so as to produce a weak output signal, and then readjust (85B)

or maximum output.

Note 10.—FREQUENCY TEST : With the 1000 kc signal tuned for maximum out
put, turn the Magnetic-Tuning control back and forth, that is, from the
"out" to the "in" position. The reading of the output meter should not
change in either position. If the output meter reading changes, the pre
ceding Magnetic- Tuning circuit adjustments should be repeated. A fur
ther check on the Magnetic -Tuning adjustment is to very carefully tune
in a broadcasting station, and then turn the Magnetic -Tuning switch
from the "out" to the "in" position. With the switch in either position,
the tone of the station should not change. If a change of tone or hiss
develops repeat the preceding Magnetic- Tuning adjustments.

Note 11.—To check the Magnetic- Tuning circuit for sensitivity, turn the Magnetic-
Tuning switch to the "off" position, and tune in the 1000 kc signal.
Then adjust the attenuator control of the signal-generator for a good
audible signal (approximately 20 volts on the output meter). Now detune
the signal (first above and then below the 1000 kc mark) to a point at
which the signal is weakly heard. At each point turn the Magnetic-
Tuning control "on." When the control is turned "on," the signal should
return to normal output strength. If the Magnetic -Tuning circuit does
not pull the signal into resonance, (77A) and (85A) should be carefully
readjusted.

•While rocking.

MODEL 3B-6SO
CODE fSS
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MODELS 39-6, 39-7, 39-8, 39-8T, 39-12 (late),
39-12TP (late), 12TP (late), 107

Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
Dummy Wave-band Dial

Setting
Trimmer
NumberAntenna Switch

Control grid
of 6A7

0.1 mf 470 kc Note 1

tt

580 kc^

tt

1

tt tt tt 2
« tt tt tt tt 3
Ant. 100 mmf

tt
1550 kc tt

tt
1550 kc
tt

4
5U tt

Note 1.—Set push-button for "MANUAL" tuning on push-button models.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With the tuning condenser in "maximum

capacity" position (plates fully meshed), set the dial pointer between
the two horizontal lines at the low frequency end of the scale (550 kc).

2»o ZF--—-f^
IF ADJ.
+ 7QKC

IF

ant. Qy-^oISSOKC

39-6 yCTC.
osc (2)—-*~o

¥
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MODELS 39-17 (121, 122), 39-18 (121, 122)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid1 0.1 mf* 470 kc 580 kc 2 12A
of 6A7
tt tt tt tt 11A
tt « tt tt 11B
Ant.' 100 mmf 8 1550 kc 1550 kc 3B
tt tt tt tt 3A

Mote 1.—39-18 only. Connect the high side of signal generator to terminal No. t
on the Set Transformer, part No. 32-2763, and the cable ground to ter
minal No. 2. Nos. 3 and 4 terminals of Set Transformer are then con
nected to the chassis and 6A7 grid respectively of the receiver with
short pieces of wire. Insert the 0.1 mf in series with the No. 4 lead
which connects to the grid.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : In order to adjust the receiver correctly, the
dial must be aligned to track properly with the tuning condenser. To
adjust the dial proceed as follows: With the push button unit discon
nected from the gang; the pointer is to be set on the extreme left edge
of the index line (low frequency end of the scale) with the gang closed.
The gang is then opened until the pointer is at the right edge of the
index line and, with the push-button shaft at its closed stop, the push
button coupling is tightened on the gang shaft.

Note 3.—39-18 only. Nos. 3 and 4 terminals of Set Transformer (see Note 1) are
to be connected to the chassis and antenna lead respectively of the re
ceiver with short pieces of wire. Insert the 100 mmf in series with the
No. 4 lead which connects to the antenna lead.

12A

MOVELS
39-J7, 39-1&
TOP VI£IV IFAPJ.

470KC
I550KC
OSC- AST.

■E
p s •

7Z/A4&? Urt1T
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MODELS 39-19 (121, 122), 39-19PA, 39-19PCS,
39-19PF, 39-19PT

Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc B.C. 580 kc* 14A
of6A7
tt tt tt tt tt 13B
tt tt tt m M 13A
Ant. 100 mmf 18 mc s.w. 18 mc 4B
tt tt

1550 kc B.C. 1550 kc 8
tt tt tt tt tt 4A
tt tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 8A*

tt tt
1550 kc tt

1550 kc 8

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With the push button unit disconnected from
the gang, the pointer is to be set on the extreme left edge of the index
line (low frequency end of the scale) with the gang closed. The gang
is then opened until the pointer is at the right edge of the index line
and, with the push button shaft at its closed stop, the push button
coupling is tightened on the gang shaft.

* While rocking.
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MODELS 39-25, 39-30, 39-30PCX, 39-31, 39-31XF,
39-31XK, 39-3-31PA, 39-35

Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc B.C. 580 kc1 20A
of det. osc.

tt tt tt tt tt 12B
tt tt tt tt tt 12A
Ant. 100 mmf 18.0 mc s.w. 18.0 mc 4B
U tt

1550 kc B.C. 1550 kc 5
tt tt « tt tt 4A
tt tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 5A*

tt tt
1550 kc tt

1550 kc 5

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION : In order to adjust the. receiver correctly the
dial pointer must be aligned to track properly with the tuning con
denser. To adjust the dial proceed as follows: With the tuning
condenser closed, set the dial pointer on the extreme left index line at
the low frequency end of the scale.

•While rocking.
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MODEL 39-36
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc B.C. 580 kc* 21A
of 6A7
tt u tt u tt 12B
tt u tt tt tt 12A
Ant. 100 mf 18.0 mc s.w. 18.0 mc 4B
u tt 1550 kc B.C. 1550 kc 5
u tt u tt u 4A
tt tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 5A*

u tt
1550 kc tt

1550 kc 5

Note I.—DIAL CALIBRATION: In order to adjust the receiver correctly, the
dial must be aligned to track properly with the tuning condenser. To
adjust the dial, proceed as follows: With the tuning condenser closed
(maximum capacity), set the dial pointer on the extreme left index line
at the low frequency end of the broadcast scale.

* While rocking.

\ fBMC
48 4A\ /"

BC-ANT.
I5SOKC

PlVK
TKANSF.

CSC-HF' izA ^T 1 IF ADJ. 4-70KC
1550KC ' — -

MODEL
39-3C
TOP VIEiV
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MODELS 39-40, 39-40PCX, 39-2-40PC
Signal
Generator
Connection

Control grid
of 6A7

Ant.

Dummy
Antenna

Signal
Generator
Frequency

0.1 mf 470 kc

tt

tt

tt

150 mmf
tt

tt

tt

1550 kc

580 kc
1550 kc

400 ohms 18.0 mc
tt tt

tt tt

Receiver Receiver
Wave-band Dial Trimmel
Switch Setting Number

B.C. 580 kc1 26B

tt tt 26A
tt tt 23B
tt tt 23A
tt 1550 kc 15
tt tt 7B
tt tt 7A
tt

580 kc 17*
tt

1550 kc 15

s.w. 18.0 mc 15A
tt tt

12
tt tt

5

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: In order to adjust the receiver correctly, the
dial must be aligned to track properly with the tuning condenser. To
adjust the dial, proceed as follows : With the tuning condenser closed
(maximum capacity), set the dial pointer on the extreme left index line
at the low frequency end of the broadcast scale.

* While rocking.
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MODEL 39-45
Signal
Generator
Connection

Control grid
of 6A7

Ant.

Signal Receiver Receiver
Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

0.1 mf 470 kc B.C. 580 kci 30B

tt tt tt tt 30A
tt tt tt tt 27B
tt tt tt tt 27A

150 rami 1550 kc tt
1550 kc 21

tt tt tt tt 8B
tt tt tt tt 8A
tt 580 kc tt 580 kc 22*
tt

1550 kc tt
1550 kc 21

400 ohms 5.0 mc Police 5.0 mc 21A
tt 18.0 mc S.W. 18.0 mc 21B
tt tt tt tt

14
tt tt tt tt 4

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: In order to adjust the receiver correctly, the
dial must be aligned to track properly w;th the tuning condenser. To
adjust the dial, proceed as follows: With the tuning condenser closed
(maximum capacity), set the dial pointer on the extreme left index line
at the low frequency end of the broadcast scale.

•While rocking.

J550MC
BC 0C

80
Oo

22 O BC03C-IS 580KC

21 Tq \BC OSCHF IS30KC
21a i o \poueeose. smc
2IBX)Op¥*-03C- IBMC

PtV/t.

7/Qtosr.

Mooec.
39-4S
70PV/£tf
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MODEL 39-55
Signal
Generator
Connection

Control grid
of 78 IF

Control grid
of 6J8G

Ant.

Signal
Dummy Generator
Antenna Frequency

0.1 mf 470 kc

150 mmf 1550 kc
u tt

" 580 kc
" 1550 kc

Receiver Receiver
Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Switch Setting Number

Manual 580 kc* 13B»
Tuning tt 14A
tt u 14B
tt tt 13C

tt tt 13A
u tt 13B
u tt 14B
tt

1550 kc 3B
u tt 3A
tt

580 kc 7*
tt

1550 kc 3B
tt u 3A

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: In order to adjust the receiver correctly, the
dial must be aligned to track properly with the tuning condenser. To
adjust the dial, proceed as follows : With the tuning condenser closed
(maximum capacity), set the dial pointer on the extreme left index line
at the low frequency end of the broadcast scale.

Note 2.— Turn 13B full out.
• While rocking.
For Mystery Control adjustments, see pages 177 and 181.

I3A-BOTTOM
-I3B-CC/STO*\/je - top

HA -TOP
MS -BOTTOM
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MODEL 39-70
Signal
Generator
Connection

Control grid
of 1A7G

Ant.
(white wire)

Dummy
Antenna

0.1 mf

Signal
Generator
Frequency

470 kc

225 mmf 1550 kc

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

Receiver
Dial
Setting

580 ko1

1550 kc

Trimmer
Number

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION : In order to adjust the receiver correctly, the
dial must be aligned to track properly with the tuning condenser.
Model 39-70—Turn the tuning condenser to maximum capacity (plates
fully meshed). With the tuning condenser in this position, set the
pointer horizontally across the dial.

MOOEL
39-70 5 O AA/T- 1SSOKC

OSC- /SSOKC

top vIe»/
* O

,02 i < i •

IF ADJ. 47L
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MODELS 39-71 (121, 122), 39-72T, 40-504
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 01 mf 470 kc 580 ko1 12A
of 1A7G
tt u u tt 11B
tt u u tt 11A
Ant.2 400 ohms 1550 ko 1550 kc 2B2
u u tt

...
tt 2A2

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: In order to adjust the receiver correctly, the
dial must be aligned to track properly with the tuning condenser. To
adjust the dial proceed as follows: Turn the tuning condenser to maxi
mum capacity (plates fully meshed). With tuning condenser in this
position set the pointer to the small "black dot" at the low frequency
end of the dial scale.

Note 2.—When adjusting the Antenna (2A) and Oseillator (2B) the chassis must
be assembled in the cabinet with the batteries and loop in place. The
Signal Generator output lead with the "Dummy Antenna" is then
connected to the terminals marked "Ant" and "Grd" underneath the
cabinet. The antenna and oscillator trimmers are then adjusted
through the holes in the bottom of the cabinet.

n
23 O OSC /3SO/CC

ANT. /550KC2A O
- 470XC

OD£L \
3

/ZA
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MODELS 39-75, 39-80, 39-175 (121, 122)
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
Dummy
Antenna

Wave-band
Switch

Dial
Setting

Trimmer
Number

Control grid
of 1A7G

0.1 mf 470 kc 580 kc1 1

tt u u tt
2

M tt tt tt 3

Ant.
(white wire)

225 mmf 1550 kc 1550 kc 4

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION : In order to adjust the receiver correctly, the
dial must be aligned to track properly with the tuning condenser.
Model 39-80—Turn the tuning condenser to maximum capacity (plates
fully meshed). With the tuning condenser in this position, set the pointer
horizontally across the dial.
Model 39-75—With the tuning condenser in the maximum capacity
position (plates fully meshed), loosen the coupling screws connecting
the push-button unit to the condenser. The pointer is then set on the
extreme left edge of the index line (low frequency end of the scale) with
the tuning condenser fully closed. .The gang is then opened until the
pointer is at the right edge of the index line. The push-button shaft
is then turned counter-clockwise to its "stop." With the tuning con
denser and push-button shaft in these positions tighten the coupling
set screws.

Model 39-175—With tuning-condenser fully closed, set pointer on
extreme left edge of index line at low -frequency end of scale.

5
o

V, \ 0SC.t530KCNT. tSSOKC

IF ADJ. 4-70KC
3
r

MOP£L
39-73
39-I75
TOP
tf/£W

O O
■M

1
O -4 OSC /550KC

O5 vW7". t350KC

0

MOP£L
39 -SO
TOP
V/£W

IF APJ. + 70KC
,-fcr-T
I , L
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MODEL 39-85
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc B.C. 580 kc1 20A
of 1A7G
tt u tt tt M 19B
tt u tt tt tt 19A
Ant. 400 ohms 18.0 mc S.W. 18.0 mc 6B

(white wire)
u 225 mmf 1550 kc B.C. 1550 kc 9
tt u tt u u 6A
u u 580 kc tt

580 kc 9A*
tt u

1550 kc u
1550 kc 9

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION : In order to adjust the receiver correctly, the dial
must be aligned to track properly with the tuning condenser. To adjust
the dial proceed as folows: Turn the tuning condenser to maximum ca
pacity (plates fully meshed). With tuning condenser in this position set
the pointer horizontally across the dial.

* While rocking.

ir -470/CC

MOO£L
39-85
TO/> V/£lV

63

€A

/s Ate -
BC-AfTT-
tssotcc'

*9B BC-OSC
/sso fee

- /VUT9A O

osc-cr£
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MODELS 39-116, 39-116PCX
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc B.C. 580 kc1 33B2
of 78 IF
tt tt u tt tt 38A
ft tt tt tt tt 38B

Control grid tt tt tt u 33C
of 6A8
tt tt tt tt tt 33A
u tt it tt tt 33B
tt u tt tt tt 38B
Ant 150 mmf 1550 kc tt

1550 kc 22
u tt tt tt tt 10B
u tt tt tt tt 10A
tt tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 23*

u tt
1550 kc tt

1550 kc 22
tt 400 ohms 5.0 mc Police 5.0 mc 22A
tt tt 18.0 mc S.W. 18.0 mc 22B
u tt tt tt u

16
u u tt tt tt 4

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: In order to adjust the receiver correctly, the dial
pointer must be aligned to track properly with the tuning condenser. To
adjust the dial proceed as follows: With the tuning condenser closed, set
the dial pointer on the extreme left index line at the low frequency
end of the scale.

Note 2.— Turn 33B full out.
'While rocking.
For Mystery Control adjustments, see pages 177 and 181.

33A- BOTTOM
-33B-C£NTEft
33 C- TOP

38a- roe
383 -3QT7QAt

I®
If

SMC- V J
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IF
4TOKCa /HOO£U

39-ue
top new

OK
isihc

-SVD.-MITO IB MC
4

is
BC StM-
oscxr ose
1S50KC *6*K

acesc-Lr o,

\
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MODELS 39-117, 39-118 (121, 122)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid * 0.1 mf1 470 kc Manual 580 kc2 12A
of 6A7 Tuning
tt u u u u UA
tt u tt tt tt 11B
Ant.s 200 mmf8 1550 kc tt

1550 kc 3B
u u tt u u 3A

Note 1.—Connect the high aide of signal generator to terminal No. 1 on Set
Transformer Part No. 32-2763, and the cable ground to terminal No. 2.
Nos. 3 and 4 terminals of Set Transformer are then connected to the
chassis and 6A7 grid respectively of the receiver with short pieces of wire.
Insert the 0.1 mf in series with the No. 4 lead which connects to the grid.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : In order to adjust the receiver correctly, the
dial must be aligned to track properly with the tuning condenser. To
do this, proceed as follows: Turn the tuning condenser to the maximum
capacity position (plates fully meshed). With the condenser in this
position, the tuning pointer is set on the first index line at the low fre
quency end of the scale (540 kc).

Note 3.—Nos. 3 and 4 terminals of Set Transformer (see Note 1) are then con
nected to the chassis and antenna lead respectively of the receiver with
short pieces of wire. Insert the 100 mmf in series with the No. 4 lead
which connects to the antenna lead.

,3A 30

<v o*
1

IF AC
tIB (o CO/

7J. 470ATC
MOPeL

IA 39-U7
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MODEL 39-119 (121, 122)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc B.C. 580 kc1 14A
of 6A7
u u u u tt 13B
tt tt u u tt 13A
Ant. 200 mmf 18.0 mc s.w. 18.0 mc 4B
tt tt 1550 kc B.C. 1550 kc 8
tt a " tt tt 4A
u tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 8A*

tt u
1550 kc tt

1550 kc 8
tt u tt tt tt 4A

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning-condenser fully closed, set pointer
on first index line at low-frequency end of scale (540 kc).

•While rocking.

J.nr.-oscIe
/rtc

+B
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MODEL 39-711
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc B.C.I 580 kc * 22A
of 6J8G
U tt tt tt tt 21B
M tt tt tt tt 21A
Ant. 200 mmf 1500 kc tt

1500 kc 14
it tt tt tt tt 11A
tt tt 580 kc tt

580 kc 15*
tt tt

1500 kc tt
1500 kc 14

tt tt tt tt tt 11A
tt

400 ohms 7.0 mc Police 7.0 mc 14A*
tt tt 20 mc S.W. 20 mc 6AS
tt tt tt tt tt 6
tt tt tt tt

19.060 mc Image
check

Note 1.—Leave Tone-Control in "Treble" position.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning-condenser closed (maximum ca

pacity), set the dial pointer at the first mark on the left edge (low
frequency end) of the broadcast scale.

Note 3.—When adjusting (6A), tune in the fundamental signal (20 mc) and not
the image signal. If adjustment is correct, the image signal will be
noted when dial is tuned 940 kc below the fundamental signal—which
will be 19.060 mc.

•While rocking.

±

O*- -IIA BC-ANT
ISOOKC

*J ZOMC

*A osc-
ZOMC

^—MA - POLtee osc.- 7mc
15 o-*—ee ose-LF ssoxc

39 -Mtop v/£*f

9
to/.

P C42I/

ZZA7
Zr APU. *70/CC

ec OSC-HF
ISOOHC
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MODEL 39-744
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc B.C.1 580 kc2 29B
of 6D8G
tt tt tt tt tt 29A
tt tt tt tt tt 28B
tt tt tt tt tt 28A
Ant. 200 mmf 1500 kc tt 1500 kc 19
tt tt tt tt tt 7B
tt tt tt tt tt 7A
tt tt 580 kc tt

580 kc 20*
tt tt

1500 kc tt 1500 kc 19
tt tt tt tt tt 7B
tt tt tt tt tt 7A
tt 400 ohms 6.0 mc Police 6.0 mc 19A*
tt tt 20.0 mc S.W. 20.0 mc 23s
tt tt tt tt tt

12
tt tt tt tt tt 4
tt tt tt tt

19.060 mc Image
check

Note 1.—Leave Tone-Control in "Treble" position.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: In order to adjust the receiver correctly the

dial must be aligned to track properly with the tuning condenser. To
adjust the dial, proceed as follows: With the tuning condenser closed
(maximum capacity), set the dial pointer on the first mark on the
left edge (low frequency end) of the broadcast scale.

Note 3.—When adjusting (23) be sure to tune in the fundamental signal (20
mc—second signal from tight position of padder) instead of the image
signal. If the compensator is correctly adjusted, the image signal will
be found by turning the receiver dial 940 ko below the fundamental
signal.

•While rocking.

0C OSC-HF
/soo/ec 19
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23 O
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e
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IF □
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ISOOK*
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MODEL 39-751
Signal
Generator
Connection

Control grid
of 6J8G

Ant.

Signal Receiver Receiver
Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

0.1 mf 470 kc B.C.1 580 kc* 44B

u u tt tt 44A
tt tt tt tt 43B
tt u u tt 43A

200 mmf 1500 kc tt
1500 kc 30

u tt tt tt 26B
tt tt u tt 26A
u 580 kc tt

580 kc 31*
u 1500 kc tt

1500 kc 30
u " tt tt 26B
u tt tt tt 26A

400 ohms 6.0 mc Police 6.0 mc 30A*
ti 20.0 mc S.W. 20.0 mc 33»
u M tt u

19
tt tt tt ^

6
tt tt tt

19.060 mc Image
check

Note 1.—Leave Tone-Control in "Treble" position.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning-condenser closed (maximum ca

pacity), set the dial pointer at the first mark on the left edge (low
frequency end) of the broadcast scale.

Note 3.—When adjusting (33), tune in the fundamental signal (20 mc) and not
the image signal. If adjustment is correct, the image signal will be
noted when dial is tuned 940 kc below the fundamental signal—which
will be 19.060 mc.

* While rocking.
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MODELS 39-770, 39-2770
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc B.C.* 580 kc2 34B»
of 6J8G tt tt u tt 35B
u tt u u tt 35A
tt u tt u tt 34C
u tt tt tt u 34A
tt tt u tt tt 34B
Ant. 200 mmf 1500 kc u

1500 kc 27
u u tt tt tt 20B
u tt tt u U 20A
u u

580 kc tt
580 kc 28*

u tt 5.0mc* S.W."C" 5.0 mc 27A*«
u tt tt tt

4.060 mc Image
check

u u 350 kc* L.W. 350 kc 27A
u tt

160 kc * L.W. 160 kc Al*
tt

400 ohms 11.0 mc S.W."B" 11.0 mc 30
tt tt tt tt tt 14*
u tt tt tt tt 6*«
u tt tt tt

11.940 mc Image
check

u tt 6.0 mc tt
6.0 mc 30A

tt tt u it tt 14A*
U tt tt tt u 6A*«
•t tt tt tt

6.940 mc Image
check

tt tt 11.0 mc tt
11.0 mc 30

u tt tt tt tt 14*
tt tt tt tt tt 6*8
tt tt tt tt

11.940 mc Image
check

tt tt 20.0 mc S.W."A" 20.0 mc 30B
tt tt u tt tt 14C*
tt tt u tt u 6C*«
tt tt tt tt

20.940 mc Image
check

tt tt
12.0 mc tt

12.0 mc 30C
tt tt tt tt tt 14B*
tt tt u tt tt 6B*«
u tt tt tt

12.940 mc Image
check

tt tt
6.0 mc S.W."B" 6.0 mc 30A

tt tt u tt tt 14A*
u u u tt tt 6A*«
tt tt tt tt

6.940 mc Image
check

tt tt
11.0 mc tt

11.0 mc 30
tt tt u tt u 14*
tt tt tt tt u 6*«
tt tt tt tt

11.940 mc Image
check
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Note 1.—Leave Tone-Control in "Treble" position.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning-condenser in fully closed (maxi

mum capacity) position, set dial pointer on extreme left index line at
low-frequency end of broadcast scale.

Note 3.—Turn (34B) full "in."
Note 4.—S.W. "C" band on Model 39-770 only. L.W. band on Model 39-2770

only.

Note 5.—On Model 39-770; (27A) should be peaked to the Fundamental signal,
which is the second signal from the tight (maximum capacity) position.
If correctly adjusted, the "Image" signal will be found by turning the
receiver dial 940 kc below 5.0 mc.

Note 6.—Series-6 trimmers of Shortwave Ranges "A" and "B" should be peaked
to the first signal from the tight (maximum capacity) position. If they
are correctly adjusted, the "Image" signal will be found by turning tho
receiver dial 940 kc above the frequencies being used. Example: 11.0 mc
(Image 11.940) ; 20.0 me (Image 20.940).

* While rocking.

tup IF 1ST IF

3

JTM'd \MOD£L 39-2770
c U—

'

^.SMC ON MOP£L 39-770ly /3SOKC MMOP££. 39-2770" / 30B 30 MC 14 6C 6

®@ © © ® © © ©
27 27A @ @ @ @ @ @
®28 30C 30A 14B 14A 6B 6A

FRONT OF CHASSIS

Compensator Locations: Top, Front View of Chassis.
MO0BLS 39-770 & 39-2770
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MODELS AR-40, AR-45
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Note 1
Ant.recept. 0.1 mf 455 kc Note 2 30
u tt tt

. .
tt

27
u tt tt tt

23
tt tt tt tt

21
tt tt tt tt

30
u tt tt tt

27
tt tt tt tt

23
tt tt tt tt

21

Note 3 10 mmf 1580 kc tt
17

tt u 1400 kc 1400 kc 4*
tt tt

580 kc 580 kc 15*
tt tt

1580 kc Note 2 17
tt tt

1400 kc 1400 kc 4*
tt tt

580 kc 580 kc
1200-1400 kc

15*
65

Note 1.—Adjust aerial compensator (6) two turns from tight position.
Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 3.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 95-0185, to antenna receptacle in radio.

Connect a 10 mmf condenser in series between signal generator and an
tenna lead.

Note 4.—-When antenna stage adjustment is made with radio installed in oar, the
radio antenna lead must be connected to car antenna in usual manner.
Connect signal generator output lead to a wire placed near car antenna
but not connected to it.

Note 5.—After installing radio in the car, tune in a weak broadcast signal between
1200 and 1400 kc and adjust aerial compensator (6) for maximum signal.

* While rocking.

MOO£L AR-40iEtc. A£RI$0%m
TOP VIEW

21

1400 KC

LF-PADOER
580 KC

ir-ADJ. is
455 KC

O O 30 21

ZH0IF WlF

03

1 U osc.-}osc-moKc
'-1400KC
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MODELS 40-74; (121, 122)
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
Dummy
Antenna

Wave-band Dial
Setting

Trimmer
Number

Loop sect,
tuning-cond.

0.1 mf Note 1

u

Switch

580 kc2

u

1

2
u tt u u

3
Note 3 . Note 4 Note 5 Note 4 4

Note 1.— IF is 470 ke.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning -condenser in closed (maximum

capacity) position, set dial pointer on small dot below 550 kc.
Note 8.—Construct a loop antenna of several turns of wire, and connect to signal-

generator output terminals. Place several feet away from receiver
being adjusted.

Note 4.—1500 kc.
Note 5.—Receiver loop must be assembled in cabinet together with batteries

and receiver.

V* J
2/>d/F

/F
470KC tst/F

0
/INT.-t500XC-\5 pj

0SCrl500KC-\4 p

MODEL: 40-74
top view
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MODELS 40-81, 40-81T, 40-81CSL (121, 122); 40-82
(121), 40-83, 40-84, PT-63

Signal
Generator
Connection

Loop sect,
tuning-cond.

Dummy
Antenna

Signal
Generator
Frequency

0.1 mf Note 1

Note 3 Note 4

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

Note 5

Receiver
Dial
Setting

580 kc*

Note 4

Trimmer
Number

Note 1.— IF is 456 kc.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning-condenser in closed (maximum

capacity) position, set dial pointer on small dot below 550 kc.
Note 3.—Construct a loop antenna of several turns of wire, and connect to signal-

generator output terminals. Place several feet away from receiver
being adjusted.

Note 4.—1400 kc for Model 40-84; 1500 kc for all others.
Note 5.—Receiver loop must be assembled in cabinet together with batteries

and receiver.

MODELS' PT-63
40-81 Series,
40-82,40-33
TOP VIEW

IF-45SKC

0SC-I500KC

ANT-I500KC-L l4P
2--0

/spTp\ jT
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er><//r
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f
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Ist/F
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W&tfS 4-4SC-KOOKC
aCsts m - ^

Q W
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MODEL- 40-84
to* view
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MODELS 40-88T, -TL
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Loop sect. 01 mf 455 kc B.C. 580 kc1 21A
tuning-cond.

u u u 20B
u tt M u u 20A
Note 2 18.0 mc s.w. 18.0 mc 8B
u

1400 kc B.C. 1400 kc 12
it u tt tt 8A
u

580 kc tt
580 kc 12A*

u
1400 kc u

1400 kc 12
u u 0 M 8A
u 18.0 mc s.w.s 18.0 mc 3

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning-condenser in closed (maximum
capacity) position, set dial pointer on small dot below 550 kc.

Note 2.—Construct a loop antenna of several turns of wire, and connect to signal-
generator output terminals. Place several feet away from receiver
being adjusted.

Note 3.—Receiver loop must be assembled in cabinet together with batteries
and receiver.

* While rocking.
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MODEL 40-90
Signal
Generator
Connection

Dummy
Antenna

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

Control grid 0.004 mf
of 1A7

455 kc Note 1

Ant. 225 mmf 1500 ko

Receiver
Dial Trimmer
Setting Number

580 kc2 1

1500 kc

Note 1.—Turn switch to "MANUAL TUNING" position on push-button models.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning-condenser in closed (maximum

capacity) position; re-set pointer (if necessary) in the following man
ner, according to type of dial on receiver:—

(a) set dial pointer on small dot below 550 kc; or
(b) set dial pointer horizontal at low-frequency end of scale (530 kc).

1
— 2ndIF
\_ %*.

MODEL 40-90

IttIF o o
2 3

.ff- -ANT.
I500KC

Ir -H93IS.
:

1 ! 4' -OSC.
I500KC/ spkr\

1 ll.
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MODELS 40-95, (121, 122), 40-100 (121, 122), 40-105
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
Dummy Wave-band Dial

Setting
Trimmer
NumberAntenna Switch

Control grid
of 1A7

0.004 mf 455 kc Note 1

«

580 kc2 1

tt u u 2
u tt tt tt u 3
Ant. 225 mmf 1500 kc 1500 kc

Note 1.—Turn switch to "MANUAL TUNING" position on push-button models.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning-condenser in closed (maximum

capacity) position; re-set pointer (if necessary) in the following man
ner, according to type of dial on receiver :—

(a) set dial pointer on small dot below 550 kc; or
(b) set dial pointer horizontal at low-frequency end of scale (530 kc).

MODELS:
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MODEL 40-110
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C.i 680 kc 2 18A
of 1A7G
tt « tt U M 17A
tt H tt tt M 17B
Ant. 400 ohms 18.0 mc s.w. 18.0 mc 4B
U 225 mmf 1500 kc B.C. 1500 kc 7»
tt tt tt tt tt 4A
tt tt 580 kc tt 580 kc 7A*.*

1500 kc 1500 kc

Note 1.—Leave "MANUAL" push-button pushed "in."
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning-condenser in closed (maximum ca

pacity) position, set dial pointer horizontal at low-frequency end of scale
(530 kc).

Note 3.—This is the screw adjustment.
Note 4.—This is the nut adjustment.
* While rocking.
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MODELS 40-115, 40-124 (121, 122)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.004 mf 455 kc B.C.1 580 kc* I5A
of 7A8
U u u u u 14A
u U u tt tt 14B
Ant. 100 mmf 1580 kc tt

1580 kc 2Bt
u tt 1500 kc u

1500 kc 2A

Note 1.—Leave "MANUAL" push-button pushed "in" on model 40-124.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning-condenser in closed (maximum

capacity) position, set dial pointer horizontal at low-frequency end of
scale (530 kc).

{ The Police Band is automatically aligned when oec trimmer (2B) is adjusted.

MB -O O W1

IF-tOJ.
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MODELS 40-120, 40-125
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer"
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. sect. 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C.i 580 kc 2 14A
tuning-cond.

tt M tt tt tt 14B
tt tt tt M tt 15A
Ant. 10 mmf 1600 kc tt

1600 kc 2Bt
tt tt

1400 kc tt
1400 kc 2A

Note 1,—Leave "MANUAL" push-button pushed "in" on model 40-125.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning -condenser in closed (maximum

capacity) position, set dial pointer horizontal at low-frequency end of
scale (540 kc).

X The Police Band is automatically aligned when oso. trimmer (2B) is adjusted.

AM--0 o MB
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MODELS-
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MODELS 40-130, 40-135, 40-170CS, 40-503, 40-506,
40-525, 40-526, 40-527

Signal
Generator
Connection

Note 1

Note 4

Signal Receiver Receiver
Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

0.1 mf 455 ko B.C.2 580 kc* 21B
u tt tt tt 21A
u tt tt tt 18B
u tt tt u 18A

i 1500 ko tt
1500 kc 9At

u tt u 1A»

Note 1.—When adjusting the IF trimmers the high side of the signal generator
output is connected through the .1 mf condenser to terminal No. 1 of
the loop terminal panel at the rear of the chassis.

Note 2.—Leave "MANUAL" push-button pushed "in" on push-button models.
Note 3.—DIAL CALIBRATION : Turn the tuning condenser to the maximum

capacity position (plates fully meshed). With the condenser in this
position, set the tuning pointer on the extreme left index line at the
low frequency end of the broadcast scale.

Note 4.—When aligning the RF, a loop is made from a few turns of wire and
connected to the signal generator output terminals. The signal generator
is then placed two or three feet from the loop in the cabinet.

Note 5.—Antenna trimmer (1A) is located on the loop. When adjusting, the
receiver loop should be held in place against the back of the cabinet.

X The Police Band is automatically aligned when osc. trimmer (9A) is adjusted.
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MODELS 40-140, 40-145, 40-507
Signal
Generator
Connection

Note 1

Dummy
Antenna

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

Receiver
Dial
Setting

0.1 mf 455 kc B.C.2 580 kc »

. Note 4 18 mc

1500 kc
U

580 kc
1500 kc
tt

18 mc

S.W.

B.C.

S.W.

18 mc
tt

17.090 mc

1500 kc «
tt

580 kc
1500 kc
tt

18 mc

Trimmer
Number

33A
33B
28A
28B
27A«
2A«
Image
check
25A
1A»
25*
25A
2A
2A*«

Note 1.—When adjusting the IF trimmers the high side of the signal generator
output is connected through the .1 mf condenser to terminal No. 1 of
the loop terminal panel at the rear of the chassis. The ground or low-
side of the generator is connected to the chassis of the receiver.

Note 2.—Leave "MANUAL" push-button pushed "in."
Note 3.—DIAL CALIBRATION: Turn the tuning condenser to the maximum

capacity position (plates fully meshed). With the condenser in this
position, set the tuning pointer on the extreme left index line at the low
frequency end of the broadcast scale.

Note 4.—When aligning the RF Circuits a loop is made from a few turns of
wire and connected to the generator output terminals; the signal
generator is then placed two or three feet from the loop in the cabinet.

Note 5.—S. W. Oscillator trimmer (27A) is located on top of the tuning condenser.
Antenna trimmers (1A) and (2A) are located on the loop. When adjusting
the "Ant" trimmers, the receiver loop should be held in place against
the back of the cabinet.

Note 6.—Adjust to first peak from tight position.
•While rocking.
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MODELS 40-150, 40-155; 40-180, 40-185, 40-190;
40-508, 40-509, 40-515

Signal
Generator
Connection

Note 1

Dummy
Antenna

0.1 mf

, Note 3

Signal
Generator
Frequency

455 kc

18 mc
tt

1400 kc
tt

580 kc
1400 kc

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

B.C.

s.w.

B.C.

Receiver
Dial
Setting

580 kc * 2

18 mc S.W.

18 mc2
18 mc5
1400 kc
U

580 kc
1400 kc
tt

18 mc

Trimmer
Number

37A
30B
30A
21A*
U

19A
21B«
19*
19A*
21B*
3*

Note 1.—When adjusting the IF trimmers, the high side of the signal generator
is connected through a .1 mf condenser to terminal No. 1 of the loop
terminal panel at the rear of the chassis. The ground or low side of
the signal generator is connected to the chassis of the receiver.

Note 2.—Depress "DIAL" push-button.
Note 3.—When aligning the RF trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of

wire and connected to the signal generator output terminals; the loop
is then placed two or three feet from the loop in the cabinet. Do not
remove the receiver loop from the cabinet. It is necessary when ad
justing the trimmers that the receiver be left in the cabinet.

Note 4.—To accurately adjust the high frequency oscillator trimmer to the
fundamental instead of the image signal, turn the oscillator trimmer to
the maximum capacity position (clockwise). From this position slowly
turn the trimmer counter-clockwise until a second peak is obtained on
the output meter. Adjust the trimmer for maximum output at this
second peak.
If the above procedure is correctly performed, the image signal will
be found (much weaker) by turning the receiver dial 910 kc below the
frequency being used on any high frequency range.

Note 5.—DIAL CALIBRATION: To adjust the dial, proceed as follows: With
the tuning condenser closed (maximum capacity), set the dial pointer on
the extreme left index line at the low frequency end of the broadcast
scale.

Note 6.— No condenser 21B on Models 40-150 and 40-155.
* If receiver loop antenna picks up a broadcast signal, the receiver dial setting

should be slightly changed from position indicated until broadcast signal
is no longer heard.

* While rocking.
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MODEL 40-158
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. Term. None 455 kc B.C. 580 kc1 18A
tt tt h tt tt 18B
tt tt tt M tt 14A
tt U tt tt tt 14B
tt tt

1500 kc tt
1500 kc 13B2

H tt tt tt U 13A*

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: Turn the tuning condenser to the maximum
capacity position (plates fully meshed). Set the tuning pointer on the
extreme left index line at the low frequency end of the broadcast scale.

Note 2.—The oscillator trimmer (13B) and the antenna trimmer (13A) are
located on top of the tuning condenser, (13B) at the rear, and (13A) at
the front of the tuning condenser.

RECT. fir

ooo
MOD£L 40-158

TOP VIEW

AC-SWITCH
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MODEL 40-160
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
DialDummy

Antenna
Wave-band
Switch

Trimmer
NumberSetting

Note 1
«

0.1 mf 455 kc B.C.* 580 kc
u

28A
28B
25A
25B
16A*

u U

M

tt

u
utt

u
u

u

tt

tt

tt

u

Note 3 1500 kc
tt

1500 kc
u

22 *

Note 1.—Connect high side of signal generator to No. 1 terminal of loop panel
through a 0.1 mf condenser. Connect low side of signal generator to
chassis.

Note 2.—Dial push button "in."
Note 3.—When aligning the RF trimmers a loop antenna is made from a few

turns of wire and connected to the signal generator output terminals ;
the loop is then placed two or three feet from the loop in the cabinet.
Do not remove the receiver loop from the cabinet. It is necessary when
adjusting the trimmers that the receiver be left in the cabinet.

Note 4.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With the tuning condenser closed (maximum
capacity), set the dial pointer on the extreme left index line at the low
frequency end of the broadcast scale.

258 25A

UA o o 283 c-c- ANT.-I5110XC

IF-4SSI <c
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MODEL 40-165
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Note 1 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C.2 580 kc* 37A
tt tt tt tt tt 37B
tt tt tt tt tt 34A
tt tt tt tt tt 34B
Note 4 18 mc

tt
s.w. 18 mc3

17.090 mc
61A

tt tt Image
check

tt
1500 kc B.C. 1500 kc 26

tt tt tt tt
25

tt
580 kc tt

580 kc 26A*
tt

1500 kc tt
1500 kc 26

tt tt tt tt
25

tt 18 mc S.W. 18 mc 2A«*
Note 1.—Connect high side of signal generator through a 0.1 mf condenser to

terminal No. 1 of the loop terminal panel at the rear of the chassis.
Connect the low side of the signal generator to chassis.

Note 2.—Depress "DIAL" push-button.
Note 3.—With the tuning condenser closed (maximum capacity) set the dial

pointer on the extreme left index line at the low frequency end of
the broadcast scale.

Note 4,—When aligning the RP trimmers a loop antenna is made from a few
turns of wire and connected to the signal generator output terminals;
the generator is then placed two or three feet from the loop in the
cabinet. Do not remove the receiver loop from the cabinet. It is
necessary when adjusting the trimmers that the receiver be left in
the cabinet.

Note 5.—Turn loop trimmer to closed position (maximum capacity). Adjust to
first signal peak from this position.

.k If receiver loop antenna picks up a broadcast signal, the receiving dial set
ting should be slightly changed from position indicated until the
broadcast signal is no longer heard.

•While rocking.

ooo
note:
za - s.w. trimmer- ibmc
{located on loop)
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MODELS 40-195, 40-200, 40-201 (121-122) ;
40-200XX, 40-200 XXS (121)

Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Note 1 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. 580 kc * 39B
tt tt tt tt tt 39A
tt tt tt tt tt 38B
tt tt tt tt tt 38A
Note 2 1500 kc tt

tt
1500 kc»
tt

25B
tt « 4B
tt 580 kc tt

580 kc 29*
tt 1500 kc tt

1500 kc 25B
tt tt M tt 4B
tt 3.5 mc Police 3.5 mc 25A
« tt tt tt 4A
tt 18.0 mc s.w. 18.0 mc 25
tt tt tt tt 4
tt tt tt

17.09 mc Image
check

Note 1.—Connect the high side of signal generator through a 0.1 mf condenser
to terminal No. 1 of the loop terminal panel at the rear of the chassis.
Connect low side of signal generator to receiver chassis.

Note 2.—When aligning the r-f trimmers, a loop is made from a few turns of
wire and connected to the signal generator output terminals, and this
loop is placed two or three feet from the loop in the cabinet. Do not
remove the receiver loop from the cabinet. It is necessary when ad
justing the trimmers, that the receiver be left in the cabinet.

Note 3.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With the tuning condenser closed (maximum
capacity), set the dial pointer on the extreme left index line at the low
frequency end of the broadcast scale,

* If receiver loop antenna picks up a broadcast signal, the receiver dial setting
should be slightly changed from position indicated until the broadcast
signal is no longer heard,

* While rocking.
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MODELS 40-205, 40-510
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 470 kc B.C. 580 kc * 14A1
78 tube
tt tt tt tt tt 14B

Control grid tt tt u tt 13A
6J8 tube tt tt tt tt 13C
u tt tt u tt 13B
tt tt tt tt tt 14A
Note 2 1500 kc tt

1500 kc 95Bs
u tt tt u 95A
u 580 kc tt

580 kc 7*
tt 1500 kc tt

1500 kc 95B
u tt tt u 95A

Note 1.—Turn out 13B full.
Note 2.—When aligning the r-f trimmers, a loop is made from a few turns of

wire and connected to the signal generator output terminals. This loop
t is placed two or three feet from the loop in the cabinet. Do not remove
the receiver loop from the cabinet, as it is necessary, when adjusting
the trimmers, that the receiver be left in the cabinet.

Note 3.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With the tuning condenser closed (maximum
capacity), set the dial pointer on the extreme left index line at the low
frequency end of the broadcast scale.

* If the receiver loop antenna picks up a broadcast signal, the receiver dial
setting should be slightly changed from the position indicated until the
broadcast signal is no longer heard.

* While rocking.
For Mystery Control adjustments, see pages 177 and 181.
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MODELS 40-215, 40-215RX, 40-217, 40-217RX
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 470 kc B.C. 580* 41Ai
78 i-f tube

tt tt tt tt •t 41B
Control grid tt tt tt "2
of 6J8G 38A
tt tt tt tt 38C
tt tt tt tt tt 38B
Note 3 18 mc

tt
s.w. 18 mc

tt
29B*

tt tt 2A«*
tt

1500 kc B.C. 1500 kc 29
tt tt tt tt 8A
tt

580 kc tt
680 kc 30*

tt
1500 kc tt

1500 kc 29
tt 3.5 mc Police 3.5 mc 29A
tt tt tt tt 8

Note 1.—Turn out 38B full.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With the tuning condenser closed (maximum

capacity), set the dial pointer on the extreme left index line at the low
frequency end of the broadcast scale.

Note 3.—When aligning the r-f trimmers, a loop is made from a few turns of
wire and is connected to the signal generator output terminals. This
loop is placed two or three feet from the loop in the cabinet. Do not
remove the receiver loop from the cabinet as it is necessary that the
receiver remain in the cabinet while adjusting the trimmers.

Note 4.— If two peaks (signals) are observed on the aligning meter when adjusting
the oscillator trimmer No. 29B, tune the trimmer to the second peak
from the maximum capacity position (screw all the way in).

Note 5.—If two peaks (signals) are observed on the aligning meter when adjusting
the loop trimmer 2A, tune the trimmer to the first peak signal from
the maximum capacity position (screw all the way in). When adjusting
the trimmer to this first peak roll the tuning condenser (rock) slightly
back and forth to obtain the maximum readings on the aligning meter.

* If the receiver loop antenna picks up a broadcast signal, the receiver dial
setting should be slightly changed from the position indicated until the
broadcast signal is no longer heard.

* While rocking.
For Mystery Control adjustments, see pages 177 and 181.
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MODELS 40-216, 40-516
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc B.C. 580 kc 2- * 38A1
78 IF tube
u u tt tt tt 38B

Control grid u tt tt tt 33C
6A8G tt tt U tt 33A
u u tt tt tt 33B
Note 3 18.0 mc s.w. 18.0 mc 22B*
tt u tt u 124A o. *
tt tt tt u 2A5- *
tt

1500 kc B.C. 1500 kc 22
tt u tt tt 13X
U tt u u 3X
tt

580 kc u
580 kc 23*

tt
1550 kc tt

1550 kc 22
u

3.5 mc Police 3.5 mc 22A
Note 1.—Turn out 33B full.
Note 2.—With the tuning condenser closed (maximum capacity), set the dial

pointer on the extreme left index line at the low frequency end of the
broadcast scale.

Note 3.—When aligning the r-f trimmers, a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and is connected to the signal generator output terminals. This loop is
placed two or three feet from the loop in the cabinet. Do not remove
the receiver loop from the cabinet as it is necessary that the receiver re
main in the cabinet while adjusting the trimmers.

Note 4.—If two peaks (signals) are observed on the aligning meter when adjusting
the oscillator trimmer (22B) tune the trimmer to the second peak from
the maximum capacity position (screw all the way in).

Note 5.—If two peaks (signals) are observed on the aligning meter when adjusting
the r-f and loop trimmers (124A) and (2A), tune the trimmers to the
first peak signal from the maximum capacity position (screw all the way
in). When adjusting the trimmers to this first peak roll the tuning con
denser (rock) slightly back and forth to obtain the maximum readings
on the aligning meter.* If the receiver loop antenna picks up a broadcast signal, the receiver dial
setting should be slightly changed from the position indicated until the
broadcast signal is no longer heard.

* While rocking.
For Mystery Control adjustments, see pages 177 and 181.
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MODELS 40-501, 40-502 (121, 122)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Note 1 0.004 mf 470 kc Note 2 11A
u u u tt 11B
u u tt tt 10A
tt u u tt 10B
Note 3 100 mf 1700 kc 1700 kc 5B
tt u 1500 kc 1500 kc 5A

Note 1.—Connect high Bide of signal generator through a 0.004 mf condenser to
the antenna section of the tuning condenser. Connect low side of gen
erator to receiver chassis. If set emits hum, reverse receiver power plug.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With the tuning condenser plates fully meshed,
set the pointer on the dot below 55 on the dial.

Note 3.—Connect high side of signal generator through a 100 mmf condenser to
the antenna of the receiver.
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MODEL 40-710
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. 580 kc* 23A
7A8 u tt 0 tt 19B
tt tt u tt tt 19A

Ant. term. 400 ohms 20 mc 8.W2 20 mc 18B
u u tt tt 19.090 mc Image

check
tt tt tt tt 20 mc 18A
u u

7.0 mc S.W.1 7.0 mc 16A*
tt

200 mmf 1400 kc B.C. 1400 kc 16
tt tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 15*

tt tt
1400 kc tt

1400 kc 16

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With* the tuning condenser closed (maximum
capacity), set the dial pointer on the first mark on the left edge (low
frequency end) of the broadcast scale.

* While rocking.
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MODEL 40-715
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. 580 kc1 24A
6J8G tt tt tt tt 16B
« tt tt tt tt

16A
Ant. term. 200 mmf 1500 kc tt

1500 kc 9A
tt tt «i tt tt I5A
tt tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 11*

tt tt
1500 kc tt

1500 kc 9A
tt tt tt tt tt 15A
tt

400 ohms 7.0 mc Police 7.0 mc 9*
tt tt 20 mc S.W. 20 mc 5A
tt tt tt tt

19.090 mc Image
check

tt tt tt tt
20 mc 5

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With the
capacity), set the dial pointer on the first mark on the left edge (low
frequency end) of the broadcast scale.

•While rocking.
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MODELS 40-725, 40-755
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. 580 kc* 1

6J8G tt tt u tt 2
tt u tt tt tt 3
tt tt tt tt tt 4

Ant. Term. 200 mmf 1500 kc tt
1500 kc 5

u u u tt tt
6

u u u u tt
7

tt u 580 kc tt
580 kc 8*

tt tt 1500 kc u
1500 kc 5

u tt tt tt tt
6

tt u tt tt tt
7

tt
400 ohms 6.0 mc S.W.1 6.0 mc 9*

tt n 20 mc S.W.2 20 mc 10
tt u tt tt

19.090 mc Image
check

tt tt tt u
20 mc 11

tt tt tt tt tt
12

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With the tuning condenser closed (maximum
capacity), set the dial pointer on the first mark on the left edge (low
frequency end) of the broadcast scale.

* While rocking.
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BC LF-OSC. n

*2-TOP
*tBOTTOM
MODEL 40-755
ONLY

380KC- 9-1

S-W.Z-OSCr
ZOMC

g- 'ScWr-osc.JlO I5QOKC

rRONT-?

CMC
S1MOSC.

„ sw.z-Rr

C-RF
1500KC
BC-/INT.
.1SOOKC
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MODELS 40-748, 40-756
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
DialDummy

Antenna
Wave-band Trimmer

NumberSwitch Setting

Control grid
6D8G

0.1 mf 455 kc
tt

B.C. 580 kc1 1
tt tt u 2

3tt tt tt tt tt

tt tt tt tt tt 4
Ant. 200 mmf 1500 kc

tt

tt
1500 kc
tt

5
6u tt

tt u u u u 7
u tt

tt
580 kc
1500 kc

tt
580 kc
1500 kc

8*
u

tt

tt

tt
5

tt tt 6
u u tt tt tt 7
tt

u

u

400 ohms
tt

6.0 mc S.W.1
S.W.2

6.0 mc
21 mc
20.090 mc

9*

tt
21 mc
tt tt Image

check

10 2

tt

u

tt

tt

tt

u
tt

ft
21 mc
u

11

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With th«
capacity), set the dial pointer on

tuning condenser closed
the first mark on the left

(maximum
edge (low

12

frequency end) of the broadcast scale.
Note 2.—Second signal from tight position.
* While rocking.

MODELS
40-74d,40-7S6{

*4-TOP.
#3 BOTTOM .

IF-4DJ.
455KC

'

1"IF

BC-RP
i500KC

BC-LF-OSCy.

BC-ANT.
tSOOKC

'

^MOOEL 40-756 ONLY.
\*t- TOP 1 MODEL

*2-BOTTOM]4°-T4&ONLY

5'

'»,

J1W

<te-P

SW.1-OSC.

BCHP-OSC
tSOO KC

V*_ W.2-OSC.
21 mc

SW.2-RF
21MC

S.W.2-ANT.
21 MC
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MODEL 40-780 (121, 125)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. 580 kc1 Note 2
of 6J8G
tt tt tt tt tt 38A
tt tt tt tt tt 37A
tt tt tt tt tt 37B
tt tt tt tt tt 36A
tt tt tt tt tt 36C
tt tt tt tt tt 36B
Ant. 200 mmf 1500 kc tt

1500 kc 27
tt tt tt tt tt 26B
tt tt tt tt tt 26A
tt tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 31*

tt tt
1500 kc tt 1500 kc 27

tt tt tt tt tt 26B
tt tt tt tt tt

26A
tt 400 ohms 6.0 mc S.W.I 6.0 mc 27A*
tt tt

20 mc S.W.2 20 mc 33
tt tt tt

19.090 mc Image
check

U tt tt tt
20 mc 18

tt tt tt tt tt 5

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With the tuning condenser closed (maximum
capacity), set the dial pointer on the first mark on the left edge (low
frequency end) of the broadcast scale.

Note 2.—Turn trimmer 36B all the way out.
* While rocking.

3eA-OOTT0M~
36B-CCffreR-
3SC-T0P

powee
TG4NSF.

MODEL: 40-760
TOP VICW

o
BCLF-OSC
seokc ^-\

JTA-TOP
37B-B0TT0M

^°
.38A

26B

If-ISSKC

ZSA

J-.
S-W./-OSC.
6MC

'27* SC HF-OSC-,
27-^ISOOICC
SW2-OSC
20 MC
S.W.Z-RF
SOMC

S.W.3-ANT.
80 MC
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MODEL 40-2710
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. 580 kc * 23A
tt tt tt tt tt 19A
tt tt tt tt tt 19B
tt 400 ohms 21 mc s.w. 21 mc 41B*
tt tt tt tt

20.090 mc Image
check

tt tt tt tt 21 mc 41A
tt

200 mmf 1600 kc B.C. 1500 kc 14A
tt tt 580 kc tt 580 kc 15A • *
tt tt

1500 kc tt
1500 kc 14A

tt tt
300 kc L.W. 300 kc 14

tt tt
175 kc tt

175 kc 15*,*
tt tt

300 kc tt
300 kc 14

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning -condenser in closed (maximum
capacity) position, set dial pointer on the first mark on the left edge
(low frequency end) of the broadcast scale.

Note 2.—When adjusting (41B) be sure to tune in the fundamental signal (21 mc)
instead of the image signal. If correctly adjusted, the image signal will
be found by turning dial 910 kc below the fundamental signal, which
will be 20.090 mc.

Note 3.—Nut adjustment.
Note 4.—Screw adjustment.
* While rocking.

IF-ADJ.
455KC t9B

MODEL
40-2710
TOP VIEW

o o 19A

S.W.-OSC.
21MC-

S.W.-ANT;
2fMC

IT

41B

41A

IF

[ISSCSIZW
\LWLF-OSC.-17SKC
*fSA-NUT
BCLF-OSC.-SOOKC

L.W.HF-OSC,
300KC

f4A\ '*^L0CHF-OSO.
i^tSOOKC
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MODEL 40-2725
Signal
Generator
Connection

Grid cap
of 6J8G

Ant.

Signal Receiver Receiver
Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. 580 kc* 38B

tt tt U tt 38A
tt tt tt tt 32B
tt tt tt tt 32A
200 mmf 1500 kc tt

1500 kc 27
tt tt tt tt 22B
tt tt tt tt 22A
tt 580 kc tt 580 kc 23*
tt

1500 kc tt 1500 kc 27
tt tt tt tt 22B
tt tt tt tt 22A
tt

300 kc L.W. 300 kc 27A
tt

175 kc tt 175 kc 28*
tt 300 kc tt

300 kc 27A
400 ohms 21 mc s.w. 21 mc 29*
tt tt tt

20.090 mc Image
check

tt tt tt tt
15

tt tt tt tt
5

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning-condenser closed (maximum ca
pacity), set the dial pointer on the first mark on the left edge (low
frequency end) of the broadcast scale.

Note 2.—When adjusting (29) be sure to tune in the fundamental signal (21 mc)
instead of the image signal. If correctly adjusted, the image signal will
be 910 kc below the fundamental signal, which will be 20.090 mc.

•While rocking.

MODEL- 40-2725top view

L.W. LF-OSC
-175 KC

BC LF-OSC
580ZC-

TOP 3SB__
BOTTOM 32A

Q/F-45SMC
3SA

., '—-.

jT

ISOOKC

^
\ec-/wr
ISOOKC

BC HF-OSC.
ISOOItC

. ^sw.-osc bimc

r- j-i S.W-ANT.
QST~et-Mc
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MODEL 40-2780
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Grid cap 36Bi
of 6J8G 0.1 *mf 455 kc B.C. 580 ttkc* 38A
M tt tt tt tt 37A
tt tt tt tt tt 37B
tt tt tt tt tt 36A
tt tt tt tt tt 36C
tt tt tt tt tt 36B
Ant. 200 mmf 1500 kc tt

1500 kc 27
tt tt tt tt tt 26B
tt tt tt tt tt 26A
tt tt

580 kc tt 580 kc 31*
tt tt 1500 kc tt

1500 kc 27
tt tt tt tt tt 26B
tt tt tt tt tt 26A
tt tt

300 kc L.W. 300 kc 27A
tt tt

175 kc tt
175 kc 32*

tt tt
300 kc tt

300 kc 27A
tt

400 ohms 20 mc S.W. 20 mc 33s
tt tt tt tt

19.090 mc Image
check

tt tt tt tt 20 mc 18
tt tt tt tt « 5

Note 1.—Turn trimmer (36B) all the way out.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning condenser olosed (maximum ca

pacity), set the dial pointer on the first mark on the left edge (low
frequency end) of the broadcast scale.

Note 3.—When adjusting (33), be sure to tune in the fundamental signal (20 mc)
instead of the image signal. If correctly adjusted, the image signal will
be 910 kc below the fundamental signal, which will be 19.090 mc.

* While rocking.

S.W.-OSC.-ZOMC-
36C-TOP
36B-CEHTBR
36A-B0TTOM

BC LF-OSC.-saOKCr-31

IF-ADJ- ,_
~45SKC

37A-T0P ^-J
37B-BOTTOM,di

BC-ANT.
1500KC

MODEL 40-2780
,f..QlF-ADJ.

268

ZSA

MO*-1

°32+

Ofa* i

27 \isookc
LWLF-OSC-
17SKC

S.WRF
20MC

o*~iS.W./SNT.20 MC
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MODELS 41-81, 41-83, 41-84, PT-89
Signal
Generator
Connection

Control grid
of 1A7G

Dummy
Antenna

0.1 mf

Signal
Generator
Frequency

455 kc

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

Receiver
Dial
Setting

Trimmer
Number

Note 2 1500 kc

Tuning-cond.1
fully closed

1500 kc

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: WJth tuning-condenser at maximum-capacity
position (fully closed), set tuning pointer on small dot at low-frequency
end of scale.

Note 2.—Construct loop aerial of several turns of wire, and connect to signal-gen
erator output terminals—place near receiver loop.

MOP£L 4IS4 QAft- Y

A1O0BL 4 I-a1

_c££:

ft
Z6AN6 VAR.
COND. - C/Af
VERTICAL POS)

0*
IF-ADJ
-455 KC

2-3 tt
S- TOP-ANT.-1SOOf(C
4- BOTTOM- OSC.- 1SOOKC

/SPEAKER \
MODEL
PT-89
TOP VIEW
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MODELS 41-85, 41-851
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Note 1 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. 540 * 1
tt tt tt tt tt 2
tt tt tt tt tt 3
Note 3 1500 kc tt

tt
1500 kc Note 4

tt tt Note 5
tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 6«.*

tt
1500 kc tt

1500 kc Note 4
tt tt tt tt Note 5
tt

6 mc s.w. 6 mc 1i. *
tt

15 mc tt
15 mc 8»

\ tt M U
14.090 mc Image

check
tt U tt

15 mc 9

Note 1.—When adjusting i-f trimmers, the high side of signal-generator is con
nected through 0.1 mf condenser to loop-section stator lug of tuning-
condenser.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning-condenser fully closed (maximum
capacity), set dial pointer on small dot below 550 kc.

Note 3.—When aligning r-f trimmers, a loop antenna is made from a few turns
of wire and connected to signal -generator output terminals; this loop
being placed a few feet from receiver loop.

Note 4.—Trimmer (4) on Model 41-86 or (5) on Model 41-861.
Note 4.—Trimmer (5) on Model 41-85 or (4) on Model 41-8S1.
Note 0.—Trimmer (6) is nut adjustment.

Note 7.—Trimmer (7) is screw adjustment.

Note 8.—Adjust to maximum on fundamental -signal peak.
•While rocking.

SW.OSC/SMC 0-
S.WANT.I5HC 9-

NUT530MC -.
BCOSCIF f_
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MODEL 41-90
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
DialDummy

Antenna
Wave-band Trimmer

NumberSwitch Setting

Control grid
of 1A7G

0.1 mf 455 kc ... 640 kc1 1

2
tt tt

u tt u tt
3

Ant. term. 225 mmf
u

1500 kc
u

1500 kc
u

4
5M

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning -condenser in closed position (maxi
mum capacity) set dial pointer on small dash below 540 kc.

IF-ADJ.
455KC-* -e

> &

A

osc
fSOO KC

AN! : s
MODEL fSOCiKC

TOP VIEW FROl\t.r o
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MODELS 41-95, 41-100
Signal
Generator
Connection

Control grid
of 1A7G

Dummy
Antenna

0.1 mf

Signal
Generator
Frequency

455 kc

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

Ant. term. 225 mmf 1500 kc

Receiver
Dial
Setting

540 kc*

1500 kc

Trimmer
Number

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning-condenser in closed position (maxi
mum capacity) set dial pointer on small dash below 540 kc.

MODELS
4/-$5, ETC
TOP VIEW

IFADJ.
455 KC^

ANT•
1500KC

OSC.fSOOKC

2
o o
3

NW

IF
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MODEL 41-105
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
DialDummy Wave-band Trimmer

NumberAntenna Switch Setting

Control grid
of 1A7G

0.1 raf 455 kc B.C.

tt

540 kci 1

It tt tt tt 2
M tt tt tt tt

3
Ant. term. 225 mmf

tt
1500 kc tt

tt
1500 kc 4

5
tt

580 kc
1500 kc

tt

tt

tt

580 kc 6*
tt

tt

tt

tt
1500 kc
tt

4
It 5

tt 400 ohms
tt

12 mc S.W.
12.910 mc "

12 mc 72
Image
check

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning-condenser in closed position (maxi
mum capacity) set dial pointer on small dash below 540 kc.

Note 2.—When adjusting trimmer (7) be sure to tune in fundamental signal (12
mc) instead of image signal. If trimmer is correctly adjusted, the image
will be found by turning generator 910 ko above fundamental signal which
will be 12.910 mc.

* While rocking.

SJV. OSC.

/2MC~J
MODEL
4H05
TOP VIEW

/FAD,
455KC

6r̂—* "7LF-OSC
530 KC

ANT.
1500KC

o
3

N:

5

-HF
oSC.
1500
KC
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MODEL 41-110
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. 540 kc1 15A
of 1A7G
tt tt tt tt tt 15B
tt tt tt tt tt 22A

Ant. term. 225 mmf 1500 kc tt
1500 kc 6B

tt tt tt tt tt 6A
tt tt tt tt tt 2B
tt tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 19B*

tt tt
1500 kc tt

1500 kc 6B
tt tt tt tt tt 6A
tt tt tt tt tt 2B
tt

400 ohma 12 mc s.w. 12 mc 19A
tt " tt tt tt 13A
tt tt tt tt tt 2A

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning condenser in closed position (maxi
mum capacity) set dial pointer on small dash below 540 kc.

* While rocking.

BC ANT.
1500/CC

.

22A
MODEL-
41-110
top view

IF\/
4SSKC

PUSHBUTTON
TUNER

I I I I J I /9BQ,

,SW.ANT.
12 MC

BC ISOOKC

&_s.w.osc.

BC-OSC
I500XC

12 MC
^LF-OSC
580 KC
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MODELS 41-220, 41-225
Signal Signal

Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
Generator
Connection

Dummy
Antenna

Wave-band
Switch

Dial
Setting

Trimmer
Number

Ant. Sect.
Tuning Con.

0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. 540 kc* 26A

u

tt

tt

tt

tt

u
tt

u

u

u
tt

23B
23A
SB8Note 2 1600 kc

1500 kc
1600 kc
1550 kcM 5A3

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION : Turn tuning condenser to maximum capacity
position (plates fully meshed). With condenser in this position, set tun
ing pointer on extreme left index line at low frequency end of broadcast
scale.

Note 2.—When adjusting r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being placed
close to receiver loop.

Note 3.—Located on tuning condenser.

23A
ANT. X
1500KC K

IFADJ.
t600KC 455 KC

TOPYIEW
MODELS 4l-220, 4I-225

2nd IF

26A
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MODELS 41-221, 41-226, 41-231
Signal
Generator
Connection

Ant. Sect.
Tuning Cond.

Dummy
Antenna

0.1 mf

Signal
Generator
Frequency

455 kc

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

B.C.

Receiver
Dial
Setting

. Note 2 1600 kc
" 1500 kc
" 12 mc S.W.

1600 kc
1500 kc
12 mc

Trimmer
Number

540 kc1 37A

31A
31B
25A
25B
15
6
15A8
8*

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning condenser plates fully meshed (maxi
mum capacity) set tuning pointer on small dot below 550 kc.

Note 2.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire and
connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being placed
close to receiver loop.

Note 3.—When adjusting oscillator trimmer (15A), tune for maximum on the first
signal peak from tight position (trimmer closed).

•While rocking.

SW. osc.
12 MC—

ec-osc^/600KC,

2SA/-2SB.

37A
O

MODELS:
4I-22t,4'-226Etc
top view

1F-ADJ.
455KC

S.W. ANT,
12 MC* 8-80TTOM

/SPKR. \ 3/A O O 3JB

£
SCANT.
/SOOKC
*6-TOP
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MODELS 41-230, 41-235
Signal
Generator
Connection

Ant. Sect.
Tuning Cond.

Dummy
Antenna

0.1 mf

Signal
Generator
Frequency

455 kc

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

B.C.

Receiver
Dial Trimmer
Setting Number

Note 2 1600 kc
1500 kc

540 kc*

1600 kc
1500 kc

32A

20A
17B
17A
7B
7A

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning condenser plates fully meshed
(maximum capacity) set tuning pointer on extreme left index line at low
frequency end of broadcast scale.

Note 2.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire and
connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being placed
close to receiver loop.

O20A \ / OOo 1 F-/1DJ.32A 45SHC

17A
178

MODEL 4/-230,ETC.
TOP VIEW

1600 KC 7B o

ANT. 7a
1SO0KC
'" o
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MODEL 41-240
Signal
Generator
Connection

Ant. Sect.
Tuning Cond.

Dummy
Antenna

0.1 mf

Signal
Generator
Frequency

455 kc

Receiver Receiver
Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Switch Setting Number

B.C. Note 1 28A

tt tt 15A
tt tt 14A*
tt tt 14B
tt 1500 kc 20A
tt tt 6
tt 580 kc 20*
tt 1500 kc 20A
tt tt 6
s.w. 9.5 mc 19*
tt tt 6A«
tt 12 mc 19 •
tt tt 6A*.*

. Note 3 1500 kc

" 580 kc
" 1500 kc
tt tt

" 95 mc
U U

" 12 mc

Note 1.—Tuning condenser fully closed.
DIAL CALIBRATION: With condenser in this position, set tuning
pointer on extreme left index line at low frequency end of broadcast scale.

Not* 2.—Turn trimmer (HA) all the way up, then slowly turn down and select
first i-f peak.

Note 3.—When aligning r-f trimmers, a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being placed
close to receiver loop.

Note 4.—Set pointer at 9.5 mc and adjust trimmer (19) to second peak from
tight position.

Note 5.—Adjust trimmer (6A) to first peak from tight position.
Note 6.—Tune in 2nd signal peak from tight position.
Note 7.— Rock padder (6A) slowly to maximum on first peak from tight position.
• While rocking.

MOPEL 41-240
TO* wew

ISA-o o
o
o-fr4A
I4B

, .'fapj- rig,*"*
6At> ZOO

oc-Aur.
I500KC tt

u IT

KLF-OX.580KC
Co 20Ao—\BCHF-OSCrlS0OKC

o

s.mosc.
%smc. line
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MODEL 41-245
Signal
Generator
Connection

Ant. Sect.
Tuning Cond.

Dummy
Antenna

0.1 mf

.Note 3.

Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Frequency Switch Setting Number

455 kc B.C. Note 1 33A

u u tt 30A
tt u tt 29A2
tt u tt 29B

1500 kc tt
1500 kc 17A

tt u tt
9

580 kc tt
580 kc 17*

u u tt 17A
u tt tt 9
6 mc Police 6 mc 19*
9.5 mc S.W. 9.5 mc 19A*
tt u tt 5*
12 mc tt

12 mc 19A •
u tt tt 5*. *

Note 1.—Tuning condenser fully closed.
DIAL CALIBRATION : With condenser in this position, set tuning
pointer on extreme left index line at low frequency end of broadcast scale.

Note 2.—Turn trimmer (29A) all the way up, then slowly turn down and select
first i-f peak.

Note 3.—When aligning r-f trimmers, a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being placed
close to receiver loop.

Note 4.—Set pointer at 9.5 mc and adjust trimmer (19A) to second peak from
tight position.

Note 5.—Adjust padder (5) to first peak from tight position.
Note 6.—Tune in 2nd signal peak from tight position.
Note 7.—Rock padder (5) slowly to maximum on first peak from tight position.
* While rocking.

MODEL 41-245
TOPVItW

30A--O

IF-ADJ CSSKC

<y-&}A
o— 21B

33A \ Z.W.I9.SM
S5c

IF ADJ.
455KC

SW. ANT.
9.SMC, I2MQ
o 17 O

9 o J7AO-

BCANT/ 19

ISOOKC KfA o

u IT

BC LF-OSC.
'SSOKC
BC HF-OSC.
ISOOKC

0iPOLIC£OSC.

SW. osc
9.SUC,I2MC
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MODEL 41-246
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. Sect. 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. Note 1 34A
Tuning Cond.

tt 30A
tt tt tt tt tt 28A*
tt tt tt tt tt 28B
Note 3 . 1500 kc tt

1500 kc 11A
tt tt tt tt 9B
tt 580 kc tt

580 kc 11B*
« 1500 kc tt

1500 kc HA
tt tt tt tt 9B
tt 12 mc s.w. 12 mc 12A*
tt tt tt tt 9A
« IS mc tt

18 mc 12B»

Note 1.—Tuning condenser plates fully closed.
DIAL CALIBRATION: With condenser in this position, set tuning
pointer on extreme left index line at low frequency end of broadcast scale.

Note 2.—Turn trimmer (28A) all the way up, then slowly turn down and select
first i-f peak.

Note 3.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being placed
close to receiver loop.

Note 4.—Adjust trimmer (12A) to first signal peak from tight position.
Note 5.—Adjust trimmer (12B) to second signal peak from tight position.
* While rocking.

30A

TF-ADJ.
,455 KC \^

O
O

if-aoj.
455KC
34A

98
B04NT-/500/(C—O

SWANT.-i2MCO
3A

MODEL 41-246
TOP VICW

BC-HFOSC.
tSOOKC
S.W-OSC
fSMC.

Z8A
zee
LF-OSC.
S80KC

mo

SW.-OSC.
fZMC

\ 12&0
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MODELS 41-250, 41-255; 41-280, 41-285, 41-287, 41-290
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmei
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Note 1 0.1 mf 455 kc S.W. 580 kc 2 1
tt tt tt tt tt 2
tt tt tt tt U 3
tt tt tt tt tt 4
Note 3. 1500 kc B.C. 1500 kc 5
tt tt tt tt 6
tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 7*

tt 1500 kc tt
1500 kc 5

tt M tt tt 6
tt

6 mc Police 6 mc 8
tt 12 mc S.W. 12 mc 9*
tt tt «

12.910 mc Image
check

« tt tt
12 mc 10 B- *

Note 1.—Connect high side of signal generator through a 0.1 mf condenser to ter
minal 4 of loop antenna terminal panel at rear of the chassis.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning condenser closed (maximum ca
pacity), set dial pointer on extreme left index line at low frequency end
of broadcast scale.

Note 3.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop then being
placed two or three feet from loop in cabinet. It is necessary that re
ceiver be left in cabinet when adjusting trimmers.

Note 4.—Turn oscillator trimmer (9) to maximum capacity position (clockwise).
From this position slowly turn trimmer counter-clockwise until a first
peak is obtained on output meter. Adjust trimmer for maximum output
at this first peak.

Note 5.—The aerial compensator (10) must be adjusted to maximum by rocking
tuning condenser. If two signal peaks occur when turning the compen
sator, adjust to maximum output on second signal peak from tight po
sition.

* While rocking.

10 &W.-ANT.-12MC*

IF-ADJ.
455KC

1

5

IF-ADJ.
455KC N

POLICE OSC.
6MCtt

BC-ANT. 15O0KC

80 of
BCHF-OSC.
150OKC

TOP VIEW
MOPELS 41 -250, £TC.
MODEL S 41- 260, £TC .

S.W.OSC -12MC 0g

BCLF-OSC. 560 fCC 0
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MODEL 41-256
Signal
Generator
Connection

Note 1

Dummy
Antenna

Signal
Generator
Frequency

0.1 mf 455 kc

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

S.W.

Note 3 1500 kc
tt tt

" 580 kc
" 1500 kc

12 mc
u

18 mc

B.C.

tt

S.W.1
tt

S.W2

Receiver
Dial
Setting

580 kc2
tt

tt

tt

1500 kc

580 kc
1500 kc

Note

Note

Note

Note
Note

Note
Note

Trimmer
Number

15A
15B
38A
43A
27
7A
25*
27
7A
27B*
8A«. *

27A«
87- *

1.—When adjusting i-f trimmers, the high side of the signal generator is
connected through a 0.1 mf condenser to terminal (3) of loop-antenna
terminal 'panel at rear of chassis.

2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning condenser closed (maximum ca
pacity), set dial pointer on extreme left index line at low frequency end
of broadcast scale.

3.—When aligning r-f trimmers, a loop ia made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals; this loop then being
placed two or three feet from the loop in cabinet. When adjusting trim
mers it is necessary that receiver be left in cabinet.

4.—Adjust trimmer (27B) to first peak from closed position.
5.—The antenna trimmer (8A) must be adjusted to maximum on second
signal peak by rocking tuning condenser.

6.—Adjust trimmer (27A) to second signal peak from closed position.
7.—The antenna trimmer (8) must be adjusted to maximum on first signal
peak while rocking tuning condenser.

12 mc
tt

18 mc
tt

2S--L-I
MODEL 41-256
top view

TRIM.
2S~BC-Lr-OSCSBOXC.
2 7- -BC-HF-OSC-lSOOkC.
273-SW. 1 -0SC-I2MC.
27A-SW2-0SC-/SMC
7A--BC- ANT- ISOOKC
6ASW. 1-ANT-/2MC
8—%W.2-ANT-I8MC

SnJIF

3n/r

03tV>

IF-D5SKC

IsflF
ISBr

O
4SA

27A 27B 27
O O O

T
7A SAO

SO
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MODEL 41-258 (122)
Signal
Generator
Connection

Ant. sect.
Tuning cond.

Dummy
Antenna

0.1 mf

Signal
Generator
Frequency

455 kc

u
tt

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

B.C.t

Note 2 1600 kc
1500 kc

Receiver
Dial
Setting

Note 1

1600 kc
1500 kc

Trimmer
Number

16A

16B
22A
22B
25A
6B»
6A*

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With condenser plates fully closed (maximum
capacity), set tuning pointer on small dot below 55 on dial.

Note 2.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire and
connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being placed
close to receiver loop.

Note 3.—Located on tuning condenser.
} The police band is automatically aligned at time of broadcast alignment.

^IF-ADJ.
455 KC

22A
ZZB

O

O

25A
IF-ADJ.
455 KC

MODEL 41-258
TOP VIEW

63 O

6AO

T

osc
1600 KC

ANT.
1500 KC
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MODELS 41-260, 41-265
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. sect. 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. Tuning-cond.1 35A
tuning-cond. fully closed

tt tt « tt tt 29A
tt tt tt tt tt 22A2
tt tt tt tt tt 22B
Note 3 1720 kc

1500 kc

tt

tt
1720 kc
1500 kc

6A
tt 14
tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 14A*

tt 1720 kc tt
1720 kc 6A

tt
1500 kc tt

1500 kc 14
tt

6.0 mc* Police * 6.0 mc* 6**
tt 12.0 mc B S.W.5 12.0 mc » 6«. 8
tt

12.0 mc* S.w.* 12.0 mc * 6B*. *
tt

12.0 mc s.w. 12.0 mc 15 8- *

Note 1.—The receiver can be adjusted in the cabinet, or removed from the cabinet.
If adjustments are made outside the cabinet, a Service Tuning Scale . . .
Part No. 45-2825, Model 41-260 or Part No. 45-2826, Model 41-265 . . .
will be required. This scale is placed underneath the pointer on the
metal dial plate.
DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning-condenser in maximum-capacity po
sition, set tuning pointer on the extreme left index line at low-frequency
end of broadcast scale.

Note 2.—Turn (22A) all the way "up," then turn "down"—adjusting to maximum
on first peak.

Note 3.—When aligning the RF trimmers, a loop is made from a few turns of
wire and connected to the signal generator output terminals—the signal
generator is then placed close to the loop of the radio. When adjusting
the radio outside the cabinet, the loop aerial should be placed in approxi
mately the same position around or near the chassis, as when assembled.

Note 4.—On Model 41-105 only.
Note 5.—On Model 41 -ISO only.
Note 6.—Adjust to maximum on firtt peak from "tight" position.
•While rocking.

MODELS:
41-260,41-265
TOP view

ZL

35A
o

BC-OSC.
1720 KC

29A
o

22 A

6At

/6BO

U s.w. osc. 12me roe -*
MODEL 41-260
enc roe model 41-2SS
POLICE OSC.

-L
TT
XT

o m^BCANT.
ISOOKC

O -14 e LP-OSC.

ONMODEL 41-265
ONLY- S.W. OSC 12MC
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MODELS 41-295, 41-300
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Note 1 0.1 mf 455 kc S.W. 1 580 kc2 36A
u tt u tt tt 36B
u tt tt tt tt 37A
tt tt u tt u 37B
tt tt tt tt tt 42A
Note 3 1500 kc B.C. 1500 kc 20A
u u tt u 10A
u 580 kc tt

580 kc 20*
tt 1500 kc tt

1500 kc 20A
tt ii tt tt 10A
tt

6 mc Police 6 mc 21*.*
u 12 mc S.W. 1 12 mc 21A«
u 11.090 mc u 12 mc Image

check
tt

12 mc u
12 mc 9A

u 18 mc S.W. 2 18 mc 21B«
tt

18.910 mc u
18 mc Image

check
u

18 mc u 18 mc 9*
Note 1.—When adjusting the i-f trimmers, the high side of the signal generator

is connected through a 0.1 mf condenser to terminal 4 of the loop an
tenna terminal panel at the rear of the chassis.

Note 2.—With the tuning condenser closed (maximum capacity), set the dial
pointer on the extreme left index line at the low frequency end of the
broadcast scale.

Note 3.—When aligning the r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to the signal generator output terminals, this loop being
placed two or three feet from the loop in the cabinet.

Note 4.—Adjust trimmer (21) to the second signal peak from the tight (closed)
position.

Note 5.—Adjust trimmer (21A) to the first signal peak from the tight (closed)
position.

Note 6.—Adjust trimmer (21B) to the second signal peak from the tight (closed)
position.

* While rocking.

IF-AD J.
.455 KC.

4SA ,

MODELS
4l-295, ETC.
TOP WEW

36A
36B

\37A-37B

O

O

S.W.-ANT.
10UCO9
S.W.-4NT.nt
12MC. 09A

o o
fOA

fSOO
KC

POLICE
OSC.
6MC.

S.W-OSC-UMC Q2I4
S.W.*OQC-18MC OZIB
BC-OSC-1500KCO QLF-OSC-580KC

20A SO
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MODELS 41-316, 41-616P, 41-616PN
Signal
Generator Dummy
Connection Antenna

Note 1 0.1 mf

Note 3

Signal
Generator

Receiver
Wave-band

Receiver
Dial Trimmer

Frequency Switch Setting Number

455 kc S.W.I 580 kc2 1
u u tt 2
u u tt

3
« tt u 4
u tt tt

5
1500 kc B.C. 1500 kc 6
tt tt tt

7
580 ko It

580 kc 8*
1500 kc tt

1500 kc 6
tt tt u

7
6 mc Police 6 mc 9*
12 mc S.W. 1 12 mc 10 «

11.090 mc tt u Image
check

12 mc tt tt
11

18 mc S.W. 2 18 mc 12 «

18.910 mc tt
18 mc Image

check
18 mc tt

18 mc 13

Note 1.—When adjusting i-f trimmers, the high side of signal generator is con
nected through a 0.1 mf condenser to terminal 3 of loop antenna terminal
panel at rear of chassis.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning condenser closed (maximum capac
ity), set dial pointer on the extreme left index line at low frequency end
of broadcast scale.

Note 3.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being placed
two or three feet from loop in the cabinet.

Note 4.—Adjust trimmer (18B) to second signal peak from tight (closed) position.
Note 5.—Adjust trimmer (18A) to first signal peak from tight (closed) position.
Note S.—Adjust trimmer (18) to second signal peak from tight (closed) position.
• While rocking.
For Mystery Control adjustments, see pages 177 and 181.

•J

k

2

MODELS 41-316, 41-616 ETC.

© pouceosc.
6MC-

sw.i-osc.
tZMC

S.WOSC -tBMC

x-rop
W-BOTTOM

SCANT.
fSOOKC

Oo-SCLr-osc. SBOKC
&6-BCHF-09C. 1SOOKC
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MODEL 41-601
Signal
Generator
Connection

Dummy
Antenna

Signal
Generatoi
Frequency

Ant. sect. 0.1 mf 455 kc
tuning-cond.

it u u
M « tt

M M u

Note 2 1600 kc
» 1500 ko

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

B.C.

Receiver
Dial
Setting

Trimmer
Number

540 kc1 12A

1600 kc
1500 kc

12B
10A
10B
7B3
7A*

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning condenser fully closed (maximum
capacity), set tuning pointer on first small line stamped in scale plate on
left side.

Note 2,—When aligning r-f trimmers, a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being placed
close to receiver loop.

Note 3.—If receiver is removed from cabinet, turn tuning condenser until dial
pointer is on first small line stamped in scale plate from right side of
chassis.

Note 4.—If receiver is removed from cabinet, turn tuning condenser until dial
pointer is on second small line stamped in scale plate from right side of
chassis.

MODEL 41-601
top view

0---/2A

/0A--O O--l0B

V
, 7A ANT._,^

455HC
/Jt/UAt-

I2B 7B OSC.
J600KC
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MODEL 41-602
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
Dummy
Antenna

Wave-band
Switch

Dial
Setting

Trimmer
Number

Ant. sect. 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. Note 1 1

2

tuning-cond.
it tt tt tt tt

tt tt U tt tt
3

Note 2 . 1600 kc tt
1600 kc 4

1500 kc 1500 kc

this position, set tuning
Note 1.—Tuning condenser fully closed.

DIAL CALIBRATION: With condenser
pointer on the small dot below 550 kc.

Note 2.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being placed
close to receiver loop.

o o

ANT.- 1500 KC-

OSC-1600KC
MODEL 41-60Z

IF-ADJ
455 KC

t
50

-*-*o

ff

Ot

TOP VIEW
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MODEL 41-603
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. sect. 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. Note 1 39A
tuning-cond.

tt tt tt U tt 23A
u tt tt tt tt 23B
tt tt tt tt u 22A
tt tt tt tt tt 22B
Note 2 . 1600 kc tt

1600 kc 17A «
tt

1500 kc tt
1500 kc 8

u 12 mc s.w. 12 mc 17
tt tt tt tt 4*

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning condenser plates fully meshed
(maximum capacity), set tuning pointer on small dot below 550 kc.

Note 2.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop then being
placed close to receiver loop.

Note 3.—When adjusting oscillator trimmer (17A), tune for maximum output signal
on first signal peak from tight position.

* While rocking.

\f-aDJ.
4S5KC33A

17
S.W.OSC
I2MC\ tr-ADJ.

I7A
BC-OSC
ieooKC

MOOEL 41-603
TOP VIEW

O O
Z3B-13A

S.m-ANT.
ISMC

W
1 tot1 ■

Ws BC-A
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MODELS 41-604, 41-605, 41-607
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. sect. 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. Note 1 39A
tuning-cond.

u tt u tt 23A
tt tt tt tt tt 23B
tt u tt u tt 22A
tt tt u tt tt 22B
Note 2 . 1600 kc tt

1600 kc 17A»
tt 1500 kc tt

1500 kc 8
tt 12 mc s.w. 12 mc 17
tt tt u tt 4*

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning condenser plates fully meshed
(maximum capacity), set tuning pointer on small dot below £50 kc.

Note 2.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop then being
placed close to receiver loop.

Note 3.—When adjusting oscillator trimmer (17A), tune for maximum output signal
on first signal peak from tight position.

* While rocking.

22A 22B

MODELS
41-604, ETC.
TOP VIEW

23B\

23A

O

G

IF-ADJ. 465KC
SWOSC. 12MC
BC-0SC-/600KC \I7A

039A IF-ADJ455 KC

BC-ANT.
I500KC

SW.-ANZ
I2MC.

li.

i/7
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MODELS 41-608, 41-609 (121, 122)
Signal
Generator
Connection

Ant. sect,
tuning-cond.

Dummy
Antenna

0.1 mf

Signal
Generator
Frequency

455 kc

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

S.W.

Receiver
Dial
Setting

Note 1

Trimmer
Number

27A*

27B
30A" " 40A

B.C. 1500 ko 11A
tt tt tj

580 kc 7A*"
1500 kc 11A

tt tt tj

S.W. 12 mc ll4
tt tt tt tt

6 B- *

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning condenser plates fully meshed, set
tuning pointer on extreme left index line at low frequency end of broad
cast scale.

Note 2.—Turn trimmer (27A) all the way up, then turn down selecting first i-f
peak.

Note 3.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire and
connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop then being placed
close to receiver loop.

Note 4.—Adjust trimmer (11) to first signal peak from tight position.
Note 5.—Rock trimmer (6) slowly to maximum on second peak from loose position.
•While rocking.

Note 3 1500 kc
u tt

"
580 kc"
1500 kc

tt tt

" 12 mc

MODCLS-41-608,ETC.\
TOP VIEW

|_0_Lm y| O \3QA

IF A0J-455KC-
I1A

BC HP-0SC-I500KCO
II

SMOSC-1ZMC O

PHONO LIGHT BEAM ADJO
1IB

\Z7A
\27B

mS.W.ANT-IZMC
BC-ANT.
ISOOKC
70

7AO
\LF-05C 500KC
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MODELS 41-610, 41-611
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
Dummy
Antenna

Wave-band Dial
Setting

Trimmer
NumberSwitch

Note 1 0.1 mf 455 kc s.w. 580 kc*
tt

1
tt tt tt tt 2
tt tt tt tt «t 3
U tt tt tt tt 4
Note 3 1500 kc B.C. 1500 kc 5

6U tt

tt

tt
580 kc tt

tt

tt

580 kc
1500 kc

7*
1500 kc 5
tt

6
«
tt

tt

6 mc Police
S.W.

6 mc
12 mc
12.910 mc

8
12 mc
tt

9*
Image
check
10«.*tt tt tt 12 mc

Note 1.—Connect high side of signal generator through a 0.1 mf condenser to ter
minal 4 of loop antenna terminal panel at rear of the chassis.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning condenser closed (maximum ca
pacity), set dial pointer on extreme left index line at low frequency end
of broadcast scale.

Note 3.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop then being
placed two or three feet from loop in cabinet. It is necessary that re
ceiver be left in cabinet when adjusting trimmers.

Note 4.—Turn oscillator trimmer (9) to maximum capacity position (clockwise).
From this position slowly turn trimmer counter-clockwise until a first
peak is obtained on output meter. Adjust trimmer for maximum output
at this first peak.

Note 5.—The aerial compensator (10) must be adjusted to maximum by rocking
tuning condenser. If two signal peaks occur when turning the compen
sator, adjust to maximum output on second signal peak From tight po
sition.

* While rocking.

.S.W.-ANT-12MC

P0UCEOSC-6MC& S^BC.-OSC.

V01

IF-ADJ.. y
455 KC X*

£*s ^fSOOKC
OSC.-S60KC

S.W.-OSC.

BC-ANT.
1500 KC

MODELS Jf-6W.4f-6ff
TOP W£W

ADJ.
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MODELS 41-623, 41-624, 41-625
Signal
Generator
Connection

Ant. sect.
tuning-cond.

U

Dummy
Antenna

Signal
Generator
Frequency

0.1 mf 455 kc

Note 3 1600 kc
1500 kc

" 12 mo

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

B.C.

S.W.

Receiver
Dial
Setting

Trimmer
Number

Note 1 39A 2

1600 kc
1500 kc
12 mc

36A
35A
35B
3B
3A
3C*
3*

Note 1.—Tuning condenser fully closed.
DIAL CALIBRATION: With condenser in this position, set tuning
pointer on small dot below 550 kc.

Note 2.—Before aligning i-f trimmers, first fully open trimmers (39A), (36A).
(35A), (35B), and then align in sequence given above.

Note 3.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop antenna is made from a few turns of
wire and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop then
being placed close to receiver loop.

Note 4.—When adjusting oscillator trimmer (3C), adjust for maximum on first
signal peak from tight position.

'While rocking.

MODELS' 4I-6B3 Etc.
top view

m^-fA-l/SHr BEAM 'ADJ.

O
39A

36*
O

Znef/F

JF-45SMX

ST

US

_ - 3SA

IstlF
(l600K$3B O-X-BC OSC
(I2MC) 3C O- -SW.-OSC.
(ISOOKC)3A O -* -BC-rtNT
(I2MC) 3o~-$.W.-ANT.

-pr
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MODEL 41-629
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. sect. 0.1 mf 455 kc S.W. Tuning-cond 1 27A*
tuning-cond. fully closed

tt tt tt tt tt 27B
tt tt tt tt tt 30A
tt tt tt tt tt 40A
Note 3 . 1720 kc B.C. 1720 kc 11A
U

1500 kc tt
1500 kc 7

tt
580 kc tt

580 kc 37*
tt 1720 kc tt

1720 kc 11A
tt

12.0 mc S.W. 12.0 mc 11*
tt tt tt tt 6*.*

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning-condenser in maximum-capacity
position, set tuning pointer on the extreme left index line at low-fre
quency end of broadcast scale.

Note 2.—Turn (27A) all the way "up," then turn "down"—adjusting to maximum
on first peak.

Note 3.—Construct a loop aerial, of several turns of wire—connect to signal-
generator, and place close to receiver-loop. When adjusting receiver
outside of cabinet, its loop aerial should be placed in approximately
same position . . . around or near chassis ... as when assembled in
cabinet.

Note 4.—Adjust to maximum on first peak from ''tight'1 position.
Note 6.—"Rock" slowly to maximum on second peak from "loose" position.
* While rocking.

IF-/IDJ.
455KC

BC-ANT.

MODEL 4/-629
TOP VIEW

37A
S.W.-ANT-ttMCO "Q OLF-BCOSC.

\ 37 580KC

1500 KC' '7JO
PHONO U6HT

1BEAMADJ.

tr-o"

S.W.0SC.-12MC Off
BC-HF-OSC^QHA
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MODELS 41-695; 41-841
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
Dummy Wave-band Dial

Setting
Trimmer
NumberAntenna Switch

Note 1 0.1 mf
u

455 kc 540 kc 2
u

1

2tt

tt u u u 3
Note 3
u

1500 kc ... 1500 kc
tt

4
5

Note 1.—On Model 41-841, when adjusting i-f trimmers, the high side of signal-
generator is connected through 0.1 mf condenser to loop section (tuning-
condenser) stator-lug; which connects to grid of first-detector oscillator
tube. On Model 41-696 (without loop), connection is also to ant. section
of tuning- condenser through the 0.1 mf condenser.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning condenser fully closed (maximum
capacity), set dial pointer on small dot below 550 kc.

Note 3.—On Model 41-841, when aligning r-f trimmers, a loop antenna is made
from a few turns of wire and connected to signal-generator output termi
nals; this loop being placed a few feet from receiver loop. On Model
41-696 (without loop), connect signal -generator output through a 225 mmf
condenser to antenna terminal.

MODEL 41-635 1 t~7J
TOP i/I£w

IF ADJ
455 KC

0SC.-150OKC

ANT.
1500KC^

4 -A

u
MODEL 41-84l
TOP VIEW

/ spue. \

ANT-ISOOkC-
OSC-I500HC-

V u
O'

IF-4SSKC
£-
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MODEL 41-705
Signal
Generator
Connection

Note 1

Ant. lead

Signal Receiver Receiver
Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. (1) 680 kc* 19A
tt tt u tt 19B
tt tt tt tt 22A
u u tt u 22B

400 ohms 21 mc S.W. (3) 21 mc 2B
tt u tt

20.090 mc Image
check

m tt tt
21 mc 2A

tt 6 mc S.W. (2) 6 mc 11*
200 mmf 1500 kc B.C. (1) 1500 kc 11A
u

580 kc tt 580 kc 13*

Note 1.—When adjusting i-f trimmers, the high side of the signal generator is
connected through a 0.1 mf condenser to lug of antenna tuning con
denser, front section.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning condenser fully closed, set dial
pointer on first mark on left edge (low frequency end) of broadcast
scale.

•While rocking.

MODEL-4I-70S
TOP VICW

IF-455UC 0--ZS8

19/1—HO
196-

S.M-3 0X-2/MC- -SB
O

/ SPUR. \ SIK-J /WT-2/MC-\- O

II
o- -/I•

reoxe
13-BC OSC-LF

O- -l/A
ISOO/eC
.BC OSC

'/-Stf-S OSC
SMC
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MODEL 41-708
Signal
Generator
Connection

Note 1

Dummy
Antenna

0.1 mf

Ant. lead 400 ohms

200 mmf

Signal
Generator
Frequency

6 mc
1500 kc
580 kc

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

455 kc B.C. (1)

21 mo S.W. (3)

S.W. (2)
B.C. (1)

Receiver
Dial Trimmer
Setting Number

580 kc 2 2
3
1

21 mc 4
20.090 mc Image

check
5

6 mc 6*
1500 kc 7
580 kc 8 *

Note 1.—When adjusting i-f trimmers, the high side of signal generator is con
nected through a 0.1 mf condenser to lug of antenna tuning condenser,
front section.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning condenser fully closed maximum
capacity), set dial pointer on first mark on left edge (low frequency end)
of broadcast scale.

* While rocking.

3 J IF-AOJ. . ,
. T--43SKCaJ L

&o'BCLF-03C.-580KC
&W.-OSC. 21MC-

MODELS 41-708
TOP VIEW /SPEAKEH\

S.W.-ANZ.
21 MC

S.W-OSC
CMC— >

•\

BC-OSC. 'iSOOKC
7J£L.

u-
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MODELS 41-712, 41-713, 41-714
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
DialDummy

Antenna
Wave-band Trimmer

NumberSwitch Setting

Note 1 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. (1) 580 kc2
tt

2
3

tt tt tt

tt tt tt tt tt
1

Ant. lead 400 ohms
tt

21 mc S.W. (3) 21 mc 4
20.090 mc Image

check
" 5

tt tt tt

tt tt tt

tt tt
6 mc S.W. (2) 6 mc 6*

tt
200 mmf
tt

1500 kc B.C. (1) 1500 kc 7
8*tt

580 kc tt
580 kc

Note 1.—When adjusting i-f trimmers, the high side of signal generator is con
nected through a 0.1 mf condenser to lug of antenna tuning condenser,
front section.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With tuning condenser fully dosed maximum
capacity), set dial pointer on first mark on left edge (low frequency end)
of broadcast scale.

* While rocking.

MODEL 41-714
ONLY

1F-ADJ.
45SKC

MODELS

41-714
TOP VIEW

S.W.-OSC.
21MC

LF-BC-0SC.08
560 KC

S.W.ANT.-21M&

T

S.W.-OSC.
6MC
eo
7

BC-OSCO
1SOOKC
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MODEL 41-788 (121, 122)
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Note 1 0.1 mf 455 kc B.C. 580 kc2 45A»
u u tt u tt 45C
u u u tt tt 50A
tt tt tt tt tt 50B
u tt tt u tt 51A
tt u tt tt tt 45B

Ant. term. 200 mmf 1500 kc tt
1500 kc 34A

tt tt tt tt tt 25X
u tt u tt tt

4
tt tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 34B*

u u
1500 kc tt

1500 kc 34A
u tt tt u tt 25X
u tt tt tt tt

4
u 400 ohms 6.0 mc S.W. 1 6.0 mc 34C*
tt tt

20 mc S.W. 2 20 mc 38A
tt tt u tt

19.090 mc Image
check

tt tt tt tt
20 mc 22A

tt tt tt tt tt 8A*
tt tt

9.7 mc Note 5 9.7 mc 38B
tt tt u " tt 22B
tt tt tt u tt 8B«
tt tt

11.7 mc Note 7 11.7 mc 38C
tt tt tt tt tt 22C
tt tt tt tt tt 8C«
tt tt 155 mc Note 8 155 mc 44A
tt tt tt tt tt 27A
tt tt tt tt tt 11A6
tt tt

17.8 mc Note 9 17.8 mc 44B
tt tt " tt u 27B
tt tt tt u u 11B«
it tt

21.5 mc Note 10 215 mc 44C
tt tt tt tt " 27C
u tt tt tt tt 11C8

SOATOP-
50B BOTTOM

S' TOP
34A CENTER-
34BB0TT0M- 45 A TOP

45B CENTER
45C BOTTOM

MODEL 41-786
COPES 1B1-1ZZ
TOP VIEW
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'Note 1.—Connect high side of signal generator through a 0.1 mf condenser to
stator lug, middle section, of tuning condenser.

Note 2.—With tuning condenser fully closed (maximum capacity) set dial pointer
on the first mark on left edge (low frequency end) of broadcast scale.

Note 3.—Before adjusting trimmer (45A), turn trimmer 45B to its full clockwise
position (all the way out).

Note 4.—Immediately after adjustment of trimmer (8A) has been completed, the
following steps should be taken: (1) Turn band spread tuning control to
extreme clockwise position (highest frequency). (2) Adjust location of
the antenna and r-f iron cores so that the end of the iron core is 1/32
inch inside end of the transformer. This is done by loosening the screw
which holds iron core bracket and then sliding bracket until the correct
dimension is obtained. (3) The oscillator transformers and iron cores
are adjusted in the same manner as antenna and r-f transformer, except
that end of the iron core is 0.24 inch beyond end of transformer. (The
diameter of a size "C" steel drill corresponds to this dimension.) (4)
Now turn band spread tuning knob to its extreme counter-clockwise posi
tion. Set band spread dial pointer on first MARK on left edge (low
frequency end) of 31 meter scale.

Note 5.—Band Selector position "31" on Dial.
Note 6.—After adjusting these last three trimmers with signal generator, to make

sure that dial reads properly, a known station on each band near ad
justing frequency should be tuned in with spread band tuning control.
If dial reading is incorrect, adjust oscillator trimmers on each band
until stations are heard at correct points on the dial. After adjusting
the oscillator trimmers to correct frequency of known station, the an
tenna and r-f trimmers should be adjusted to maximum signal.
ALTERNATIVE METHOD : Locate a known station near center of each
spread band and "zero beat" signal generator with it at the time of
aligning the band. This makes available a signal of adjustable strength
and known frequency.

Note 7.—Band Selector position "25M" on Dial.
Note 8.—Band Selector position "19M" on Dial,
Note 9.—Band Selector position "16M" on Dial.
Note 10.—Band Selector position "13M" on Dial.
* While rocking.
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MODELS 41-842, 41-843, 41-844
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Notel 0.1 mf 455 kc 540 kc 26A
tt tt tt tt 25A
tt tt tt tt 2SB
tt tt tt tt 15A
tt *tt tt tt 15B
Note 3 . 1500 kc 1500 kc 4B
It tt " 4A

Koto 1.—When adjusting i-f trimmers the high side of signal generator is con
nected through a 0.1 mf condenser to loop tuning condenser stator lug
which connects to grid of first detector tube.

Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION : With tuning condenser fully closed (maximum
capacity), set dial pointer on small dot below 540 kc.

Note 3.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop antenna is made from a few turns of
wire and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being
placed a few feet from receiver loop.

MODELS'
41-842
41-843
4J-844
top view

1F-455KC

-26fi
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MODELS PT-42, PT-44
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
DialDummy

Antenna
Wave-band Trimmer

NumberSwitch Setting

Ant. sect,
tuning-cond.

0.1 mf 455 kc B.C.

«

Note 1 1

2
u tt tt tt

u tt tt M u
3

Note 2 1600 kc
1500 kc

tt

tt
1600 kc
1500 kc

4
u

5

Note 1.—Tuning condenser fully closed.
DIAL CALIBRATION: With condenser in this position, set tuning
pointer on the small dot below 550 kc.

Note 2.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being placed
close to receiver loop.

£-—*®
IF-ADJ.
455 KC

MODELS
PT-42, PT-44
TOP VfEW

03 C.
t600KC

0
*@

%
3

45SKC
-5
ANT.
1500KC
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MODELS AR-50, AR-55, AR-75
Signal
Generator
Connection

Ant. recept.

Note 5

Signal Receiver Receiver
Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimm
Antenna Frequency Switch Setting

Note 1

Numb*

Note
0.1 mf 455 kc Note 3 1
u tt u

2
tt tt u

3
u tt u 4
tt tt tt

1
u tt u

2
u tt u

3
tt tt u

4
tt tt tt 5*

10 mmf 1580 kc tt
6

tt
1400 kc 1400 kc 7«

u
580 kc 580 kc 8*

u 1580 kc Note 3 6
tt

1400 kc 1400 kc 7«
tt 580 kc 580 kc

1200-1400 kc
8*
97

Note 1.—Push in right knob on the control until "D" appears in station indicator
window so stations can be tuned in by manual tuning.

2.—Adjust antenna compensator (9) two turns from tight position.
3.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they will go.
4.—Adjust (5) for minimum output signal.
5.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 95-0185, to antenna receptacle in radio.
Connect a 10 mmf condenser in series between signal generator and
antenna lead.

0.—When antenna stage adjustment is made with radio installed in car, the
radio antenna lead must be connected to car antenna in usual manner.

Note
Note
Note
Note

Note!

WAVe TRAP-.
455 KC (5)

©LFPAOOER
580 KC

MODEL AR 50, ere.
TOP view

,MF OSC.
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Connect signal generator output lead to a wire placed near car antenna
but not connected to it.

Note 7.—After installing radio in car, tune in a weak broadcast signal between
1200 and 1400 kc on control scale. Remove plug button on end of radio
and adjust antenna compensator (9) for maximum output signal.

* While rocking.

MODEL AR-65
Signal
Generator
Connection

Note 3

Dummy
Antenna

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

Receiver
Dial
Setting

Ant.recept. 0.1 mf 455 kc Note 1 Note 2

10 mmf

Note 1.—Push
band

Note 2.— Turn

Trimmer
Number

41
39
25
23
41
39
25
23
69
65 *

21*
69
65*
21*
1»
2
3
4
5

6

in right hand knob on the control until "black" dot appears in
indicator window and stations can be tuned in by manual tuning,
condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they will go.

1580 kc
1400 kc
580 kc
1580 kc
1400 kc
580 kc
10 mc
9.5 mc
6 mc
12.1 mc
11.9 mc
11.7 mc

Note 5

Note 7

1400 kc
580 kc
Note 2
1400 kc
580 kc
Note 2
9.5 mc
6 mc
Note 2
11.9 mc
11.7 mc

"black" dot

' I400HC

©0SCRUT0A IS80 KC
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Note 3.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 95-0185. to antenna receptacle in radio.
Connect a 10 mmf condenser in series between signal generator and an
tenna lead.

Note 4.—When antenna stage adjustment is made with radio installed in car, the
radio antenna lead must be connected to car antenna in usual manner.
Connect signal generator output lead to a wire placed near car antenna
but not connected to it.

Note 5.—Push in right hand knob on the control until "red" dot appears in band
indicator window.

Note 6.—Trim to outer peak.
Note 7.—Push in right hand knob on the control until "white" dot appears in

band indicator window.
* While rocking.

MODEL PT-87
Signal
Generator
Connection

Ant. sect,
tuning-cond.

Signal Receiver
Dummy Generator Wave-band
Antenna Frequency Switch

0.1 mf

Note 2 .

455 kc

1600 kc
1500 kc

B.C.

Receiver
Dial
Setting

Note 1

1600 kc
1500 kc

Trimmer
Number

this position, set tuning
Note 1.—Tuning condenser fully closed.

DIAL CALIBRATION: With condenser
pointer on the small dot below 550 kc.

Note 2.—When aligning r-f trimmers a loop is made from a few turns of wire
and connected to signal generator output terminals, this loop being placed
close to receiver loop.
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MODEL 101
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. Section 0.004 mf 470 kc Note 1 540 kc 11A
Tuning Cond.

u u tt tt tt 11B
tt u tt tt tt 10A
tt u tt u u •10B
tt tt tt u tt 11B
Ant. 100 mmf 1500 kc tt

1500 kc 3B
tt u tt tt u 3A

Note 1.—Leave Tone-Control in "Treble" position.

IOA o o
OSCrtSOOHCs

1OB

rr-470t<c

ANT.-fSOOKC

*Q3B

TT

Q11B

°UA™W

'SPEAKER MODEL 101
TOP VIEW
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MODEL 105
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
Dummy
Antenna

Wave-band Dial
Setting

Trimmer
NumberSwitch

Control grid
of 6A7

0.1 mf 470 kc Note 1 580 kc2 11A

tt

tt

tt

tt

U tt

tt

tt

tt
7B
7Att

Ant. 100 mmf 1550 kc 1550 kc 3B
3A

Note 1.—Set push-button for "MANUAL" position.
Note 2.—DIAL CALIBRATION: With the tuning condenser in "maximum

capacity" position (plates fully meshed), set the dial pointer between
the two horizontal lines at the low frequency end of the scale (550 kc).

A0J
470KC-

MODEL /OS
top v/ew

o o.
7A

/INT.
/SSO/CC

HF-
/5SOATC

3A

3B

U
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MODEL 108
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc B.C. 580 kc1 21A
of 6A7
tt tt tt « tt 12B
tt tt tt « tt 12A
Ant. 100 mmf 18.0 mc s.w. 18.0 mc 4B
tt tt 1550 kc B.C. 1550 kc 5
tt tt tt tt tt 4A
tt tt

580 kc tt 580 kc 5A*
tt tt

1550 kc tt
1550 kc 5

Note 1.—DIAL CALIBRATION: In order to adjust the receiver correctly, the
dial must be aligned to track properly with the tuning condenser. To
adjust the dial, proceed as follows: With the tuning condenser closed
(maximum capacity), set the dial pointer on the extreme left index
line at the low frequency end of the broadcast scale.

* While rocking.

BC HF-OSC.
issokc

IF-470Kc'

BCfl/rTi5S0KC-4A

iO
I—

[?
J

5fl

S.W.0SC.18MC BC LF-OSC_
580 KC
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MODEL 821P
Signal
Generator
Connection

Dummy
Antenna

Control grid
of 6A7

0.1 mf

uu
u tt

u u

Control grid
of 78 RF

u

Ant.« 55 mmf

Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Frequency Switch Setting Number

Note 1 Note 2 21

tt tt 23
tt u 24
u tt

26
Note 3 Note 4 18 »

tt u ll5
tt tt

19 »
tt tt

7
tt tt

21
tt tt

23
u tt 24

Caution: DO NOT OPEN THE CRYSTAL HOLDER. If for any reason
whatever it has been opened, the crystal plates should be very carefully
cleaned with carbon tetrachloride. After cleaning, the crystal must not
be touched by the lingers. Use a clean cloth for handling.

Note 1.—The IF stages can be tuned to any frequency between 242 kc and
278 ke.

The IF frequency used in each Receiver is the difference between the
frequency of the crystal in the Receiver and the frequency of the trans
mitter; i.e., the transmitter frequency is 2422 kc, the crystal used is
2696 kc, the difference is 274 kc, which is the frequency to which the IF
amplifier must be tuned.

FREQ. OF CRYSTAL
1875 kc

RECEIVER FREQ.
1595-1610-1626 ko

PART No. CRYSTAL
45-2101

1908 ko 1630-1634-1642
1650-1658-1666 ko 45-2104

1953 ko 1874-1683-1690
1698-1706-1712 ko 45-2195

2578 ko 2310-2318-2326-2334 kc 45-2251

2S18 ko 2342-2350-2358-2366-2374 ko 45-2231

2558 ko 2382-2390-2398
2406-2414 ko 45-2198

2896 ko 2422-2430-2442
2460 ko 45-2197

2734 ko 2458-2466-2474
2482-2490 ko 45-2198

3000 ko 2728 ko 45-2230

3380 ko 3105 ko 45-2496

Note 2.—Allow receiver to warm up before adjustment, and re-adjust after it has
operated for several hours.
The Receiver "Q" switch must be in the off position; cutting out the
carrier relay circuit during all alignment operations.

Note 3.—Signal -generator frequency same as transmitter frequency.
Note 4.—Tune variable condenser to transmitter frequency.

The Receivers, when used with the proper crystals, can be adjusted
for any specified transmitter frequency between 1550 kc and 3600 kc The
different crystals are used to obtain these frequencies. The crystal fre
quency, however, is no indication of the Receiver frequency adjustment.

Note 5.—Notice the position of the trimmers. They should be out as far as pos
sible, yet with sufficient tension to keep them firmly in place. If they
are too tight, turn the tuning condenser plates in mesh slightly and
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re-adjust (18) and (11). If they are too loose, turn the tuning condenser
plates out of mesh slightly and re-adjust (18) and (11). Repeat these
adjustments until the correct settings arc obtained.
The low frequency padder (19) must be adjusted to a position where

trimmers (11) and (18) are not too tight or too loose, i.e., if (18) is too
tight and (11) too loose, turn the tuning condenser plates out of mesh
slightly and screw in a little on (19). If (18) is too loose and (11) too
tight, turn the tuning condenser plates in mesh slightly and loosen the
padder (19) somewhat.
For any given frequency; padder (19) should be screwed in almost
tight (approximately % to % of a turn from tight) for best results, and
at the same time obtain the correct tuning condenser setting and adjust
ments of trimmers (11) and (18).
Special attention must be given to the adjustment of the oscillator
trimmer (18), which should be backed off the peak slightly to obtain
stable crystal operation.

Note 6.—ANTENNA STAGE— Connect antenna lead, Part No. 41-3191 to the
antenna receptable on the Receiver.

® <$ ®

HF-03C. @ kTT)R-F.
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MODEL 821PV
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 260 kc Note 1 Note 2 24
of 78 IF
tt tt tt tt tt

26

Control grid tt tt tt tt
21

of 6A7 23
tt tt tt tt tt 24
tt «

2550 kc *
tt tt

26

Control grid tt or tt tt 14

of 78 RF 3600 kc
tt tt tt

1650 kc

tt tt
11

1650 kcs
tt tt or tt or

2400 kc
18*

2400 kc
2550 kc

tt tt or tt Note 2

2400 kc

14

3600 kc
2400 kc

Note 4 55 mmf or
3400 kc

tt or
3400 kc

7

tt tt tt tt tt
11

Note 1.—The receiver "Q" switch must be in "off" position; cutting out the car
rier relay circuit during all alignment operations.

e a f* Note 2.—Turn tuning-condenser plates
I F ZvQ KG out of mesh as far as they
jS £ \ \ will go.

Note 3.—Lower frequencies are for re
ceivers of 1550 ko
to 2550 kc range.
Higher frequencies
are for receivers
of 2300 kc to 3600
kc range.

Note 4.—Connect the
antenna lead, Part
No. 41-3191, to the
antenna receptacle
on the receiver.

* While rocking.
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MODELS 826, 827, 827K, 828, 828K, S-1416
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 260 kc 1

of 78 IF
tt tt tt

2

Control grid tt tt 3

of 6A7
tt tt tt 4
tt tt tt 2
tt tt tt

1

Control grid tt 1550 kc Note 1 7

of 78 RF
. - -

tt tt tt tt
6

tt tt 580 kc 580 kc 8*
tt tt

1550 kc 1550 kc 7
Ant.2. s Notes 2, 3 1400 kc 1400 kc 6
tt " tt tt

5

Note 1.—Turn the tuning condenser plates out of mesh as far as they will go.
This is the true setting for 1550 kc, 155 on the dial scale.

Note 2.—ANTENNA— WHEN ADJUSTING THE ANTENNA STAGE IT IS
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT THAT THE PROPER DUMMY AN
TENNA BE CONSTRUCTED AND USED.
Connect the signal generator lead to the antenna cable assembly (made
up of Part No. 41-3191 cable and a 200 mmf condenser Part No. 30-1013)
in series between the Receiver antenna receptacle and the signal genera
tor. Plug the cable into the antenna receptacle on the end of the
Receiver.

IF-ADJ.-S6QKC LEPADDER-saOKC

©©©©

MODELS
' S-fi/6
ONLY

a*,
AERIAL

COMPENSATOR
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Note 3.—When the antenna stage adjustment is made with the Receiver installed
in the car, the Receiver antenna lead must be connected to the car an
tenna in the usual manner. Connect the signal generator output lead to
a wire placed near the car antenna but not connected to it.

* While rocking.

MODEL 920
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 260 kc 17
of 6A7

. . .

tt tt «
19

tt tt tt
13

tt tt tt
15

tt tt tt
17

Ant.i 50 mmf 1550 kc Note 2 9
tt tt tt tt

6
« tt tt tt

4
tt tt 580 kc 580 kc 12*
« tt 1550 kc Note 2 9
« tt

1400 kc 1400 kc 6
tt tt tt tt 43

Note 1.—Connect antenna lead Part No. 41 -3191 to the antenna receptacle in the
radio. Connect 50 mmf condenser in series between the signal genera
tor and the antenna lead.

Note 2.—Turn tuning condenser plates out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 3.—When the antenna stage adjustment is made with the radio installed in

the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna in
the usual manner. Connect the signal-generator output lead to a wire
placed near the car antenna but not connected to it.

* While rocking.

ssokcsbokc 1550 -
(l2)LF.PAD0ER @RF 1400 KC

.tS50-
14O0KC

MODLL 920
TOP VIEW



MODELS 921, 922
Signal.
Generator
Connection

Ant.i

Signal Receiver
Dummy Generator Wave-band
Antenna Frequency Switch

50 mmf 470 kc

Receiver
Dial Trimmer
Setting Number

Note 2 23
"

18
« tt

20
tt

23
Note 3 12
1360 kc 5*
590 kc 6

1550 kc
"

1360 kc
590 kc

Note 1.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 41-3191, to the antenna receptacle in the
radio. Connect 50 mmf condenser in series between the signal genera
tor and the antenna lead.

Note 2.—Turn tuning condenser plates out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 3.—Turn the condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh. Use a piece of

bond letterhead paper as a gauge between the heel of the rotor plates
and the stator plates of the oscillator section of the tuning condenser,
and turn the condenser plates in mesh until they strike the paper.

Note 4.—When the antenna stage adjustment is made with the radio installed in
the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna in
the usual manner. Connect the signal generator output lead to a wire
placed near the car antenna but not connected to it.

tti,r. i«m.f.
.TRANS. . TRANS..

"ON-OFF'SWITCH ft
VOLUME CONTROL;

©AlfL-y '360KC
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MODELS 926, 927, 928K
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 260 kc i
of 6A7
tt u it 2
u tt tt

3
u u tt

4
Ant.1 50 mmf 1550 kc Note 2 5
tt tt tt tt a

u u u tt y
u " 580 kc '.'.'. 580 kc 8*
u " 1550 kc ... Note 2 5
* " 1400 kc ... 1400 kc 6
tt « tt u 7 a

Note 4 ... 600 kc 600 kc 9*
Note 1.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 41-3191, to the antenna receptacle in the

radio. Connect 50 mmf condenser in series between the signal genera
tor and the antenna lead.

Note 2.—Turn tuning condenser plates out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 3.—When the antenna stage adjustment is made with the radio installed

in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna but not connected to it.

Note 4.—When installing the radio in a car, follow the installation instructions
carefully. Tune in a weak broadcast signal at approximately 60 on the
control scale. With a small screw driver adjust the antenna compensat
ing condenser (9) for maximum signal.

•While rocking.

AEBfAl COM*
600 kc

2> -Arrr-i4oo - 1sso kc
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MODELS 931, 932
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant* 30 mmf 455 kc Note 2 27
u u u tt 22
u tt u tt

20
tt tt u tt

27
tt tt

1580 ko 1580 kc 18
tt tt 1400 kc 1400 kc 73
Note 3 580 kc . . . 580 kc 48

Note 1.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 41-3191, to the antenna receptacle in the
radio. Connect 30 mmf condenser in aeries between the signal generator
and the antenna lead.

Note 2.—Turn tuning -condenser plates out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 3.—When the antenna stage adjustment is made with the radio installed

in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal-generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna but not connected to it. Also adjust
the aerial compensator (4) for maximum on a weak signal at approxi
mately 580 kc.

-A'TiAtaiAL COM*.SJsaoKc_

tf-AOJ.
*SSKC

MODELS S3f, 33Z
top vie*

TUHIN6
COND.

/ \
SPEAKER

BOTTOM-MF OSC- ISSO KC
J\ TOP-ANT.- 1400 KC
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MODELS 936, 937, 937X, 938K, 938KX
Signal
Generator
Connection

Dummy
Antenn-i

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 ko
of 6A7

Ant* 50 nun!

Receiver
Dial Trimmer
Setting Number

Note 1 72
Note 3 1

"return-to-dial "

3
4
5
6*
4
55
7«

button until stations

1400 kc
580 kc
Note 3
1400 kc

1580 kc
1400 kc

" " 580 kc
" " 1580 kc
" "

1400 kc
Note 6

Note 1.—On 937 and 938 models, press the
can be tuned in by manual tuning.

Note 2.—Adjust the antenna compensator (7) two turns from tight.
Note 3.—Turn tuning condenser plates out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 4.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 41-3191, to the antenna receptacle in

the radio. Connect 50 mmf condenser in series between the signal
generator and the antenna lead.

Note 5.—When the antenna stage adjustment is made with the radio installed in
the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna in
the usual manner. Connect the signal generator output lead to a wire
placed near the car antenna but not connected to it.

Note 0.—When installing the radio in the car, follow the installation instructions
carefully. Tune in a weak broadcast signal between 1200 and 1400 Kilo
cycles on the control scale. Remove the plug button on the end of the
radio and adjust the antenna compensator (7) for maximum signal.

•While rocking.

TRANS AERIAL. COMP-
\IZOOTO UtOOKC ,

937-SMK ONLY^j H**3 e

ANT. , ,

UOOKcQy- -WOl

. r.;'HF-OSC.
isaoKc <2y- JJOi

MODELS 336, ETC.
TOP VIEW

'© IV

.c l-

TUNING
CONO.-f

r.T»

JLLid_.
r—!
I 1 SBOKC

ONLY
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MODELS R-1415, W-1419
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 260 kc 27
of 78 IF
u u tt

25
Control grid u tt

24
of 6A7
tt tt tt

22
tt tt tt

25
tt tt tt

27
Control grid tt 1550 kc . . . Note 1 16
of 78 RF
u tt tt u

11
tt u

600 kc 600 kc 20*
tt tt 1550 kc Note 1 16

Ant.2, s Note 2, 3 1400 kc 1400 kc 11
tt tt tt tt

6

Note 1.—Turn the tuning condenser plates out of mesh as far as they will go.
This is the true setting for 1550 kc; 155 on the dial scale.

Note 2.—Connect the signal generator lead to the antenna lead, Part No. 41-3191.
Note 3.—When the antenna stage adjustment is made with the receiver installed

in the car, the receiver antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna.
in the usual manner. Connect the signal generator output lead to a wire
placed near the car antenna but not connected to it.

•While rocking.

jSLtBMtt rr-i-KTim

I5SO KC1^

ANT.I400KC

"®" \tfo°£c
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MODELS L-1420, P-1422, L-1424, L-1425, P-1426,
L-1427, L-1429, P-1439, L-1460

Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 260 kc 1

of 78 IF
tt tt «

2
Control grid tt tt

3
of 6A7
tt tt tt 4
tt tt tt

1
tt tt tt

2
Control grid tt

1550 kc Note 1 7
of 78 RF

tt tt tt tt 6
N tt 580 kc 580 kc 8*
« tt 1550 kc 1550 kc 7
Ant.2 Note 2 1400 kc 1400 kc 6
tt tt H tt

5

Note 1.—Turn the condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh. Use a piece
of bond letterhead paper as a gauge between the heel of the rotor plates
and the stator plates and turn the condenser plates in mesh until they
strike against the paper. This is the true setting for 1550 kc; 155 on
the dial scale.

Note 2.—Connect the Antenna lead Part No. 41-3191 to the Antenna receptacle on
the receiver in series with the correct dummy capacity. For the L1420,
1,1424 and L1425 use a 565 mmfd condenser; for the P1422, P1426 and
P1439 use a 230 mmfd condenser; for the L-1427, L-1429 and L-1460
use a 30 mmfd condenser.

* While rocking.

(TiHr-OSC. 15SOKC JSM.ETRAN^ .PMF.TRAN^

580KC
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MODELS C-1423, P-1432H, N-1434H, S-1437,
F-1440, F-1442

Signal
Generator
Connection

Dummy
Antenna

Control grid
of 78 IF

0.1 mf

u

Control grid
of 6A7
u
tt u

ft tt

Control grid
of 78 RF

tt

Ant.2 Note 2

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Keceiver
Wave-band
Switch

Dial
Setting

Trimmer
Number

260 kc i
tt 2

3
tt

tt

tt

tt

4
1

2
1550 kc Note 1 7

tt tt
6

580 kc 580 kc
1550 kc
1400 kc

8*
1550 kc 7
1400 kc
u

6
tt

5

Note 1.—Turn the condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh. Use a piece of
bond letterhead paper as a gauge between the heel of the rotor plates
and the stator plates and turn the condenser plates in mesh until they
strike against the paper. This is the true setting for 1550 kc; 155 on the
dial scale.

Note 2.—Connect the antenna lead Part No. 41-3191 to the antenna receptacle on
the receiver in series with the correct dummy capacity. For the C-1423
use a 1700 mmfd condenser. For the P1432 use a 230 mmf condenser;
for the N1434 and S1437 use the standard antenna lead connected directly
to the output terminal on the signal generator.
For the F1440 use the Ford Antenna transformer and lead assembly,

connected in series to the signal generator with a 15 mmfd condenser.
For the F1442 use the standard antenna lead Part No. 41-3191 connected
directly to the antenna terminal of the signal generator.

* While rocking.

i)0©0
©

©

ANT.
1400KC

ftr
1SSOKC
t400 KC

Hr-osc.
1550KC

o o

L
i?'
IF-JDJ. „ ,,

LF-RADDER
S80 KC

MODEL C-1423,
era

TOP VIEW
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MODELS C-1450, C-1452
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 260 kc 2
of 78 IF
u u u

1

Control grid tt tt 4
of 6A7
tt tt tt

3
tt tt tt

1
tt tt u 2

Control grid tt
1550 kc Note 1 7

of 78 RF
. . .

u tt tt tt
6

u tt
600 kc 600 kc 8*

u u 1550 kc 1550 kc 7

Ant.2- 8 Note 2, 3 1400 kc 1400 kc 6
« tt u tt

5

Note 1.—Turn the tuning condenser plates out of mesh as far as they will go
using a piece of paper approximately .006" thick as a gauge between
the heel of the rotor plates and the stator plates ; turn the rotor plates
in mesh until they strike against the paper. This is the true setting for
1550 kc, 155 on the dial scale.

Note 2.—ANTENNA— WHEN ADJUSTING THE ANTENNA STAGE IT 18
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT THAT THE PROPER DUMMY AN
TENNA BE CONSTRUCTED AND USED.
Connect signal generator to the antenna cable assembly (made up of
"Skyway Antenna" lead, Part No. L-2665, with a 22 mmf condenser
in series). Plug cable assembly into the antenna connection on receiver.
Remove snap-button cover over antenna selector and advance the selector
switch to the "Skyway Antenna" position. Follow this procedure re
gardless of whether receiver is used with "Roadway" or with "Skyway"
antenna.

Note 8.—When the antenna stage adjustment is made with the receiver installed

*^\HF-OSC.i55QKC , j^i.F.TimA. y.iF.TRANS^

Z6QKC

MOD£LS
C-t4S0>C-M52

TOP WEW

Lr-eootcc
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in the car, the receiver antenna lead must be connected to the car an
tenna in the usual manner. Connect the signal generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna but not connected to it.

'While rocking.

MODELS P-1535, L-1560
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
DialDummy

Antenna
Wave-band Trimmer

NumberSwitch Settine

Control grid 1
of 78 IF
u

0.1 mf 260 kc ... i
tt

2
Control grid
of 6A7

tt
3

tt

tt
4

M
1

2tt tt

Control grid
of 78 RF
u

1500 kc

u

Note 2

u

7

6
u 580 kc 580 kc

1550 kc
1400 kc

8*
7
6
5

u 1550 kc
Ant.a Note 3 1400 kc

tttt tt

Note 1.—Do not connect antenna to receiver unless instructions to the contrary
are given.

Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh. Use a piece of
bond letterhead paper as a gauge between the heel of the rotor plates
and the stator plates, and turn the condenser plates in mesh until they
strike against the paper.

Note 3.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 41-3191, to the antenna receptacle on
the receiver —in series with the correct dummy capacity.
For P-1535 use a 250 mmf condenser.
For L-1560 {COWL antenna) use a 20 mmf condenser.
For L-1560 (ROOF or DOOR antenna) use a 700 mmf condenser.* While rocking.

ftSQO KC
tyHL-oscyrsoKc
®M -I400KC& ISOOxe
f5)ML -t400KC

J«M.ETRANS rM.F.TRAN8L

®o

IF-260KĈ c&

(gX-EPftpPlfl
580 KC

MODELS-
P-IS3S
L- t560
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MODELS N-1514, S-1516, P-1517; N-1524, S-1526,
G-1528, P-1530, C-1550

Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
Dummy
Antenna

Wave-band
Switch

Dial
Setting

Trimmer
Number

Control grid 1
of 78 IF

0.1 mf 260 kc 1

Control grid
of 6A7

u tt

tt

u
u

... 2
3

tt tt

tt

tt

u
4
1

tt

tt tt

tt

tt

1550 kc
2

Control grid
of 78 RF

Note 2 7

tt tt tt tt 6
tt tt

tt
580 kc 580 kc 8*

7
6
5

tt 1550 kc Note 2
Ant* Note 3

tt
1400 kc
tt

1400 kc
u

Note 1.—Do not connect the antenna to receiver unless specific instructions to the
contrary are given.

Note 2.—Models N-15M, S-1516, P-1517: Turn tuning condenser plates out of
mesh as far as they will go.
Models N-1524. S-1526, G-1528, P-1530, C-1550: Turn condenser
rotor plates completely out of mesh. Use a piece of bond letterhead

COM P.

HF-OSCI550KC(7) (foj.WCTEB
RF-1400&I550KC(6\
ANT. -1400 KC Gl

580 KC

WT\
MODEL: N-I5l4,£te.
TOP VIEW

VIBRATOR
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paper as a gauge between the heel of the rotor plates and the stator
plates, and turn the condenser plates in mesh until they strike against
the paper.

Note 2.—Pot Models N-1614, S-1B16, P-M7. use standard antenna, Part No.
41-3191, connected directly to the ANT" terminal of the signal gen
erator. No dummy condenser is required.
For Models N-l6ti, 8-l6tS, 0-1118, P-HSO, connect antenna lead,
Part No. 41-3191, to the cowl antenna receptacle on the receiver. When
using the undercar antenna use 180 mmf condenser.
For Model C-1560, use standard antenna lead connected directly to
the output terminal of the signal-generator. Turn the antenna-selector
switch to the "SKYWAY ANTENNA" position.

•While rocking.

(tKf.-osc ISJOKC
M?)R.F. 1550 KCt-moOKC

I".|.ETRANS. .gw.l.F.TBAMS..

ANT. 1400 KC <D O

IF-260 KC -400/

MODEL: N-1524, ETC.
TOP YICW

(8)l.F.PADDER 5 80 KC
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MODEL F-1540
Signal
Generator
Connection

Dummy
Antenna

Control grid l
of 6A7

0.1 mf

tf tt

tt tt

tt tt

Control grid
of 78 RF

tt

tt

Ant.8 Note 3

Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Frequency Switch Setting Number

260 kc 24

tt 22
tt

21
tt 19

1500 kc Note 2 14
u tt

11

580 ko 580 kc 17*
1550 kc 1550 kc 14
1400 kc 1400 kc 11
u u 6*

Note 1.—Do not connect antenna to receiver unless instructions to the contrary
are given.

Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh. Use a piece of
bond letterhead paper as a gauge between the heel of the rotor plates and
the stator plates, and turn the condenser plates in mesh until they strike
against the paper.

Note 3.—See Figure (A) for connections and dummy antenna.
Note 4.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed

in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal -generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna, but not connected to it.

* While rocking.

m

^
%o\ wJ&_
- IF-ADJ.-
Z60KC

'MODEL F-1540
TOP VIEW

ANT.-t400Kc((o\ Lr-PADOER -580 KC

Hf-OSC.-1SOOKC ScfSSOKC
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MODEL C-1608
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.5 mf 470 kc Note 1 Note 2 23
of 6A7
tt tt tt tt Ct 16
tt tt tt tt tt 18

Ant.8 Note 3 1580 kc tt tt
67

tt U
1400 kc tt

1400 kc 68
tt tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 43*

H tt
1580 kc tt Note 2 67

M tt
1400 kc tt

1400 kc 68*
Note 1.—Press "DIAL" button so that stations can be tuned in by dial tuning.
Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 3.—When a COWL antenna is used; connect antenna lead, Part No.

L-2765, to the antenna receptacle in the radio. Connect a 25 mraf con
denser in series between signal -generator and antenna lead. Be sure
the lead to the antenna transformer is plugged into the "SKY" socket
of the antenna transformer.
When UNDERCAR antenna is used ; connect antenna lead, Part No.

41-3191, to the antenna receptacle in the radio. Connect a 250 mmf con
denser in series between signal -generator and antenna lead. Be sure the
lead to the antenna transformer is plugged into the "ROAD" socket
of the antenna transformer.

Note A.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed
in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Conneat the signal -generator output lead to a
wire place near the car antenna, but not connected to it.

* While rocking.

.•M.F. 2ntR
TRANS.. .TRANS-

$80 KC ^
@TANT. I40O KC
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MODEL C-1606
Signal
Generator
Connection

Control grid
of 6A7

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Depress
Push
Button

Dummy
Antenna

Variator
Position

Trimmer
Number

0.5 mf 400 ko Note 1 24...

tt

u ... tt

u
17
15

FREQUENCY
RANGE

MODELC-1606 pushbuttons

750 TO 1250
KILOCYCLES

SSOT0 9SO
KILOCYCLES

SSO TO 9SO
KILOCYCLES

LEFT ADJUSTING
SCREWS (osc.)

/SfA/rlR'SHT ADJUSTING
[AM.) SCREWS

v ANT. TRIMMERS.

JfAIIIATORS
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MODEL C-1606 Cont.
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant.* Note 2 950-1500 kc 8 No. 1 Note 4 Ant. 1 B
tt tt tt tt tt Osc. 1
tt tt tt No. 2 tt Ant. 2
tt tt tt tt tt Osc. 2
tt tt 750-1250 kc « No. 3 tt Ant. 3
tt tt tt tt tt Osc. 3
tt tt tt No. 4 tt Ant. 4
tt tt li tt tt Osc. 4
tt tt 550-950 kc " No. 5 tt Ant. 5
tt tt tt tt tt Osc. 5
tt tt tt No. 6 tt Ant. 6
tt tt tt tt tt Osc. 6«

Note 1.—Turn VARIATOR (small variable condenser, left-hand knob on panel)
to "indexed" position.

Note 2.—When a COWL antenna is used in the car; connect antenna lead, Part
No. L-2765, to the antenna receptacle in the radio. Connect a 25 mmf
condenser in series between signal -generator and antenna lead. Be sure
the lead to the antenna transformer is plugged into the "SKY" socket
of the Antenna Transformer.
When an UNDERCAR antenna is used; connect antenna lead, Part
No. 41-3191 to the antenna receptacle in the radio. Connect a 250 mmf
condenser in series between signal-generator and antenna lead. Be sure
the lead to the antenna transformer is plugged into the "ROAD" socket
of the antenna transformer.

Note 3.—Set to frequency of chosen broadcast station.
Note 4.—Leave VARIATOR at midway position—approximately half out of mesh.
Note 5.—Ant. trimmer screws are on the right.

Osc. coil adjustment screws are on the left.
Note 0.—Repeat all adjustments in order, as tabulated.

?
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MODELS S-1616, P-1617; P-1630, P-1635
Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
DialDummy

Antenna
Wave-band
Switch

Trimmer
NumberSetting

Control grid
of 6A7

0.1 mf 470 kc Note 1 Note 2

tt

1

tt tt
2

u tt u tt tt 3
Ant.a
u

Note 3
u

1580 kc
1400 kc
580 kc
1580 kc
1400 kc

tt

tt

u 4
1400 kc 5

tt tt U

tt

te

580 kc 6*
tt

tt

tt Note 2 4
tt

1400 kc 5*

Note 1.—Models S-1616, P-1617: Press Automatic Station-Selector button until
"DIAL" appears in the window and stations can be tuned in by manual
tuning.
Models P-1630, P-1635: Press "RETURN-TO -DIAL" button until
stations can be tuned in by manual tuning.

Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 3.—Models S-1616, P-1617, P-1630: When a COWL antenna is used, connect

the antenna lead. Part No. L-2765, to the antenna receptacle in the radio.
Connect a 20 mmf condenser in series between signal -generator and
antenna lead. Be sure the lead to the antenna transformer is connected
to the BLACK terminal of the Antenna Transformer.
When an undercar or roof antenna is used, connect the antenna lead,
Part No. 41-3191, to the antenna receptacle in the radio. Connect a 250
mmf condenser in series between signal-generator and antenna lead. Be
sure the lead to the antenna transformer is connected to the RED
terminal of the antenna transformer.

h \ /Ot_
IF-ADJ.
470 KC

MODELS
S-1616} P-1617

TOP VIEW

ANT.

IsI
HFOSCA

I

« _l-
r ,JHF-OSC.
I GC \ 530Hc
i Rj
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Model P-16S6: When a cowl antenna is used, connect the antenna
lead, Part No. 41-3191, to the antenna receptacle in the radio. Connect a
250 mmf condenser in series between signal -generator and antenna lead.
Be sure the lead to the antenna transformer is connected to the
BLACK terminal of the Antenna Transformer.
When an tmdercar or roof antenna is used, connect the antenna lead.
Part No. L-2765, to the antenna receptacle in the radio. Connect a 20
mmf condenser in series between signal -generator and antenna lead.
Be sure the lead to the antenna transformer is connected to the RED
terminal of the antenna transformer.

Note 4.—When the antenna stage adjustment is made with the radio installed
in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna, but not connected to it.

* While rocking.

MODELS
P-1630, P-1635
top y/ew
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MODEL S-1622
Signal
Generator
Connection

Control grid
of 78 IF
tt

Ant.»

Dummy
Antenna

05 mf

35 mmf

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

Dial
Setting

Trimmer
Number

470 kc Note 1 Note 2 29

tt tt

tt

tt

tt

tt 27
21tt

tt

tt

tt

tt
17
671580 kc

1500 kc 1500 kc 66 <

Note 1.—Press Automatic Station-Selector button until "DIAL" appears in the
window and stations can be tuned in by manual tuning.

Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 8.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. L-2765, to the antenna receptacle in

the radio. Connect 35 mmf condenser in series between signal -generator
and antenna lead.

Note 4.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed
in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal -generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna but not connected to it.

MODEL S'feZZ
TOP VIEW

470 KC

AO

<!?!©

'mtoazs

tso one
&)H* osc.-rseoHc
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MODELS S-1626, G-1628
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc Note 1 Note 2 6
of 6A7
tt tt u tt tt

19
tt tt u tt tt

17
Ant* 20 mmf 1580 kc tt tt

81
tt u 1400 kc tt

1400 kc 78
tt tt

580 kc tt
580 kc 77*

tt tt
1580 kc tt Note 2 81

u tt
1400 kc tt

1400 kc 78*

Note 1.—Prras Automatic Station-Selector button until "DIAL" appears in the
window and stations can be tuned in by manual tuning.

Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 3.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. L-2765, to the antenna receptacle in

the radio. Connect 20 mmf condenser in series between signal-generator
and antenna lead.

Note 4.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed
in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal-generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna, but not connected to it.

•While rocking.

Qtr ftqppEJL

MODELS
3-1620,6-/623
IF-ADJ.
~470KC
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MODEL F-1640
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.5 mf 470 kc Note 1 Note 2 25

of 6A7
U U tt tt tt

15
« tt tt U tt

17

Note 3 30 mmf 1580 kc tt tt
78

tt tt 1400 kc tt
1400 kc 77

tt tt
580 kc tt

580 kc 56*
tt tt 1580 kc tt Note 2 78
« tt 1400 kc tt

1400 kc 77*

Not* 1.—Press Automatic Station-Selector button until "DIAL" appears in the
window and stations can be tuned in by manual tuning.

Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 3.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 95-0063, to the antenna receptacle in

the radio. Connect 30 mmf condenser in series between signal -generator
and antenna lead.

Note 4.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed
in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal- generator output lead to a wire
placed near the car antenna, but not connected to it.

* While rocking.

MODEL F-16A0
TOP VIEW

seoKc
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MODEL F-1641
Signal
Generator
Connection

Dummy
Antenna

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Ant.Recept. 05 mf 470 kc

Ant.8 30 mmf 1580 kc
tt u u

580 kc
u "

1580 kc

Note 1.—Press Automatic Station -Selector button until
window and stations can be tuned in by manual tuning.

Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 3.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 95-0063, to the antenna receptacle in the

radio. Connect 30 mmf condenser in series between signal -generator and
antenna lead.

Note 4.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed
in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal -generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna, but not connected to it.

•While rocking.

Receiver Receiver
Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Switch Setting Number

Note 1 Note 2 28
tt u

26
tt u

17
tt u

15
tt u

28
tt tt

26
tt tt 46
tt u 43*
tt 580 kc 45*
tt Note 2 46

utton until "DIAL" appears in the

V8&Z

IP-OSCS80KC© 1580 KC

isao kc
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MODEL L-1660
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Control grid 0.1 mf 470 kc Note 1 Note 2 27
of 6A7
it tt tt u tt

20
tt tt tt tt u

17
Ant.s Note 3 1580 kc tt u

55
tt u

1400 kc tt
1400 kc 50

tt u
580 kc tt

580 kc 52*
tt tt

1580 kc tt Note 2 55
tt tt

1400 kc tt
1400 kc 50*

Note 1.—Press Automatic Station -Selector button until "DIAL" appears in the
window and stations can be tuned in by manual tuning.

Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they
will go.

Note 3.—When TIRE-COMPARTMENT DOOR antenna is used; connect an
tenna lead, Part No. 41-3191, to the antenna receptacle in the radio.
Connect an 800 mmf condenser in series between signal -generator and
antenna lead. Be sure the lead to the antenna transformer is connected
to the red terminal of the antenna transformer.
When COWL antenna is used; connect antenna lead, Part No. 41-3191,
to the antenna receptacle in the radio. No dummy capacity is necessary.
Be sure the lead to the antenna transformer is connected to the black
terminal of the antenna transformer.

Note 4.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed
in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal -generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna, but not connected to it.* While rocking.

HFOSC-fSBOKCt

MODEL L-1660
TOP VIEW

IF- ADJ.
-470KC

TRANS. TRANS
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MODEL C-1708
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. Becept. 0.1 mf 455 kc Note 1 Note 2 27
tt tt tt tt

25
tt tt tt tt

18
tt tt tt tt

16
tt tt tt tt

27
tt tt tt tt

25
tt tt tt tt

18
tt tt tt tt

16
tt tt tt tt tt 128
Ant* 20 mmf 1400 kc tt 1400 kc 4
tt tt 580 kc tt

580 kc 55*
tt tt

1400 kc tt
1400 kc 45

Note 1.—Press "DIAL" button so that stations can be tuned in by dial tuning.
Note 2.—Turn tuning -control knob clockwise as far as it will go.
Note 3.—Adjust (12) for minimum output.
Note 4.—Connect Chrysler antenna lead, Part No. 95-0106, to the antenna re

ceptacle on the radio. Connect 20 mmf condenser in series between
signal- generator and antenna lead.

Note 5.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed
in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the cowl antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal-generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna lead, but not connected to it; and
adjust trimmer (4) for maximum signal at 1400 ko.

•While rocking.

2ND If TRANS UNTUNED ft.E ASSCMBLT

tapir ADJUSTMENT

580 KC
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MODEL S-1722
Signal
Generator
Connection

Control grid
of 78 IF

Ant. Recept.

Ant.»

Dummy
Antenna

0.5 mf

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

470 kc Note 1

35 mmf 1580 kc
1360 kc

Receiver
Dial
Setting

Note 2

1360 kc

Trimmer
Number

25

23
15

13

54
47*

Note 1.—Presa Automatic Station -Selector button until "DIAL" appears in the
window and stations can be tuned in by manual tuning.

Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 3.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. L-2765, to the antenna receptacle in the

radio. Connect 35 mmf condenser in series between signal-generator and
antenna lead.

Note 4.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed
in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal -generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna, but not connected to it.

MODELS 5top v/et
-I7Z2 =3 550-tOOOKC

.=i 550-/000KC
=2 750-I300KC
Z=3 850- 1400KC
m 900-I580KC

¥

IF-470HC 025
IttIF

15-

13-
-o 1

-O 54
O
47

\ ^-ANT.-l3€OKC
OSC.-156 oec^
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MODEL S-1726
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch ^Setting Number

Ant. Recept. 0.1 mf 455 kc Note 1 Note 2 35
tt tt tt tt tt

33
u u tt tt u

17
tt tt tt tt u

15
tt tt u tt tt

35
tt n u tt tt

33
u tt tt tt tt

17
tt tt tt tt tt

15
tt tt tt tt tt 11s
Ant* 30 mmf 1400 kc tt

1400 kc 2
u u 580 kc tt

580 kc 57*
u u

1400 kc tt
1400 kc 2«

Note 1.—Press automatic push button until "DIAL" appears in the window and
stations can be tuned in by manual tuning.

Note 2.—Turn tuning -control knob clockwise as far as it will go.
Note 3.—Adjust (11) to obtain minimum output.

Note 4.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 95-0120, to the antenna receptacle on
the radio. Connect 30 mmf condenser in series between signal -generator
and antenna lead. Ground the shield pigtail to the signal -generator.

Note 5.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed
in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the cowl antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal -generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna lead, but not connected to it; and
adjust trimmer (2) for maximum signal at 1400 kc

* While rocking.

3- B50-1S60KC

^-+750-1450X0

710-1380KC

25-117OK0
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MODEL F-1740
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

Ant. Recent. 0.1 mf 455 kc Note 1 Note 2 26
tt tt tt tt tt

24
tt tt tt tt tt

19
tt tt tt tt tt

17
tt tt tt tt tt

26
tt tt tt tt tt

24
tt tt tt tt tt

19
tt tt tt tt tt

17
tt tt tt tt tt

103
Ant* Note 4 1580 kc tt tt

59
tt tt 1400 kc tt

1400 kc 2
tt tt

580 kc tt 580 kc 56*
tt €t

1580 kc U Note 2 59
a tt

1400 kc tt
1400 kc 25

Note 1.—Press Automatic Station -Selector button until "DIAL" appears in the
window and stations can be tuned in by manual tuning.

Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 3.—Adjust (10) for minimum output.
Note 4.—When TIRE-COMPARTMENT DOOR antenna is used; connect antenna

lead, part number 95-0120, to the antenna receptacle on the radio. Con
nect an 830 mmf condenser in series between antenna lead and signal-
generator. Ground the shield pigtail on the antenna lead to the
signal -generator. Be sure antenna switch (3) is turned clockwise.
When COWL antenna is used; connect the antenna lead, part number

95-0120, to the antenna receptacle in the radio. Connect a 45 mmf con
denser in series between antenna lead and signal -generator. Ground the
shield pigtail on the antenna lead to the signal -generator. Be sure an
tenna switch (3) is turned counter-clockwise.

Note &.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed
in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal-generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna, but not connected to it.

•While rocking.

HF-OSC_
I580KC

tst IF-
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MODELS L-1760, L-1761
Signal Signal
Generator Dummy Generator
Connection Antenna Frequency

Ant.Recept. 0.1 mf 455 kc

Receiver Receiver
Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Switch Setting Number

Note 1 Note 2 27
tt u 25
u tt

19
tt u

17
tt tt

27
u tt

25
u tt

19
tt tt

17
tt tt 9s
u tt

60
tt

1360 kc 56
tt

590 kc 57*
tt Note 2 60
tt

1360 kc 56«

Ant.* Note 4 1580 kc
" 1360 kc

" " 590 kc
" " 1580 kc
" "

1360 kc

Note 1.—Press "Rotomatic" Station-Selector button until "DIAL" appears in the
window and stations can be tuned in by manual tuning.

Note 2.—Turn condenser rotor plates completely out of mesh as far as they will go.
Note 3.—Adjust (9) for minimum output.
Note 4.—When TIRE-COMPARTMENT DOOR antenna is used; connect antenna

lead, part number 95-0120, to the antenna receptacle on the radio. Con
nect an 830 mmf condenser in series between antenna lead and signal -
generator. Ground the shield pigtail on the antenna lead to the
signal-generator, fie sure antenna switch (3) is turned clockwise.
When COWL antenna is used; connect the antenna lead, part number

95-0120, to the antenna receptacle in the radio. Connect a 45 mmf con
denser in series between antenna lead and signal -generator. Ground the
shield pigtail on the antenna lead to the signal-generator. Be sure an
tenna switch (3) is turned counter-clockwise.

Note 5.—When the antenna-stage adjustment is made with the radio installed
in the car, the radio antenna lead must be connected to the car antenna
in the usual manner. Connect the signal-generator output lead to a
wire placed near the car antenna, but not connected to it.

* While rocking.

HF-OSC 1580 KCHgj <»** MANUAL,pT If TRANS. *■*
E6JI3C0KC .TUNING

fNOirTRANS,
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MODEL C-1808
Signal
Generator
Connection

Dummy
Antenna

Ant.recept. 0.1 mf

Signal
Generator
Frequency

455 kc

Receiver
Wave-band
Switch

Note 1

Receiver
Dial
Setting

Note 2

Trimmer
Number

38
40
30
32
38
40

Note 4 25 mmf 1400 kc
580 kc
1400 kc
580 kc

1400 kc
580 kc
1400 kc
580 kc

32
27»
17 5

35*
17 •

35*

Note 1.—Press "Dial" button bo that stations can be tuned in by manual tuning.
Note 2.—Turn tuning control clockwise as far as it will go.
Note 3.—Adjust (27) for a minimum output signal.

Note 4.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 95-0111, to antenna receptacle in radio.
Connect a 25 mmf condenser in series between signal generator and
antenna lead.

Note 5.—When antenna stage adjustment is made with radio installed in car, the
radio antenna lead must be connected to car antenna in usual manner.
Connect signal generator output lead to a wire placed near car antenna
but not connected to it.

UNMT TRAP 45SXC

MODEL

TOM * 'wuwi*
CONTROLco-not
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MODEL S-1824
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection. Antenna Frequency Snitch Setting Number

Note 1 35 mmf 455 kc Note 2 27
tt tt tt tt

19
tt tt tt tt

17
tt tt tt tt

27
tt tt tt tt

19
m tt tt tt

17
tt tt

1360 kc 1360 kc 56
tt tt

590 kc 590 kc 20*
tt tt

1360 kc
1200-1400 kc 56*
1360 kc 56 s

Note 1.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 95-0111, to antenna receptacle in radio.
Connect a 35 mmf condenser in series between signal generator and an
tenna lead.

Note 2.—Turn tuning control clockwise as far as it will go.
Note 3.—When antenna stage adjustment is made with radio installed in car, the

radio antenna lead must be connected to car antenna in usual manner.
Connect signal generator output lead to a wire placed near car antenna
but not connected to it.

Note 4.—After installing the radio in car, tune in a weak broadcast signal between
1200 and 1400 kc on control scale. Remove plug button on end of radio
and adjust antenna compensator (56) for maximum signal.

* While rocking.

ANT.I360XC

MODEL S-1824
TOP VICW 3

IF-455KC <£
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MODELS S-1825, P-1835S-1826;

Signal
Generator
Connection

Signal
Generator
Frequency

Receiver Receiver
Dummy
Antenna.

Wave-bant
Switch

Dial
Setting

Trimme*
Number

Note 1 35 mmf 270 kc Note 2 Note 3 1
M tt tt

2
N tt tt tt tt

3
tt tt tt tt tt

4
11 tt tt tt tt

1
tt tt tt tt tt

2
tt tt tt tt tt

3
tt tt tt tt tt

4
tt

tt

tt

tt

tt
1600 kc tt

tt
1600 kc
1360 kc

5

6*1360 kc
tt tt tt

7
tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

590 kc
1600 kc
1360 kc

tt 590 kc
1600 kc
1360 kc

8*
tt

tt

tt

5
tt

tt
6*

tt tt 7

• - -
tt

1200-1400 kc 6«

Note 1.—Connect antenna lead, Part No.
Connect a 35 mmf condenser
antenna lead.

95-0111, to antenna receptacle in radio,
n series between signal generator and

AERIAL COMP.
I360 KC

,—(s) osc.

> (7) I-3GOKC
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Note 2.—Push in tuning control knob so that stations can be tuned in by manual
tuning.

Note 3.—Turn tuning control clockwise as far as it will go.
Note 4.—When antenna stage adjustment is made with radio installed in car, the

radio antenna lead must be connected to car antenna in the usual man
ner. Connect signal generator output lead to a wire placed near the car
antenna but not connected to it.

Note 5.—After installing radio in car, tune in a weak broadcast signal between
1200 and 1400 kc on the control scale. Remove the plug button on end
of radio and adjust aerial compensator (6) for maximum signal.

* While rocking.

l.f PADDING
SCREW-59OK0

MODEL P-/635
TOP VIEW

S\ CO/riP.PJ I3SOKC
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MODEL P-1841
Signal Signal Receiver Receiver
Generator Dummy Generator Wave-band Dial Trimmer
Connection Antenna Frequency Switch Setting Number

^nt. recept. 0.1 mf 455 kc Note 1 Note 2 37
tt tt tt tt tt

39
tt tt tt tt tt

51
« tt tt tt tt

53
« tt tt tt tt

37
« tt tt tt tt

39
tt tt tt tt tt

51
« tt tt tt tt

53
« tt tt tt tt 33»
Note 4 20 mmf 1360 kc tt

1360 kc 45
tt "

590 kc a
590 kc 26*

tt tt
1400 kc tt

1400 kc 4«
tt tt

590 kc tt
590 kc 26*

Note 1.—Turn selector switch knob to "D" so that stations can be tuned in by
manual tuning.

Note 2.—Turn tuning control clockwise as far as it will go.
Note 3.—Adjust (33) for minimum output response.
Note i.—Connect antenna lead, Part No. 95-0111, to antenna receptacle in radio.

Connect a 20 mmf condenser in series between signal generator and an
tenna lead.

Note 5.—When antenna stage adjustment is made with radio installed in car, the
radio antenna lead must be connected to car antenna in usual manner.
Connect signal generator output lead to a wire placed near car antenna
but not connected to it.

•While rocking.

Image trap trimmer (19) adjusted at the factory. Do not disturb
adjustment.
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ADJUSTING MYSTERY-CONTROL
FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

The Mystery-Control receivers are shipped with five different
control frequencies which range from 350 to 400 kc. These are iden
tified by code numbers, appearing on the serial number ticket and
on the rear of the chassis. These code numbers and frequencies are
as follows:

Code 5—355 kc Code 6—367 kc Code 7—375 kc
Code 8—383 kc Code 9—395 kc

The purpose of the different control frequencies is to prevent in
teraction between two or more Mystery-Control receivers which are
on the same floor, or are exceptionally close together. When several
Mystery-Control receivers are to be located close together, it will
be necessary to use different control frequencies. In order to prevent
interaction between receivers, there should be a difference of 20 ko
between their control frequencies.
If three receivers are to be operated at the same time . . . and

are closely situated ... it will be advisable to adjust the control
frequency of the first set to 355 kc, the second set to 375 kc, and the
third to 395 kc.
When realigning or changing the control frequency of the Mys
tery-Control circuit, a Philco Model 077 Signal Generator with a
coil of wire (about 4 or 5 turns—12" in diameter) attached to the
output terminals is required. The leads between the coil of wire and
Signal-Generator should be long enough, so that the coil of wire can
be placed near the large secondary inductor in the bottom of the re
ceiver cabinet.
A Philco Aligning Screw Driver, Part No. 45-2610, and a Padding
Wrench, Part No. 3164, are necessary for adjusting trimmers; and a
Wireless Remote-Control Alignment Adaptor, Part No. 45-2769, is
needed for the "40" series and "41" series receivers.

On the "39" Series receivers, the Control Frequency is adjusted
as follows:

1. Turn range switch to position 1 (remote tuning) . With the tem
porary coil of wire in the center of (or near) the secondary in
ductor, the control frequency to which the Mystery-Control
Amplifier is tuned can be determined by tuning the Signal Gen
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erator between 350 and 400 kc. When the Signal Generator is
tuned to the control frequency, the Thyratron (2A4G) tube will
glow (blue haze). If this frequency is to be used, leave the Sig
nal Generator indicator at this point; or turn the indicator to any
other frequency desired between 350 and 400 kc.

, When the control frequency is selected, turn the sensitivity con
trol . . . (117) in Model 116 cr (89) in Model 55, located on the
left rear of the chassis . . . towards the position marked "ex
treme." Using the 2A4G Thyratron tube as a resonance indica
tor; adjust trimmers (103), (115), (119) in Model 116 .. . or
(74), (85), (90) in Model 55 . . . for maximum signal. This
will be indicated by the brilliance of the glow in the 2A4G Thy
ratron tube. As they are adjusted, gradually turn the sensitivity
control to the "near" position—or reduce the output from the
signal-generator. When they are correctly adjusted to maximum,
the Thyratron will glow with the sensitivity control . . . (117)
on Model 116, or (89) on Model 55 . . . at the "near" position
and with a very weak signal from the signal-generator.

Next, adjust the trimmer condenser on the secondary inductor in
the bottom of the receiver. It is located in one corner of the
secondary inductor and is encased in a cardboard container. This
condenser should be carefully adjusted for maximum glow in the
2A4G tube. Use the weakest signal possible from the Signal
Generator that will cause the 2A4G to glow. Also, have the
sensitivity control as close as possible to the "near" position.
Extreme care should be used in adjusting to the exact point of
resonance, as the secondary inductor is a very sharply tuned cir
cuit. After adjusting the circuit, remove the Signal-Generator
and loop from the receiver.

The WIRELESS REMOTE-CONTROL UNIT is now adjusted
as follows:

A. Dial any one of the stations indicated on the remote unit by
pulling the selector to the "Stop" position. Then, as the dial
is released at the "Stop," press the "Stop" down and hold it in
this position.

B. Holding the "Stop" in this position, bring the Mystery-Con
trol unit close to the receiver. Using the padding wrench,
adjust the trimmer screw . . . located on the bottom of the
unit . . . until the 2A4G Thyratron in the receiver glows at
full brilliance.
Now, turn the sensitivity control on the receiver towards
the "near" position until a point is reached where the 2A4G
tube almost stops glowing. Then, readjust the trimmer on the
unit again for maximum brilliance in the 2A4G tube. The
Mystery-Control unit should now be at the same frequency
as the control frequency in the receiver.
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On the "40" Series and "41" Series receivers, the control fre
quency is adjusted as follows:

1. Remove the 2A4G control tube from its socket and replace with
the aligning adaptor. Connect the red lead of the aligning adap
tor to the positive terminal of the vacuum-tube voltmeter. The
black lead of the adaptor is connected to the negative terminal of
the vacuum-tube voltmeter.
2. Remove the 78 control amplifier tube, its shield, and the shield
of the 6J7G tube. Apply power to the set and turn the range
selector disc to "remote."

3. Attach the "high" side of the signal-generator output through a
0.5 mf condenser to the grid of the 6J7G tube. Set the generator
modulation control to "mod. on" and turn the attenuator control
about one-fourth "on."
4. The control frequency to which the control amplifier is tuned can
now be determined by tuning the signal-generator between 350
and 400 kc. When the signal generator is tuned to the control
frequency, the vacuum tube voltmeter will show maximum de
flection. If this frequency is to be used, leave the signal gener
ator at this point; or turn the indicator to any other frequency
desired between 350 and 400 kc.
5. After the control frequency has been found or changed, trimmers
(W) and (X) are adjusted for maximum indication on the
vacuum-tube voltmeter.
6. After adjusting this circuit, replace the 78 tube and shields in
their sockets; and remove the signal-generator lead from the
grid of the 6J7G tube.
7. Place the small loop previously mentioned into the "high" and
"ground" of the signal-generator output terminals, and place the
signal-generator near the secondary inductor loop in the bottom
of the cabinet. When doing this, do not disturb the setting of
the signal-generator indicator. On the "40" series receivers, turn
the sensitivity control . . . located on the right rear of the chas
sis .. . toward the position marked "extreme"; then adjust trim
mers (Y) and (Z) for maximum reading on the vacuum tube
voltmeter. On the "41" series receivers, there is no adjustable
sensitivity-control to be shifted; trimmers (Y) and (Z) are ad
justed directly.
8. Next adjust the secondary inductor loop trimmer located in the
bottom of the cabinet. This compensator is encased in a card
board container that is attached to one corner of the loop. Ex
treme care should be used in adjusting to the exact point of
resonance, as the secondary inductor ia a very sharply tuned
circuit.
9. If the vacuum-tube voltmeter pointer goes off scale when adjust
ing the trimmers, turn the attenuator control of the signal-gen
erator toward the "off" position. After these trimmers are
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adjusted to maximum, the control amplifier is correctly tuned to
the frequency selected.

10. The WIRELESS REMOTE-CONTROL UNIT is now adjusted
to the control frequency of the amplifier as follows:

A. Turn off the signal-generator, then dial any one of the stations
indicated on the remote-control unit by pulling the selector
to the stop position; release the selector and at the same time
press the stop down and hold it in this position.
B. Now bring the wireless remote-control unit close to the re
ceiver. Using padding wrench, Philco Part No. 3164, tune the
trimmer . . . located on the bottom of the remote control
unit . . . until a maximum voltage reading is indicated on the
vacuum tube voltmeter. When tuning this trimmer, it should
be done very slowly; so as not to pass over the frequency to
which the control amplifier is tuned.
C. After adjusting with the sensitivity control on the "40" series
receiver in the "extreme" position, the remote-control unit is
adjusted for maximum sensitivity; by setting the sensitivity
control in the "near" position, and placing the remote-control
unit a few feet away from the receiver. The trimmer is then
adjusted again for maximum voltage reading of the vacuum-
tube voltmeter. On "41" series . . . without adjustable sensi
tivity control . . . the trimmer is directly adjusted after mov
ing the control unit closer to the receiver.
D. After making these adjustments, remove the aligning adaptor
from the socket and replace the 2A4G tube. The wireless
remote-control unit is now adjusted to the same frequency as
the control frequency in the receiver.

Note—Adjusting Remote-Control Unit Operating Distance on
"41" Series Receivers.

When shipped from the factory, the wireless remote-control cir
cuit is adjusted to control the radio from an average distance that
has been found to be satisfactory in most installations. In some
special cases, however, where the radio and control are situated near
large metal objects, or installed in metal shielded areas, it may be
necessary to change the control circuit to get adequate remote con
trol (increase sensitivity) from certain distances. In these cases, the
value of resistor (139) 15,000 ohms, located underneath the radio
chassis, should be changed to a lower value that will give the desired
range of control. The resistor, however, should not be lowered in
value more than is found necessary for the special installation. If the
control range is too sensitive, the resistor should be changed to a
higher value (more resistance).
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ADJUSTING MYSTERY CONTROL FOR
RECEPTION OF STATIONS

On the "39" Series and "40" Series receivers; the procedure for
setting up stations on the wireless remote-control is similar to the
procedure in setting up Philco electric automatic-tuning models. The
eight positions, however, are automatically dialed by the remote-
control unit, instead of by pushing buttons.
On Phonograph Combination models; only seven stations can be
automatically dialed—the eighth position being used to dial the
"phono," which is permanently connected into the circuit. When
using the wireless remote-control to operate the phonograph, the
Inter-Mix Record-Changer can be started and stopped, records "re
jected," and volume adjusted, from the remote control unit. The
automatic record changer is selected ... or records "rejected" . . .
by dialing "PHONO" position.
To set up stations on these models for best reception, a signal-

generator, Philco Model 077 and a vacuum-tube voltmeter Philco
Model 027 or 028 should be used. With this equipment proceed as
follows :

1. The lowest frequency station is at the first window on the left;
and the remaining stations in the order of increasing frequency.
Turn "on" power switch.
2. Connect the negative terminal of the vacuum tube voltmeter
through a 2-megohm resistor to the grid of the 78 i-f tube. The re
sistor must be connected directly to the grid of the tube and the
voltmeter attached to the resistor at this point. Connect the
positive terminal to the chassis ground terminal.
3. Attach a loop consisting of a few turns of wire to the output ter
minals of the Model 077 signal-generator. Turn the signal-gener
ator modulation control to "mod. on." Turn the receiver range-
selector switch to "Broadcast" and manually tune in the lowest
frequency station desired. This station should be between 540
and 1030 kc. The signal-generator is then tuned to the frequency
of the station being received. A beat note should then be heard
when the volume control is turned on.
4. Turn the range-selector disc of the receiver to "remote." Dial
first low-frequency station on the right side of the bezel of the
remote control unit.
5. Using a padding screw driver; adjust the first 540 to 1030 kc
"Osc" padder (bottom row of holes) at the left rear of the chassis,
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until the station . . . identified by the modulated signal of the
generator ... is tuned in to maximum on the vacuum-tube volt
meter. Next, adjust the first 540 to 1030 kc "Ant" padder (top
row of holes) for maximum indication on the voltmeter.
6. Turn the signal-generator off the station frequency and readjust
the "Ant" and "Osc" padders with the station signal for maximum
reading on the voltmeter. This should be done with the volume
control of the receiver adjusted for low volume. This procedure
is repeated for each of the remaining stations to be set up. The
next station to be set up should be within the frequency range of
540 to 1030 kc of the second set of padders. The third station is
tuned in by the third set of padders and should be within a fre
quency range of 670 to 116Q kc. The remaining stations are then
set up in the order of increasing frequency.

On the "41" Series receivers; broadcast stations can be tuned in
automatically from the wireless-remote control unit, and in addition,
can also be tuned in automatically by push-button operation. Eight
push-buttons are provided on the radio chassis. One of these (ex
treme left) is used to select Remote-Control Tuning. The remain
ing push-buttons are used to select stations automatically by push
button operation.
By using the remote-tuning unit, seven broadcast stations can be
tuned in; the volume can be raised and lowered; a "silent" position
can be selected; and the radio can be turned "OFF."
On Phonograph Combination models; only six stations can be
automatically dialed, or push-buttoned—the eighth position being
used to dial, or to push-button, the "phono," which is permanently
connected into the circuit as in the "39" series and "40" series re
ceivers.
The selected broadcast stations are set up for push-button and
remote-tuning control operation by adjusting the padders and coils
located in back of the push-button assembly. Three adjustments

must be made for each broadcast station selected.
The bottom row marked "ANT" is for the antenna padder for
remote-control operation; the middle row of adjusting screws is for
the oscillator coils used in remote-control; the top row of adjusting
screws is for the oscillator adjustment for push-button tuning. Each
set of three padders is numbered from "1 to 7"—set No. 1 for Posi
tion No. 2, set No. 2 for Position No. 3, etc.—only six sets being used
on "phono" combination models.
To set up stations on these models for best reception, a signal-
generator PHILCO Model 077; Vacuum-Tube Voltmeter PHILCO
Model 027 or 028; and Aligning- Adaptor, Part No. 45-2767 should be
used. With this equipment proceed as follows :

1. The lowest frequency station is at the second window on the left
of the bezel, and the remaining stations in the order of increasing
broadcast frequency.
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2. Remove the 7C6 second-detector tube from its socket and insert
the aligning-adaptor, Part No. 45-2767. Replace the tube in the
adaptor. Connect the negative (— ) terminal of the vacuum-tube
voltmeter to the light colored wire which protrudes from the side
of the adaptor. Attach the positive (+) terminal of the volt
meter to the black wire of the adaptor.
3. Turn volume-control and power-switch to the "ON" position, and
allow the receiver to heat up. Attach a loop consisting of a few
turns of wire to the output terminals of the Model 077 signal-gen
erator. Turn the signal-generator power-switch to "MOD. ON."
Turn the receiver "Band" selector to "Broadcast" and manually
tune in the lowest-frequency station desired. This station should
be between 540 to 1030 kc. Then tune the signal-generator to the
frequency of the same station and a beat note will be heard.
Leave the signal-generator pointer set at this frequency.

4. Press in the "Remote" push-button. Dial the first low-frequency
station on the remote-control unit.

5. Using a padding screw driver; adjust No. 1 "OSC Remote" (mid
dle row) until the station identified by the modulated signal of
the signal-generator is tuned to maximum reading on the volt
meter. Next adjust the "No. 1 ANT" padder (bottom row) for
maximum indication on the voltmeter.
Press in the No. 1 push-button on the radio and adjust No. 1
"PBUTTON OSC" padder (top row) for maximum output on the
same station.
6. Turn the signal-generator off the station frequency and readjust
the No. 1 "OSC PBUTTON" padder for maximum; then press
REMOTE push-button and readjust No. 1 "Remote OSC" and
No. 1 "ANT" padders for maximum reading with the station sig
nal. This should be done with the volume control of the receiver
at low volume.
Repeat this procedure for each of the remaining stations to be
set up. They should be set up in the order of their increasing fre
quency.
7. After all stations have been set up for push-button and remote-
control operation, press in the fifth (5) push-button; and adjust
the padder "ANT COMPENSATOR," located to the right of the
padder-strip unit below the dial, for maximum signal strength.
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APPENDIX

Alignment Tool Reaction
In the course of aligning a receiver, you will observe that although

a compensator is adjusted for maximum reading on the output meter,
this reading falls as the alignment tool is removed. This occurs be
cause the tool introduces a certain amount of capacity into the tuned
circuit and consequently the circuit is detuned when the tool is
removed. This is especially noticeable in the case of the oscillator
adjustments on the short-wave bands.
Experience is of great assistance in overcoming this effect. You
will find that if you adjust the trimmer for maximum output and
then increase the adjustment slightly (clockwise) that the output
will rise to its previous maximum value as the tool is withdrawn. If
you do not obtain the correct adjustment the first time, you should
repeat the adjustment until the output rises to approximately the
same value when the tool is removed, that it had when you adjusted
for maximum output with the tool on the trimmer.

Signal Strength

There are certain general practices which you should follow with
regard to the strength of the signal which is used for alignment. As
a general rule, unless otherwise stated in the instructions, you should
make the input signal as weak as possible; yet at the same time
strong enough to obtain a readable indication. This means that you
will have to adjust the attenuator constantly during the course of
the alignment so as to keep the output meter reading at about mid
dle scale. Thus, as the set is brought into alignment, its sensitivity
naturally increases and a smaller value of input signal is required.
You should never attempt to prevent the output meter from going
off scale by shifting to a higher output meter range, or by turning
down the volume. Failure to observe this procedure will result in a
poor alignment job.
The reason for keeping the signal input at a low level is to pre
vent the avc system from interfering with the proper peaking of the
tuned circuits. When the signal input is high enough so that the
avc system tends to keep the output at a constant level, it becomes
very difficult to peak the trimmers properly.

Output Meter

With but a few exceptions, all Philco receivers are aligned with
the conventional type of output meter which is connected so as to
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measure the audio output of the receiver. For receivers which have
but a single output stage it is convenient to connect the output meter
from the plate terminal of the output tube to the cathode. It is, of
course, assumed that the output meter contains a blocking condenser
so as to prevent the d-c plate voltage from burning out the meter.
In the case of push-pull output stages, the meter can be connected in
the same way if it is so desired. It is also possible to connect the
output meter across the plates of the push-pull tubes. This latter
type of connection does not subject the blocking condenser in the
output meter to a high plate voltage. However it should not be used
where one terminal on the output meter is grounded to the case be
cause of possibility of shock.
It is important that the proper scale range be used on the output

meter. For general purposes the 0-30 or 0-50 volt scale range is quite
satisfactory. If the signal input is constantly adjusted so as to keep
the meter at half scale setting, there will be no danger of the avc
action introducing error as was previously explained.

I-F Alignment
With these general ideas in mind, we can proceed to a considera
tion of the points which you should observe as the alignment pro
cedure gets under way. As you know the first step in the alignment
of a superheterodyne receiver is the alignment of the i-f amplifier.
The instructions given in the preceding pages are specific as to the
manner in which the signal generator is to be connected. In most
cases you will find it possible to drive a signal through the i-f ampli
fier with the signal generator connected to the grid of the first de
tector. Where this is not possible, it is advisable to connect the
signal generator lead to the grid of the first i-f stage. After the trim
mers for the last stage are aligned, you should shift the signal gener
ator to the grid of the first detector and align the remaining i-f
trimmers. As a general rule, you should start the i-f adjustments
with the trimmer nearest the second detector and work towards the
first detector. However, in some cases this order is not followed and
in these cases you should carefully follow the procedure outlined for
the specific model.
While the position of the tuning condenser and the waveband
switch are not directly involved while the i-f amplifier is being
aligned, it is good practice to set the waveband switch to the broad
cast band position and the dial to the low frequency end of the band
in the neighborhood of 550 kc. If instructions are given in the align
ment tables, follow these instructions. Inability to drive a signal
through the i-f amplifier can often be traced to the short-circuiting
effect of the first-detector tuned circuit. This effect is minimized by
tuning the receiver to the low-frequency end of the broadcast band.
When the grid clip of the first detector is removed, the positions of
the waveband switch and the tuning dial are of no importance.

Change of I-F Peak
In certain localities it has been found advisable to align two and
three-gang Philco receivers at some i-f peak other than the one for
which they were designed, i.e. 470 kc. This change has been found
necessary because of certain types of interference peculiar to these
localities, among which are Portland, Maine; Miami, Florida; New
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Haven, Connecticut; San Diego, California; the northern one third
of Long Island; Newark; and Southern New Jersey.
When interference is experienced in any one of these places, it is
advisable to realign the i-f amplifier at 456 kc, 465 kc, or 480 kc.
The i-f peak which is furthest away from the interference should be
used. The wave trap should not be aligned at the i-f peak, but pref
erably to give maximum attenuation of the interference.

Dial Alignment

Special DIAL-CALIBRATION instructions, in the form of foot
notes, are frequently given—to check the relative position of the dial
with respect to the condenser shaft. They vary considerably in the
many types of Philco receivers. In some models, you will find that
the proper dial alignment is secured by completely meshing the
plates; and then setting the dial so that the indicator falls on or be
tween two index marks at the low-frequency end of the broadcast
scale.
In other models, you will find that proper dial alignment is se
cured by inserting a thin gauge, generally .006 inch thick, between
the stator and rotor plates; and with the condenser shaft in this po
sition, adjusting the dial so that it reads say 1500 kc (the exact value
is different for different receivers and is specified in the notes accom
panying the alignment instructions). You should make it a practice
to recheck the dial alignment, after the set screws are finally tight
ened, to insure against error due to possible movement of the shaft
or dial while tightening the set screws.
In still other cases, the final adjustment of the dial is made in the
middle of the band at 1000 kc; after the entire alignment of the re
ceiver has been made. Also, in some receivers, the final dial align
ment is performed after replacing the chassis in its cabinet.
This operation is very important and failure to carry it out
(where it is necessary) will result in poor alignment and calibration.

Wave Trap Alignment
Following the alignment of the i-f amplifier and the check on the
dial alignment, the next operation is the adjustment of the wave
trap. Of course not all receivers have a wave trap; but when they
have, the wave trap should be adjusted so as to prevent interaction
between the wave trap and the r-f adjustments. This is avoided by
carrying out the wave-trap adjustment before the r-f adjustments.
The initial adjustment of the wave trap is made with the signal gen
erator connected to the antenna post of the receiver.
Unlike practically all other adjustments, the wave trap trimmer
is adjusted for minimum output with the signal generator fre
quency set to the i-f peak. In general, it will not be necessary to
change this adjustment again. However, if after the receiver is in
stalled, interference in the neighborhood of the intermediate fre
quency is present, then you should readjust the wave trap trimmer
slightly. This readjustment should be made while the receiver is
connected to the antenna and tuned to the point on the dial where
the interference is most pronounced. With the receiver in this con
dition and the volume control fully advanced, you should adjust the
wave trap trimmer so as to minimize this noise. This is the proper
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adjustment, even though the wave trap is resonated to a frequency
slightly different from the intermediate frequency.

Oscillator Adjustments

By far the most important of the adjustments which follow are
those located in the oscillator circuit. They are of extreme impor
tance because the frequency of the oscillator determines whether the
beat frequency produced in the first detector is above, below, or ex
actly at the i-f peak. Improper adjustment of the oscillator impairs
the sensitivity, selectivity and the dial calibration to a marked ex
tent. On the other hand, the other adjustments which are made at
radio frequencies affect the performance to a much smaller degree.
The dial calibration in particular is controlled almost entirely by the
oscillator adjustment.

High Frequency End of Band
As a general rule, the adjustment of the high-frequency oscillator
trimmer is the first radio-frequency adjustment. This is carried out
with the signal generator tuned to the high-frequency end of the
band—generally 1400 kc or 1500 kc for the broadcast band. In gen
eral, the receiver should be tuned to the same frequency at which
the signal generator is set; and an attempt should be made to pick
up the signal. If the receiver is out of alignment appreciably, it will
be impossible to pick up the signal at the correct point on the dial ;
but you will find that the signal comes in somewhere near the re
quired point, perhaps as much as 100 kc on either side. If for ex
ample, the signal generator is set at 1400 kc and the signal appears
at 1300 kc on the receiver dial, then the high-frequency oscillator
trimmer should be turned clockwise slowly (increasing the capacity)
until it is possible to hear the signal with the dial set at the proper
frequency, which is 1400 kc in this example. You should now adjust
the trimmer accurately for maximum output—both the signal gener
ator and the dial reading exactly the same frequency. Following this
adjustment, the r-f and antenna trimmers (generally located on the
top of the tuning condenser gang) are adjusted for maximum output.

Low Frequency Oscillator-Rocking
Just as the high-frequency oscillator adjustment determines the

Eerformance
of the receiver over the high-frequency portion of the

and, so the low-frequency oscillator padder determines the perform
ance over the low-frequency end of the band.
The procedure for making this adjustment is different from the
usual manner in which the other compensating condensers in the re
ceivers are adjusted, and is generally known as "rocking."
This rocking adjustment is carried out as follows: The receiver
and signal generator are tuned to that point near the low-frequency
end of the band which is specified in the table of instructions. To
make this discussion more definite and easier to follow, we shall as
sume that the operation is being carried out for the broadcast band,
in which case the signal generator would be set at about 600 kc. The
next step is to tune the receiver so that the maximum output is ob
tained. In general, the dial reading will not be 600 kc but may be
off by as much as 10 or more kilocycles on either side. That is, the
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dial reading may be 590 kc or perhaps 610 kc. Whatever the dial
reading, however, the next step is to try to increase the output by
adjusting the low-frequency padder. After adjusting this for maxi
mum output, rotate the dial of the receiver slightly in both directions
and leave it in that position which gives the greatest output. Then
readjust for maximum output again, and following this, reset the
dial for maximum output. You should continue this alternate read
justment of the low-frequency padder and the dial position, until
readjustment no longer raises the output.
To put it very briefly; the purpose of this so called rocking ad
justment, the need for which is indicated in this book by an asterisk
(*), is to secure the best possible alignment by tuning the r-f and
detector circuits exactly to the signal and at the same time making
the oscillator frequency higher than the signal by the amount of the
intermediate frequency.
In the case of some receivers, you will observe that a slightly dif
ferent method is indicated for the adjustment of low-frequency pad-
ders. This different method is needed because the selectivity of the
r-f tuned circuits is purposely lowered so as to prevent sideband
cutting and permit high-fidelity reception. In those cases where this
procedure is called for, the instructions explain the method.
On some receivers this rocking procedure is also specified for some
of the trimmers on the short-wave bands besides the low-frequency
broadcast-oscillator series padder.

Image Check

The basic procedure for making the adjustments of the r-f and
oscillator trimmers is the same for the short-wave bands as for the
broadcast band. However, somewhat greater care must be exercised
because of the possibility of error due to the image response of the
receiver. This possibility of error arises since there are two settings
of the oscillator frequency which will give the same output at the
specific frequency at which the set is being aligned. In spite of the
fact that two adjustments of the oscillator trimmer are possible, only
one of these is correct and will produce good performance over the
entire dial.
As you know a superheterodyne receiver can operate with the
oscillator frequency above or below the intermediate frequency. For
this reason, as you decrease the capacity of the oscillator trimmer,
starting from the maximum-capacity position, you will in general en
counter two peaks. The first of these occurs when the oscillator
frequency is less than the signal frequency by the amount of the i-f
peak. As the capacity is further decreased, the second peak occurs;
and this is the correct setting at which the oscillator frequency is
higher than the signal frequency. You will find in the preceding
pages that the footnotes associated with the_ tabulations generally
indicate which peak to use for the proper adjustment where neces
sary on a particular receiver.
In some cases, you will find that only one peak can be obtained.
This means that the range of the trimmer capacity is not large
enough to cause two peaks.
On all the short-wave bands, where called for in the footnotes,

you should make the following check to guard against the possibility
of oscillator misalignment. We shall illustrate the method for a spe
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cific case and the general procedure for checking the image response
will then be clear. Suppose that a receiver (ii. 460 kc) is being
aligned at 18 mc. With the dial and signal generator set at 18 me,
the oscillator trimmer is adjusted for maximum output on the proper
second peak as specified. After this is done, the receiver is slowly
detuned below 18 mc; and at a dial reading of about 17.08 mc, it
should be possible to pick up the image response. For this condition
the oscillator frequency is now below the signal frequency by the
amount of the v-f peak; but the r-f and detector circuits are detuned.
For this reason you will find it necessary to raise the output of the
signal generator in order to find the image. (It should be noted that
on some receivers the image check is at a frequency higher than that
of the signal generator output.)
If the oscillator trimmer has been incorrectly aligned, it will be
impossible to find the image response at the specified point, i.e. to
pickup the 18-mc signal at a point lower in frequency than the signal.
However, you will find the image above the signal frequency instead
of below. To continue with this same example, the image would
then be found by tuning the receiver to about 18.92 mc. If the
image is found above the signal frequency rather than below, it
means that the oscillator has been aligned to the "greater capacity
peak" instead of the "smaller capacity peak." Repeat the adjust
ment, this time setting the oscillator trimmer to the correct peak so
that the image response occurs below the signal frequency, as ex
plained above.
Likewise, if the first peak is the one to be used, as specified on

some receivers, the image check will be at a higher frequency, as
previously explained. Then for the above example, the correspond
ing dial positions would be 18.920 mc for the correct adjustment, and
17.080 for that one which is incorrect.
The above figures have been given for an i-f peak of 460 kc. For
any i-f peak, the image should be found at a point below or above
the signal frequency by an amount equal to twice the i-f peak. Thus
for an i-f peak of 260 kc and a frequency of 18 mc, the two image
points would be 17.480 and 18520 mc.

Detector and R-F Alignment
As far as the broadcast band and the lower frequency short-wave

bands are concerned, the alignment of the detector and antenna
tuned circuits does not present any particular problem ; and is made
in the ordinary manner, as indicated in the instructions. However,
on the high-frequency short-wave bands for certain receivers, a modi
fied procedure is indicated; which we shall now explain. I

When an attempt is made to adjust the antenna and r-f trimmers
in the usual way, poor alignment occurs because of the interaction
between the r-f tuned circuits and the oscillator; that is

,

a change in
the oscillator trimmer affects the r-f adjustments and makes it dif
ficult to secure accurate alignment.
To get around this difficulty, you will observe that the instruc
tions call for placing a variable condenser, having a capacity of about
350 mmf and having a good vernier drive, across the oscillator tuned
circuit. The procedure is as follows: The receiver and signal gener
ator are first tuned to the value indicated in the tables, which we
shall assume to be 18 mc. The oscillator trimmer is next adjusted to
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maximum output and the image check made, as we explained in the
previous section. The next step is to connect the external variable
condenser across the oscillator tuned circuit and to adjust this con
denser so that a signal is again received. (You should be careful not
to disturb the dial setting while the condenser is being connected and
adjusted.) When this is done, the oscillator is working at half of its
normal operating frequency. In other words, the second harmonic,
rather than the fundamental, of the oscillator mixes with the incom
ing signal. In this way, the interaction between the several circuits
is reduced; so as to make possible an accurate adjustment of the r-f
and detector compensating condensers.
Wherever this method is necessary, the instructions are specific

as to the procedure. We have brought up this point here because it
is frequently used, and it is desirable that you understand why this
apparently complicated procedure is used. In this same connection,
the external variable condenser must be connected across the entire
oscillator tuned circuit for those models which employ a series con
denser to accomplish electrical band spread. If the external variable
condenser is connected across the oscillator section of the variable
condenser for these models, it will be impossible to reduce the oscil
lator frequency to a sufficiently low value.

Magnetic Tuning Alignment

The Magnetic Tuning System employed in some Philco receivers
is a system of automatic frequency control, designed to make pos
sible quick and accurate tuning, and to compensate for the effects of
oscillator drift. It is composed of two principal units; (1) the dis
criminator, which determines whether the set is mistuned and which
provides control voltages whose magnitude and polarity indicate the
extent and direction of the mistuning, and (2) the control circuit,
which, in response to the control voltages, changes or shifts the oscil
lator frequency accordingly.
The control circuit does not present any problem from the point
of view of alignment since there are no adjustments required. How
ever, it is extremely important that the discriminator transformer be
accurately aligned at the intermediate frequency. As you will ob
serve by glancing through the alignment instructions for any one of
the receivers equipped with a Magnetic Tuning system, the receiver
is first aligned in the usual manner with the Magnetic Tuning switch
in the off position. This includes the complete i-f., oscillator, and
r-f. adjustments and also the primary winding of the discriminator
transformer, since this winding feeds the second detector. We re
peat: these adjustments must be made with the Magnetic Tuning
switch in the "off" position.
With these adjustments completed, it remains to adjust the sec
ondary trimmer of the discriminator transformer. This is accomp
lished in the following manner: Couple the signal generator to the
antenna of the receiver and set the frequency at 1000 kc. Tune in
the signal very carefully jor maximum output. A strong value of
input signal must be used. Without disturbing any of the settings,
the Magnetic Tuning switch should be turned to the "on" position
and the secondary trimmer of the discriminator transformer adjusted
for maximum output.
When the Magnetic Tuning system is functioning properly, there
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will be no hiss or change in tone as the automatic tuning switch is
shifted on and off. If there is a change in tone or a hiss, it indicates
that a frequency shift has taken place, and the adjustment of the
secondary discriminator trimmer should be repeated.

10-KC Filter Adjustment
A number of Philco receivers incorporate an audio filter which
should be adjusted to cut off at 10 kc. This filter will seldom require
adjustment unless it has been tampered with.
In the event that adjustment proves to be necessary, it is best
carried out with an audio oscillator, which should be set to generate
a frequency of 10 kc. The output of the audio signal generator
should be connected across the audio volume control. With the out
put meter connected as usual, the 10 kc filter adjustment should be
made for minimum output.
Where an audio oscillator is not available, the following procedure

can be used to effect an adjustment. Connect the signal generator to
the grid of the first detector through a .0001 mf condenser and set
the frequency at the i-f peak of the receiver. (The fidelity or selec
tivity switch for this adjustment should be in the "broad" position.)
The next step is to time in a local station and to adjust the output
of the signal generator so that a beat (whistle) is obtained between
the local station and the signal generator. Then adjust the receiver
dial carefully so that zero beat is obtained.
The object of the next step is to obtain a 10 kc beat. This is done
by advancing the setting of the signal generator by 10 kc. That is,
for example, if the i-f peak is 260 kc, then the signal generator should
be advanced to 270 kc. Having advanced the frequency of the signal
generator by this amount, a 10-kc whistle will be heard and the ad
justment of the filter is completed when the compensating condenser
across the 10-kc tuned circuit is adjusted so that the output is a
minimum.

Repetition of Adjustments

As a general rule it will be quite unnecessary to go over the trim
mers to a greater extent than that indicated in the instructions. The
exception to this rule occurs when the receiver is initially very badly
out of line. When this is the case, you will find that an appreciable
change in the capacity of the trimmer condensers is necessary on the
first adjustment. The final adjustment in these cases will be consid
erably improved if the entire alignment procedure is repeated.
In this same connection, the final adjustment of the i-f amplifier

can be made before the r-f alignment is attempted. The only excep
tion to this rule is in the case where a composite oscillator-detector
circuit is used. In this case there is some interaction between the r-f
adjustments and the adjustment of the first i-f transformer. For this
type of receiver, the final adjustment of the i-f amplifier should be
made after a preliminary adjustment of the r-f and oscillator circuits.
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